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Abstract 

Distributed real-time systems have become an important part of different industrial applications 

such as safety-critical computing. These systems need to integrate fault-tolerant clock 

synchronization protocols to achieve sufficient reliability. Since malfunctions of nodes cannot 

be completely avoided, appropriate fault-tolerance mechanisms should be developed. This includes 

even the tolerance of Byzantine behavior although it is expected to occur rarely. Additionally, many 

safety-critical systems are subject to cost restrictions with respect to the number of nodes and 

connections between them. This makes some properties crucial, such as the efficient utilization of 

structural redundancy and the protocol overhead in terms of the number of communicated messages.   

The fundamental feature of the fault-tolerant clock synchronization protocols presented in this work 

is their usability in point-to-point bridge-connected networks (like Ethernet or Time-Sensitive 

Network) with ring topologies, which require only a single additional link to achieve two disjoint 

paths between any pair of bridges. Despite this very low structural redundancy (compared to other 

redundant topologies and fully-meshed networks) nearly arbitrary behavior of one faulty bridge can 

be tolerated. If a limited reduction in synchronization precision is acceptable, even the full 

Byzantine failure model is covered. By all of the five proposed protocols the usage of two disjoint 

paths for sending clockwise and counterclockwise ensures the reception of correct information 

via at least one path. Special protocol mechanisms and decision functions solve the problem of 

contradicting information a bridge receives in clockwise and counterclockwise direction 

(caused by undetectable wrong measurement of processing delays, for example). In any case 

the fault-free bridges obtain a consistent view to adjust their clocks with sufficient convergence. 

 

Keywords:  

 

Distributed real-time systems; Fault-tolerant clock synchronization; Ring topology; 

Byzantine failure. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Verteilte Echtzeitsysteme sind ein wichtiger Teil verschiedener industrieller Anwendungen wie 

z.B. sicherheitskritische Automatisierung geworden. Diese Systeme müssen fehlertolerante 

Protokolle zur Uhrensynchronisation einschließen, um eine ausreichende Zuverlässigkeit zu 

erreichen. Da Fehlfunktionen von Knoten nicht vollständig vermieden werden können, müssen 

geeignete Fehlertoleranzverfahren entwickelt werden. Dies schließt die Tolerierung von 

Byzantinischen Fehlern ein, obwohl anzunehmen ist, dass sie nur selten auftreten. Außerdem 

unterliegen viele sicherheitskritische Systeme Kostenbeschränkungen in Bezug auf die Anzahl 

der Knoten und Verbindungen zwischen diesen. Dadurch kommt einigen Eigenschaften eine 

entscheidende Rolle zu, wie z.B. die effiziente Nutzung der strukturellen Redundanz und der 

Overhead in Bezug auf die Anzahl der kommunizierten Nachrichten. 

Die hauptsächliche Besonderheit der fehlertoleranten Uhrensynchronisationsprotokolle, die in 

dieser Arbeit präsentiert werden, liegt in ihrer Anwendbarkeit in Bridge-verbundenen Punkt-

zu-Punkt-Netzwerken (wie Ethernet oder Time-Sensitive Network) mit Ring-Topologien, die 

nur eine einzige zusätzliche Verbindung benötigen, um zwei disjunkte Pfade zwischen jedem 

Paar von Bridges bereitzustellen. Trotz dieser sehr geringen strukturellen Redundanz 

(verglichen mit anderen redundanten Topologien und vollvermaschten Netzen) kann nahezu 

beliebiges Verhalten von einer fehlerhaften Bridge toleriert werden. Wenn eine begrenzte 

Reduktion der Synchronisationsgenauigkeit akzeptabel ist, kann sogar das vollständige 

Byzantinische Fehlermodell abgedeckt werden. Alle fünf präsentierten Protokollen nutzen die 

beiden redundanten Pfade, um im Uhrzeigersinn und im Gegenuhrzeigersinn Zeitinformation 

zu senden und zu garantieren, dass über mindestens einen Pfad korrekte Information empfangen 

wird. Durch spezielle Protokoll-Mechanismen und Entscheidungsfunktionen wird das Problem 

gelöst, dass im Uhrzeigersinn und im Gegenuhrzeigersinn widersprüchliche Information 

empfangen werden kann (beispielsweise durch nicht erkennbare Fehlmessung der 

Verarbeitungsdauer verursacht). Die fehlerfreien Bridges gewinnen stets eine konsistente Sicht, 

so dass sie ihre Uhren mit hinreichender Konvergenz einstellen können. 

Schlüsselwörter: 

 

Verteilte Echtzeitsysteme; Fehlertolerante Zeitsynchronisation; Ringtopologie; Byzantinischer 

Fehler. 
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1. Introduction 

Fault-tolerant clock synchronization is a central element in distributed real-time systems. A 

distributed system consists of several autonomous processes or nodes connected by a network 

and equipped with software to perform operations [1]. The capability of performing certain 

tasks means sharing of information by communicating through message exchange [2], which is 

performed according to a predefined schedule. Such time-triggered structures are widely used 

in safety-critical applications, such as automotive control systems [3], [4]. For real-time 

applications this requires a system-wide agreed time base, which must be provided by 

synchronization of the local clocks. Moreover, if safety is relevant, the distributed system has 

to deal with unreliable communication and node failures. Depending on the application either 

fail-safe or fail-operational behavior can be required. In the former case the system only needs 

to shut down in a controlled way once an error is detected. In the latter the correct functionality 

has to be fully preserved in the presence of faults according to a given fault hypothesis 

expressing the number of fault locations and the type of malfunction, which may exceed simple 

fail-silence and include wrong data and wrong timing. These needs hold particularly for clock 

synchronization, because it is a critical service on many distributed real-time systems, where 

the lack of synchronization between nodes can severely affect all applications and their quality 

of service [5]. In [2], [6], [7], [8], [9] an overview of clock synchronization algorithms can be 

found, which designed for specific failures like crash [10], timing failures [11], or Byzantine  

failure [12], [9], [13], [14].  

1.1 Context and Motivation 

Most distributed systems require an agreed common notion of time, which is achieved by 

periodically synchronizing a number of clocks. In safety-critical systems, an agreed time-base 

is also necessary for various fault-tolerance mechanisms. And, moreover, the clock 

synchronization mechanism must be fault-tolerant itself [15]. A list of papers about clock 

synchronization in distributed systems can be found in the bibliography of [16]. 

These problems of designing a clock synchronization algorithm show up in some aspects. 

Due to the unavoidable variations in the transmission delays between nodes, they cannot have 

the same view of every clock-time. Generally speaking, the view to the point in time when an 

event happens is globally always non-deterministic. A further problem is the drift of the clock 

oscillators mainly caused by slight temperature deviations. Even if the clocks have been started 

exactly at the same real-time, they drift apart as time passes. The most important challenge is 

to cope with faulty components, which unavoidably appear in a distributed system sooner or 

later [17] . 

Many fault-tolerant clock synchronization algorithms are known [18], [12], [19]. They are 

based on mutual clock readings, some of which lead to high connectivity requirements, because 

non-direct forwarding of time information via a chain imposes the risk of undetectable fault-

induced forwarding delays. In this thesis the focus is on fault-tolerant clock synchronization 

protocols, which can be applied to cost-sensitive application areas with extremely low 

topological requirements, where the number of links does not go far beyond that of tree-

connection (which is the absolute minimum for connectivity). High safety at low wiring 
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overhead is interesting in various fields like the automotive industry, where fail-safe behavior 

dominates, or the aircraft/space industry with its fail-operational requirements. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

In a distributed system a network size of minimally 3𝑓 + 1 nodes is needed to tolerate 𝑓 

Byzantine faults [18], [20], [9]. Thus one of the fault-tolerance schemes utilizes flooding by 

sending the time information on all outgoing links. This means in a network with n nodes and 

complete point-to-point links, that a total of n(n – 1 )/2 links are needed. This can be reduced 

by using tree topologies, where there are only n – 1 links between n nodes. However, tree 

structures are not resilient to failure of even a single node. In a ring topology all the nodes are 

arranged to form a loop where communication is possible in both directions, clockwise and 

counterclockwise. The number of links in a ring is n, which is one more than the number 

required by a tree topology. However, a ring can tolerate wrong behavior of one faulty node. 

The general aspect in ring topologies is that signature-protected information can be sent on two 

different paths to a receiver and a potential failure can be detected through a signature check by 

the receiver. But as the validity of signed time information cannot be tested by signature check, 

the failure cannot be detected. 

Consequently the main requirement of the clock synchronization protocol to be designed in 

this work is as follows: The protocols need not to tolerate a high number of failures, but any 

wrong behavior of one faulty node in a ring structure is tolerated. This goes far beyond the 

primitive requirement where only fail-silence or obvious malfunctions of one node in a ring 

must be tolerated. The protocols of this work should take the best benefit of a ring topology that 

offers the following advantages: 

 High-availability of the ring network by using only two paths between any pair of 

nodes, where the degree of connectivity of nodes is two.  

 Besides the low number of links also the message number of typical protocols is 

low. Each node can add its information to a message that passes along the ring. By 

this simple mechanism information can be distributed to all nodes. Forwarding a 

message along all links in a ring-network costs only O(n) messages, compared to 

O(n2) messages in a fully-meshed network.  

This thesis presents five new clock synchronization protocols and investigates their 

properties. The basic idea of all proposed protocols is sending the time information on one path 

and receiving it back on the same path. The sender node sends its time information on one path. 

Along this path the time information is forwarded where each forwarding node adds the 

duration of the delay needed for forwarding to it. After receiving back the time information by 

the sender node, it sums up all added forwarding delay information and compares the sum with 

the negative difference between the sending time and the receiving time to check if any failure 

has occurred. The protocols are appropriate for ring structures, which require only one more 

link than the non-redundant minimum. By the new protocols the fundamental problem is 

addressed and solved that there are only two disjoint paths between any pair of nodes in a ring-

network, although the classical theory requires at least three disjoint paths for single fault 

tolerance [18].  
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1.3 Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis is structured as follows:  

Chapter 2 presents basic concepts of clock synchronization algorithms. 

Chapter 3 provides a classification of clock synchronization algorithms according to their 

internal structure and gives a brief survey of related research. 

Chapter 4 gives the system model and scope of parameters used in developed protocols. 

Chapters 5 to 11 introduce and describe the algorithms of new developed protocols and their 

behavior in the presence of a failure or a combination of failures. For each protocol the 

calculation of the timing parameters and the overhead is given. 

Chapter 12 describes the simulation of the proposed synchronization protocols and 

evaluates their overhead and achievable precision. 

Chapter 13 presents the implementation of the two protocols in a microcontroller ring 

network. 

Chapter 14 summarizes and concludes this thesis.  

Chapter 15 presents future related research directions. In particular, a summary of 

extensions to our approach in order to evolve an implementation that can lead to an industrial 

realization is given. 

Appendix contains the pseudo-code for three of the protocols, RFA and HFC and SFC. 
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2. Basic Concepts 

2.1 Clock Model 

In a system with n nodes, where each is provided with a clock, hardware clocks drift away from 

the “perfect time” (because the oscillators don’t behave exactly identically) or the “real-time” 

due to physical imperfections of the oscillator. Therefore it should be distinguished between 

two different types of time: real-time and clock-time. Ideally all clock-times and the real-time 

should be the same. To achieve this goal, the differences between the clock-times can be 

minimized by using a clock synchronization algorithm [21] (An accurate clock model with 

respect to different aspects of oscillator behavior can be found in [22]). In the following some 

definitions are given and notations introduced. 

Real-Time: The time of fixed reference clock (perfect clock) is denoted as 𝑟. 

Clock-Time: The clock Ci of node i has the clock-time ti(𝑟) at real-time 𝑟.  

According to [23] fault-free clock is modeled by: 

ti(𝑟)  = 𝜌𝑖(𝑟) + 𝑙𝑖  
(1) 

where 𝑡𝑖  is the local value of the clock of node 𝑖, 𝜌𝑖(𝑟) and 𝑙𝑖 are the drift function 

(frequency range 𝜌𝑖(𝑟) ϵ [1 − 𝜌, 1 + 𝜌]) and initial difference to the real-time (startup 

difference), respectively. The drift and startup difference effect with respect to a perfect time 

are displayed in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Different deviations a clock can have with respect to the real-time 
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Clock Drift 

Clock drift ρ is the maximum difference between the actual rate of a clock and the ideal rate of 

exactly 1 (clock-time seconds per real-time seconds). It is commonly observed that an 

oscillator’s drift slowly changes according to temperature changes or other physical reasons. A 

drift of 1ppm means a drift of 1 microsecond per 1.000.000 microseconds, equal to 1 second. 

The maximum clock drift ρ limits the actual drift both to a positive and a negative bound. 

1 − 𝜌 ≤
𝑑𝑡𝑖 (𝑟)  

𝑑𝑟
≤ 1 + 𝜌 (2) 

The following formulae are valid: 

for a perfect clock:    
𝑑𝑡𝑖 (𝑟)  

𝑑𝑟
= 1, 

for a fast clock:    1 <
𝑑𝑡𝑖 (𝑟)  

𝑑𝑟
< 1 + 𝜌, 

and for a slow clock:   1 − 𝜌 <
𝑑𝑡𝑖 (𝑟)  

𝑑𝑟
< 1. 

Offset 

The offset 𝑥𝑖𝑗  is the difference between two clock-times.  

 1  𝑖  𝑛, 1  𝑗 𝑛: 𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 𝑡𝑖(𝑟) – 𝑡𝑗(𝑟) (3) 

Accuracy 

 𝜆  is the maximum absolute deviation between the clock-time of a fault-free clock and the real-

time: 

 1  𝑖  𝑛:  𝑡𝑖(𝑟) –  𝑟    𝜆 (4) 

 

Precision after Adjustment (Maximum deviation at the start of a synchronization 

interval)  

𝛼 is the maximum difference between two fault-free clocks immediately after clock synchroni-

zation (see Figure 2). 

 1  𝑖  𝑛, 1  𝑗 𝑛:  𝑡𝑖(𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡) – 𝑡𝑗(𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡)   𝛼 (5) 

where 𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡  is the point in time when a synchronization interval starts.  
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Precision before Adjustment (Maximum deviation at the end of the synchronization 

interval) 

𝛽, is the maximum relative deviation between the clock-times of any pair of fault-free clocks 

(typically immediately before clock adjustment during clock synchronization): 

 1  𝑖  𝑛, 1  𝑗  𝑛: 𝑡𝑖(𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑) – 𝑡𝑗(𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑)   𝛽 (6) 

where 𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑  is the point in time when a synchronization interval ends (see Figure 2). 

After clock adjustment the maximum relative deviation between two fault-free clocks is 𝛼, 

which is smaller than 𝛽. 

Delay Compensation 

When a network is used for clock synchronization the network delays can be either 

compensated or remain uncompensated. Delay-compensated networks use techniques to 

measure the message forwarding delays and compensate them by adding the indicated delays 

in the transmitted time information. Due to inaccuracies in time measurement a small amount 

of τ (the inaccuracy of the local forwarding delay measurements) per forwarding bridge cannot 

be compensated.  

Forwarding Delay Inaccuracy 

The time 𝑑𝑖  needed by a node 𝑖 to forward a message is called forwarding delay, equal to the 

absolute time difference between receiving and sending that message. With a measured 

forwarding delay of 𝑑𝑖   and an inaccuracy 𝜏 the true forwarding delay is in the interval  

[𝑑 𝑖 − τ, 𝑑 𝑖 + τ]. The forwarding delay 𝑑𝑖  itself can be compensated (see last paragraph) 

through delay compensation, but the portion 𝜏 cannot be eliminated. 

Clock Reading Error 

If a node reads the clock-time of another node, there is an unavoidable deviation between the 

read clock-time and the true actual clock-time (implementation-dependent and always 

appearing, whether message transfer or shared memory is used). The maximum deviation 

between the true and the read clock-time is called clock reading error (see section 6). The clock 

reading error typically has a significant impact on the precision of a clock synchronization 

algorithm.  
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Figure 2: Deviations that might occur between clocks, 𝛼 is precision after adjustment,  𝛽 precision before adjustment, rstart the start point 

in time of a synchronization interval and rend the end point in time of a synchronization interval. 

2.2 Failure Model 

The term fault-tolerance includes the capability of a system to provide its functionality even in 

the presence of faults. These faults can have different causes and can be categorized in multiple 

types. With respect to clock synchronization, the faults of the clock, the nodes and the links are 

relevant. Hardware clocks can misstate the clock-time or do not meet the condition of a 

maximum drift. Nodes can crash or have performance failures when overloaded. In particular 

they can output wrong results and provide the outputs prematurely or late. Links also can crash 

or have performance failures. For the development and analysis of distributed algorithms faults 

need to be considered since they may adversely affect any function. A proper fault model needs 

to be specified in order to elaborate the system behavior when faults occur. In the following a 

list is given that summarizes the types of node, link and clock failures to be considered for clock 

synchronization algorithms. Concerning clocks most of the algorithms assume uncontrolled 

failures (also called Byzantine or arbitrary failures). Others only assume timing failures, a more 

restricted failure mode excluding conflicting information. 

Fail-Omission Failure 

A node commits a fail-omission failure if it stops executing (does not send or forward any 

message). This type of failure may occur because of a node or link crash. Fail-silence can be 

single- or multiple-sided. In the former case a node does not send a message to one neighbor, 

but it sends messages to other neighbor nodes [24]. Fail-silence is similar to fail-omission with 

the difference that fail-silence is “permanent omission”. 
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Delay Failure 

A node i commits a delay failure if its real-time delay needed to complete a step is more than 

the maximum allowed forwarding delay, θi>Tforw (see Table 2). Accordingly, a link commits a 

delay failure if it transfers some message slower than within the specified time. Clearly, this 

applies only to systems with known upper temporal bounds on operation durations (timeouts). 

Wrong Delay Measurement Failure 

Forwarding of a message is a typical protocol operation. It consists of receiving the message, 

processing it and sending it to the next node. Since all these steps take time, the node measures 

its time consumption and adds the measured time value to the forwarded message to allow for 

compensation which makes time synchronization much more accurate. If the indicated time 

duration is measured wrongly by a faulty node (depending on forwarding delay inaccuracy) the 

failure is named wrong delay measurement, see section 4.2. 

Illegal Delay Failure 

A node i commits a delay failure, also called performance failure, if it needs more than the 

maximum allowed delay to complete a step. This means the indicated (measured) delay is more 

than the allowed forwarding delay, di>Tforw (see Table 2), which is always detectable since the 

maximum is a constant globally known. 

Byzantine Failure 

A local hardware clock commits a Byzantine failure when it gives inaccurate, untimely or 

conflicting information. This includes dual-faced clocks, which may give different values of 

time to different nodes at the same real-time [18]. 

Data Corruption Failure 

A message is corrupted, when a link or a node modifies the message content. To prevent the 

messages from being manipulated undetectably signatures or so-called checksums (such as 

CRC) can be used. Corruptions are detectable with very high probability, provided the signature 

or checksum is sufficiently long. 

Timing Failure 

Timing failures can be subdivided into categories: 

 late messages, and 

 both late and early messages. 

When a local hardware clock commits a timing failure, its clock drift exceeds the maximum of 

ρ. Thus the failed clock is not ρ-bounded.  
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3. Clock Synchronization in Distributed Systems 

Applications in distributed systems often have the need of a globally synchronized time. For 

example, applications with timed events must guarantee that the actions of different nodes 

follow the specified time pattern. Such applications can be found in automotive systems and 

many other real-time application areas. Because of the unavoidable inaccuracy of clocks as well 

as the unavoidable occurrence of failures, fault-tolerant clock synchronization algorithms are 

needed to provide a globally synchronized time.  

3.1 Structure of Clock Synchronization Algorithms 

The structure of different clock synchronization algorithms is related to the way how the time 

is distributed to the nodes, and how they take part in synchronization. 

Asymmetric (Master-Slave) Structures 

Asymmetric structures used in [25], [26] are master-slave structures. All nodes (slaves) take 

their information from one node (master), which has the reference time that represents the 

correct time. The master node provides the time by estimating the round trip delay to calculate 

the correction term which is then applied by the slaves when adjusting their clocks. Depending 

on the protocol, the information exchange may be started by either the master or by the slaves. 

The advantage of this kind of structure is its low number of messages, whereas its disadvantage 

lies in the fact that the master forms a single point of failure. This can be solved by defining an 

additional master as spare, and utilizing effective fault detection methods. 

Symmetric Structures 

In symmetric structures used in [11], all nodes inform each other about their local time. 

Therefore each node distributes its local time to all other nodes. The received clock-times are 

related to the local clock-time. The respective time differences are used to determine the 

correction term for adjusting the local clock. Depending on the paths for transmitting messages 

between nodes the symmetric algorithms can be categorized into flooding-based and ring-based 

approaches. Flooding-based symmetric algorithms [12], [11], [14] are based on disseminating 

the message on all outgoing links, whereas in ring-based symmetric algorithms the nodes are 

arranged in a (real or virtual) ring, and only one message is transferred along the ring. The 

flooding-based scheme has the advantage of inherent fault-tolerance with respect to fail-

omission. However flooding-based algorithms are costly in terms of message number. They 

need n(n-1) messages in a fully-connected network to transmit a message to all n nodes in the 

network. Transmitting a message to all of the nodes in ring-based schemes requires only n 

messages, where the resilience to a single point of failure needs extended consideration.  

Hierarchical Structures 

Some clock synchronization algorithms use a hierarchical structure, by which the time 

information is distributed at different levels. In each level the synchronization may be achieved 

by a symmetric or by an asymmetric algorithm. Not all of the nodes need necessarily contribute 

to the synchronization. The nodes in higher level (primary nodes) may have clocks with better 

oscillator quality or may have an access to an external time reference like a GPS (Global 

Positioning System) receiver, whereas the nodes in lower levels take their time information 

from the primary nodes [27]. 
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The Network Time Protocol (NTP) [28] is used to synchronize the clocks over the internet. 

It uses a hierarchical asymmetric (master-slave) structure by using primary and secondary time 

servers. The Precise Time Protocol (PTP) [29], developed for computer networks connected by 

Ethernet, also uses a master-slave hierarchy. It achieves a higher accuracy than NTP in a local 

area network.  

3.2 Classification of Clock Synchronization Algorithms 

Depending on the required precision clock synchronization may be accomplished by hardware, 

software or both. Accordingly, we can split the clock synchronization algorithms in three 

categories: software, hardware and hybrid algorithms, where the hardware reads and adjusts the 

local clock and the correction term is calculated by the software. 

Software algorithms use communication networks to transmit synchronization messages for 

keeping the clocks synchronized, but do not provide synchronization as exact as hardware 

synchronization mechanisms. Software clock synchronization algorithms have been widely 

investigated in the literature. The most common types are addressed in [30], [31]. They can be 

subdivided into deterministic, probabilistic and statistical algorithms. Deterministic algorithms 

[12], [20], [11], [32], [10], [33], [34], [35], [36] guarantee a maximum difference between two 

clocks by assuming an upper bound on transmission delay. Probabilistic algorithms [25], [26], 

[37] do not assume an upper bound on transmission delay but they assume that with some 

probability smaller than one the transmission delay will be smaller than the guaranteed constant 

maximum difference among synchronized clocks. Thus the clocks know at any given time if 

they are synchronized or not. Statistical algorithms [38], [39], [40] depend upon a statistical 

learning of clock parameters [41], [42] and assume that expectation and standard deviation of 

the delay distributions are known. Therefore the clocks do not know the precision of the clock 

synchronization but a statistical argument is given that any two clocks are within a constant 

maximum difference with a known probability [43]. The protocols presented in this thesis are 

deterministic, so the concentration will be on these. 

Pure hardware algorithms realize tight clock synchronization by using special hardware in 

each processor. The network is used in addition for sending the synchronization messages, 

which makes this approach costly [44], [45]. Equipping each processor with GPS or other 

reference time receiver allows absolute synchronization with the global time. 

The third alternative consists of a mixture of hardware and software synchronization. Hybrid 

clock synchronization only needs a minimum of additional hardware. Yet it has higher precision 

than pure software algorithms. Hybrid clock synchronization algorithms [46], [47] are less 

expensive than hardware approaches and more accurate than software algorithms.  

3.3 Clock Synchronization 

Clock synchronization means the process of keeping clocks synchronized or close to each other 

or to a reference time by continuous operations, to prevent the clocks from drifting apart. Clock 

synchronization algorithms can be implemented internally (among clocks) or externally (with 

respect to a reference time). External clock synchronization forces the clocks to follow an 
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external time reference, for example UTC (Universal Time Coordinated), whereas internal 

clock synchronization keeps the clock-times close to each other.  

External Clock Synchronization 

Bringing the clock-times closer to the (approximate) real-time by some external service, is 

called external clock synchronization. With external clock synchronization all clocks of the 

system are synchronized to an external time source like GPS. This is relevant if a system needs 

such an external time for its application. In general external clock synchronization is not 

appropriate for safety-critical systems, if the external service cannot be guaranteed 

continuously. Interruptions can be caused by failures of wired links or disturbances of radio 

signals. Moreover, the external time source is a single point of failure unless equipped with 

appropriate redundancy. The precision of external synchronization is expressed by 𝜆 as follows, 

where ti(r) is the clock-time and r the real-time:  

𝑡𝑖(𝑟) –  𝑟    𝜆 

Internal Clock Synchronization 

Internal clock synchronization means the process of synchronizing the clocks of a distributed 

system in close relation to each other by maintaining a bounded internal maximum deviation 

between fault-free clocks (𝛽) and bounded drift (ρ).  

𝑡𝑖(𝑟)– 𝑡𝑗(𝑟)    𝛽 

1 − 𝜌     
𝑑𝑡𝑖(𝑟)  

𝑑𝑟
    1 + 𝜌    

To achieve these two objectives of internal clock synchronization it should also be 

considered that the maximum forwarding delay of messages must be bounded. This ensures 

that any clock Ci can request the state of the clock Cj within an upper bound in time. Some 

typical assumptions of algorithms which operate by using internal clock synchronization are as 

follows: 

 In a fully connected network, some algorithms guarantee a bounded internal 

deviation if fewer than one third of the clocks are faulty, where the faulty clocks 

may behave arbitrarily [12], [48]. 

 If the failure behavior is limited to fail-silence or to clock reading failure, the 

bounded internal deviation can be achieved if fewer than half of the clocks are faulty. 

Only the majority of clocks need to be fault-free [35]. 

 

The principle of getting clocks synchronized by applying internal synchronization needs 

some operations to determine the correction term and applying it on the clock-times to adjust 

the clocks. The efforts can be mapped to the following phases: 

Collection of Clock-Time Values 

The nodes in the system collect the clock-times of other nodes that participate in clock synchro-

nization. The transfer of time information is either direct or indirect depending on the topology. 
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Reading the clock-times of other clocks cannot be exact due to the presence of varying clock 

drift and communication delays. Hence the clock reading error must always be considered. 

Calculation of the Correction Value 

After collection of the clock-times each node computes the correction term by applying an 

appropriate convergence function (see section 3.5) on the set of differences/offsets between the 

collected clock-times and its own time. The convergence function should perform a reduction 

in the differences among clocks that have drifted from each other too far. 

Clock Correction 

The last step in a clock synchronization algorithm is to adjust the clock using the calculated 

correction values. 

3.4 Synchronization Techniques 

In order to keep the clocks synchronized, the clock-times must be corrected. There are different 

approaches to adjust clocks. 

Rate Correction 

This is a periodic action to maintain the correct rates (frequency) of the clocks. The goal of this 

technique is to keep the rate of the clocks near to the optimal rate of 1 clock-time second per 

real-time second. Each node periodically adjusts its clock rate by calculating a clock rate 

correction term.  

Offset or State Correction  

Maintaining the local time or state of the clock is applied by most of algorithms [49].  A clock 

correction function is used to keep the states of the clocks together. In order to synchronize the 

clocks with respect to the offset or state correction, a convergence function (see section 3.5) 

can be applied on the set of offsets between the nodes, see equation (3) for calculating an offset 

correction term (the clock offsets can be compensated by calculating the difference between the 

received time and the ingress timestamp read from the clocks of other nodes).  

3.5 Convergence Functions 

In the literature the convergence functions used in clock synchronization approaches [12], [19], 

[20], [50], [51] are different. All of them are based on a set of clock-time differences, from 

which a correction term is calculated and this is then applied to the local clock of the 

corresponding node. 

In the following, some frequently used convergence functions based on some sort of averaging 

the set of clock-time differences are described. Formally the functions can be denoted by CF(Pi 

,x1,…,xn), where Pi is the node that applies the convergence function, and x1,…xn, are the 

differences between the local clock of Pi and the clock-times of other nodes (offsets). The 

assumption of these algorithms is that there is an upper bound of the (uncompensated portion 

of the) transmission delay. The algorithms guarantee a certain maximum difference between 

any two fault-free clocks in the distributed system. 
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3.5.1 Interactive Convergence Function 

An interactive convergence function or an egocentric average function EG(Pi , x1,…, xn) [20] 

returns the average of the set of clock-times (x1,…, xn) or clock-time differences (offsets) of 

node Pi, which are sorted. The absolute values of the offsets should not exceed a maximum ω, 

where ω has to be defined properly, so that ω > β. Recall that β is the maximum deviation (or 

achievable precision) between fault-free clocks. This condition is necessary to avoid clustering 

the clocks, because otherwise the slow clocks are synchronized in relation only to other slow 

clocks and fast clocks are synchronized only to the fast clocks. The convergence function is 

then applied on the clock-times within (ti – ω, ti + ω) or on the offset values within (–ω, ω). 

Clock-times or offset values, respectively, outside this interval are discarded. If ω is too large, 

it can adversely affect the precision because then some wrong values of faulty clocks are not 

discarded [52]. In the worst case the precision is slightly less than 1+ e [53]. 

Example: 

EG(Pi, x1,…, xn) = (2, 4, 6, 3, 11, 8, 5, 2), where the index 2 of the node is printed in bold, and 

clock-times 4, 6, 3, 11, 8, 5, 2 are underlined. For the 7 clock-times the following holds: 3𝑓 +

1 = 𝑛 = 7, 𝑓 = 2. 

Assume ω = 3. Since x2 = 6, we should consider all clock-times in the range [6 – 3, 6 + 3] = [3, 

9], thus: From the remaining clock-value set (4, 6, 3, 8, 5) we finally obtain the 

Average(4, 6, 3, 8, 5) = 5.2. Therefore all of the clocks should adjust their clock-times to 5.2. 

As mentioned before, the interactive function can also be applied on the offset values. Now we 

consider the offset-vector of the node 2: (2, 0, 3, –5, –2, 1, 4). Again we assume ω = 3. Then 

we should consider all offset values in the range [–3, 3]. Thus, the new set of remaining offsets 

is (–2, 0, 1, 2, 3) with Average(–2, 0, 1, 2, 3) = 0.8. Applying this correction term to adjust the 

clock of node 2 results in 6 – 0.8 = 5.2, which is the same as result of the convergence function 

on the clock-times. 

3.5.2 Fault-Tolerant Average Algorithm (FTA) 

The fault-tolerant average algorithm FTA (Pi, x1,…, xn) used in [49] returns the average of the 

set of clock-times or set of offsets (offsets are sorted), where at first the 𝑓 lowest and the 𝑓 

highest clock-times or offset values are discarded. Then the fault-tolerant average is set to the 

average of the remaining values. The precision in the worst case is again slightly less than  

1+ e [53]. 

FTA(p, x1,…, xn) :=average(yf+1,…, yn-f)  

where (y1,…, yn) is the sorted list of (x1,…, xn). 

Example: 

FTA(p, x1,…, xn) = (2, 4, 6, 3, 11, 8, 5, 2), where the index 2 of the node is printed in bold, and 

clock-times 4, 6, 3, 11, 8, 5, 2 are underlined. For the 7 clock-times the following holds: 3𝑓 +

1 = 𝑛 = 7,  𝑓 = 2.  

The sorted set of clock-times is (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11) with 𝑓 = 2. After deletion of the 𝑓 smallest 
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and the 𝑓 highest values the new set is (4, 5, 6). Thus we obtain Average(4, 5, 6) = 5. Therefore 

all of the clocks should adjust their clock-times to 5. 

As mentioned before FTA can also be applied on the offset values. Now we consider the 

offset-vector of the node 2: (2, 0, 3, –5, –2, 1, 4). The sorted set is (–5, –2, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4). After 

deletion of the 𝑓 smallest and the 𝑓 highest values the new set is (0, 1, 2), from where we obtain 

Average(0, 1, 2) = 1. This correction term for clock adjustment results in 6 – 1 = 5, which is the 

same result as that of the convergence function on the clock-times. 

3.5.3 Fault-Tolerant Midpoint Algorithm (FTMA) 

The fault-tolerant midpoint algorithm (FTMA) [12] is based on the fault hypothesis of at most 

𝑓 faulty clocks which may exhibit Byzantine behavior. The algorithm requires at least 

𝑛 =  3𝑓 + 1 nodes with 2𝑓 +  1  disjoint paths between any pair of nodes. The function 

FTMA(Pi , x1,…, xn) returns the midpoint of the set of clock-times or offsets (clock-times or 

offsets are sorted), after the 𝑓 lowest and the 𝑓 highest offset values have been discarded. Then 

the fault-tolerant midpoint is set to the arithmetic mean of the minimum and the maximum of 

the remaining values, mid = (yf+1 + yn-f)/2, where (y1,…, yn) is the sorted list of (x1,…, xn). This 

value is used as correction term for adjusting the local clock of node Pi.  

FTMA(Pi , x1,…, xn) := mid(yf+1+ yn-f)  

 The maximum “after adjustment precision” (𝛼) achieved by this convergence function is 

𝛼 = 
1

2
 𝛽 + e, where 𝛽 is the precision before adjustment and e is the clock reading error [53]. 

Example: 

FTMA(Pi , x1, …, xn) = (2, 4, 6, 3, 11, 8, 5, 2), where the index 2 of the node is printed in 

bold, and clock-times 4, 6, 3, 11, 8, 5, 2 are underlined. For the 7 clock-times the following 

holds: 3𝑓 + 1 = 𝑛 = 7,  𝑓 = 2.  

The sorted set of clock-times is : (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11). After removing the 𝑓 smallest and the 𝑓 

highest values the remaining set is (4, 5, 6), thus Average(4, 6) = 5. Therefore the clock should 

be adjusted to 5. 

FTMA can also be applied to the offset values. Now we consider the offset-vector of the 

node 2: (2, 0, 3, –5, –2, 1, 4). The sorted set of offsets is: (–5, –2, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) with 𝑓 = 2. After 

the deletions (0, 1, 2) remains, thus Average(0, 2) = 1. Applying this correction term to adjust 

the clock of node 2 results in 6 – 1 = 5, which is the same result as that of the convergence 

function on the clock-times. 

3.5.4 Differential Fault-Tolerant Midpoint Function (DFTM)  

The differential fault-tolerant midpoint function (DFTM) [14] introduced in [51] improves the 

fault-tolerant midpoint function proposed in [12] by providing an optimal correction, where the 

guaranteed maximum deviation between fault-free clocks is minimal. DFTM is optimal in the 

sense that the guaranteed maximum drift deviation between fault-free clocks is minimal. For 

DFTM is has been proven that the least maximum value is achieved compared to any other 

convergence function [14]. The differential fault-tolerant midpoint function uses the following 

function emid for a given local clock-time tp of node p [35]: 
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emid (p , x1,…, xn)  :=mid( min(tp – e, yf+1), max(tp+e, yn-f))  

with eas clock reading error, as the maximum clock drift and rmax as the maximum (real-

time) duration of a synchronization interval. The vector (y1,…, yn) is the sorted list of (x1,…, xn). 

Based on the function emid(p,x1,…,xn) the differential fault-tolerant midpoint is calculated as 

follows: 

DFTM(p, x1,…, xn) := 

if   | emid (p, x1,…, xn) – tp|  ≤  2rmax then 

     emid (p, x1,…, xn) 
else 

    tp + sign(emid (p , x1,…, xn)) 2rmax 

end if 

The value obtained by this algorithm is used to correct the clocks.  

Example: 

DFTM (p, x1,…, xn) = (2, 4, 6, 3, 11, 8, 5, 2) where the index 2 of the node is printed in bold, 

and clock-times 4, 6, 3, 11, 8, 5, 2 are underlined. For the 7 clock-times the following holds: 

3𝑓 + 1 = 𝑛 = 7,  𝑓 = 2 and  x2 = 6. 

(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11). After removing the 𝑓 smallest and the 𝑓 highest values the remaining set 

is (4, 5, 6). Thus, the differential fault-tolerant midpoint function yields  

Average(min(6 – e, 4), max(6 + e, 6)). 

3.6 Related Work 

When high dependability requirements exist – like in the automotive or the aerospace field – 

and clocks must be synchronized by a protocol on an existing communication system (without 

extra synchronization links), particular effort is required for clock synchronization. For this 

scenario fault-tolerant clock synchronization algorithms have been developed that exhibit some 

similarities (like using fault-tolerant-midpoint algorithm as convergence function) and some 

differences (like using a different structure such as a hierarchical or a asymmetric structure) to 

the approach presented in this thesis. 

In the following related works with respect to clock synchronization and the usage of 

network redundancy (in particular ring topologies) are distinguished. 

Clock Synchronization  

Precision Time Protocol (PTP)   

The PTP [29] is defined in IEEE1588 and is a common protocol to synchronize clocks in a local 

network by using an asymmetric (master-slave) structure. It is especially used for distributed 

systems in automation applications. The clocks using PTP are synchronized with precision of 

less than 1 microsecond via Ethernet, which is better than in NTP [28]. PTP can be implemented 

with hardware support for time stamping at the physical layer of the network, but it is costly 

when using Ethernet LANs. Distributing the master reference time to the slave nodes can be 

affected by failures of the communication infrastructure. Thus some research studies purposed 
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providing a communication infrastructure with additional network redundancy protocols like, 

Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) [54]  and High Availability Seamless Redundancy 

(HSR) [55]. 

Time Triggered Protocol (TTP)   

TTP [49] provides round-wise communication based on TDMA slots, where nodes 

communicate by broadcast with fault-tolerant clock synchronization as a primitive, based on 

the fault-tolerant average algorithm [12], the correctness of which has been shown in [56] and 

[57]. Preventing negative influence of a faulty node is accomplished by a bus guardian, which 

allows the access to the bus only within certain time slots. TTP can tolerate arbitrary 

(Byzantine) behavior of one faulty node in every TDMA round. TTP uses two channels and 

bus guardians. TTP is applicable not only in ring, but also in star or bus topologies. This 

contrasts to our protocol that does not need bus guardians. FlexRay [58] is designed for different 

topologies, like star, bus and hybrid structures. A node can be either connected to one channel 

or two channels. FlexRay is partly based on TDMA slots, where every node in the system knows 

the send and receive time points of all messages. Every node calculates the difference between 

the expected and the observed arriving time points, and creates a set of offset values thereof, on 

which the fault-tolerant-midpoint algorithm is applied to realize fault-tolerant clock 

synchronization. An optional bus guardian controls the access to the bus. 

As mentioned before, many solutions for clock synchronization have been developed, which 

are used in LAN, like NTP [28] or PTP [29]. Many of these solutions only achieve a limited 

degree of fault-tolerance. As said before NTP tolerates fail-silence using server replication. 

However, more malicious malfunctions are not tolerated. PTP is unable to tolerate a faulty 

grand-master that loses the connection to the reference time source. 

Networks Redundancy Protocols 

To improve the reliability and robustness of the infrastructure used by clock synchronization 

protocols network redundancy protocols can be applied. Although these protocols affect the 

performance of the synchronization, these solutions are helpful in the case of fail-omission of 

any node in the network, but arbitrary behavior of reference node is still an open problem [59]. 

Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP)  

The RSTP [54] has been developed to integrate IEEE 1588 with network redundancy protocols 

to provide a robust synchronization infrastructure by solving the problem of undesired traffic 

loops in topologies with cycles. It reduces the loop topology to a tree topology by removing a 

sufficient number of paths. RSTP achieves a low recovery time when a new tree must be 

formed. Depending on the topology this can vary in the range of milliseconds to some seconds. 

If a failure happens a new forwarding tree is constructed. Thus in case of a link failure, the 

reception of information is guaranteed, but in the context of clock synchronization the recovery 

time for forming the new spanning tree should be considered. 

Parallel Redundancy Protocol (PRP)   

The PRP [60] achieves high availability by providing redundant Ethernet connections and 

maintaining two networks simultaneously. Thus it needs zero recovery time on fault occurrence 

(in contrast to RSTP). All of the nodes are connected to both networks. This provides 
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information redundancy by sending all messages concurrently via two different links. In case 

of failure, like fail-silence, the information is received at least via one of the networks. The 

duplicated information is discarded by nodes. 

High Availability Seamless Redundancy (HSR)   

The HSR [55], [60] is a protocol that can be used in ring topologies. The protocol is based on 

the idea of PRP by using duplications over different paths but overcomes the overhead of PRP 

by using only one network. In the HSR protocol, a message is sent redundantly in both 

directions of a ring and each node ideally receives both copies. The first message is processed 

and the duplicate is discarded. Therefore, a link-failure or fail-silence of a node is tolerated (a 

single failure is assumed), because a message is guaranteed to be received from at least one 

direction. A delay failure can be tolerated as the message from the direction that is not delayed 

is received at first and processed, and the second delayed message is discarded. Thus fail silence 

and delay can be tolerated by HSR. However, arbitrary malfunctions of a faulty node, like 

wrong delay measurement is not tolerated. 

Braided-Ring Availability Integrity Network (BRAIN)   

BRAIN uses a more redundant topology like a braided ring with additional guardian 

functionality to tolerate a Byzantine failure (arbitrary behavior). The BRAIN concept uses a 

braided ring and a flooding scheme, providing a very high integrity of data distribution. A 

braided ring is a basic ring with additional links between one node and its neighbor’s neighbor 

[61]. The algorithm is based on minimizing the transmission delay of rings. Each message is 

received by other nodes via a direct link and also via its neighbor node (called skip link). As 

described in detail in [62], [63] each node detects the failure by bit-for-bit comparison between 

both received data. Because of the redundant receiving from two directions, each node receives 

correct data despite any arbitrary failure. Thus link or node failures can be tolerated, but wrong 

delay measurement or wrong time information is an unsolved problem in this protocol. 

All relevant clock synchronization protocols for LAN networks, like PTP, are not fault-

tolerant, though they achieve high accuracy of less than a microsecond. However, full fault-

tolerance is not achieved by the master-slave structures in these protocols. In particular slight 

(undetectable) instability of the oscillator of the reference node does not always activate the 

slave and thus affects the quality of the synchronization of the whole system. By using the fault-

tolerant-average algorithm and the fault-tolerant-midpoint algorithm in TTP and FlexRay, 

respectively, fault-tolerant clock synchronization is achieved by a higher number of 

communication links (factor 2 compared to the non-redundant case) for transmitting the 

synchronization messages. This distinguishes these solutions from our protocols which require 

just one extra link to form a ring topology. 

As mentioned before when fault-tolerance in a ring is considered some protocols that utilize 

the redundancy (without providing clock synchronization), like RSTP, PRP and HSR can be 

applied. These protocols are resilient to information loss but not to arbitrary behavior of a node 

(single failure assumption). Therefore we aim at new protocols using internal synchronization, 

which can be used in ring topologies, ensure a bounded clock deviation and guarantee the 

tolerance of any behavior of a faulty node.  
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4. System Model 

In this work a bridge-connected network with a ring topology, where bridges are connected to 

the nodes is considered. Each bridge owns a clock that is either located within the bridge or in 

an adjacent node (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: B denotes bridges, N denotes nodes and black lines denote the links. 

4.1 Timing 

The clocks are synchronized periodically, where each synchronization interval (from one 

synchronization to the next) has equal duration 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐. Within a synchronization interval 

the time is subdivided as shown in Figure 4. 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 is the duration of message exchange 

by the synchronization protocol (consisting of the consecutive parts 𝑇𝐹𝑃 and  𝑇𝑆𝑃 for the 

respective sub-protocols, FP refers to the Forward Protocol and SP refers to the Secondary 

Forward Protocol), will be explained later). 𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 is the duration from start of the message 

exchange till the clock adjusts its clock-time. When too frequent synchronization should be 

avoided to limit the overhead, 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 can be preceded by some period 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 to achieve a 

greater temporal separation of the synchronizations. After execution of the synchronization 

protocol within a synchronization interval the bridges execute FTMA (see section 3.5.3) on 

their local data and adjust their clocks according to the calculated correction term (details will 

be explained later). Since clock adjustment must neither overlap with the message exchange 

nor with the subsequent synchronization interval, small pauses 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝐴 and  𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑃 have been 

inserted. Their minimum duration is 𝛽, which is the maximum deviation among fault-free 

clocks. After their adjustment, fault-free clocks differ only by a maximum of 𝛼 < 𝛽, which 

means the synchronization becomes effective. In other words: At the beginning of a 

synchronization interval fault-free clocks deviate by 𝛼. During the interval they drift apart due 

their oscillator’s drifts. At the end of the synchronization interval they reach their maximum 

difference of at most 𝛽, which will be reduced to  𝛼 again by the clock adjustments. 

The relation between 𝛼 and 𝛽 expresses the quality of the synchronization, also called 

precision which refers to the relative difference between fault-free clocks. 
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Figure 4: Timing of a synchronization interval 

 

Table 1: Timing Parameters 

𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝐴 Additional time to wait before the clock adjustment is 

executed 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝐴 ≥ 𝛽 

𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑃 Additional time to ensure that the next protocol execution does not start 

before all fault-free bridges have corrected their clocks,  𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑃 ≥ 𝛽
  
 

𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 Duration between two synchronizations, to prevent too frequent 

synchronization, 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 ≥ 0 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 Maximum duration of a synchronization protocol 

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 Duration of a synchronization interval 

𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 Duration from start of a synchronization protocol till the end of a 

synchronization interval 

𝑇𝐹𝑃 Maximum duration of the FP sub-protocol 

𝑇𝑆𝑃 Maximum duration of the SP sub-protocol 

𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 Timeout for receiving answer-messages 

𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 Timeout for receiving time-messages 

𝛼 Maximum deviation between two fault-free clocks at the start of the 

synchronization interval immediately after adjustment 

𝛽 Maximum deviation between two fault-free clocks at the end of the 

synchronization interval before adjustment 

4.2 Forwarding Delay Compensation 

Nearly all synchronization protocols in networks apply delay compensation. Whenever a bridge 

Bi receives a message containing time 𝑡 and forwards it after some delay, it measures the 

duration 𝑑i of the message’s stay in the bridge, and appends 𝑑i to the content of the message. A 
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later receiver will then interpret time 𝑡 as 𝑡 + 𝑑i to compensate the delay. Due to unavoidable 

inaccuracies of delay measurement the compensation is not perfect. We assume an upper bound 

𝜏 to the inaccuracy of the local forwarding delay measurements that each bridge achieves by its 

clock reading method. Formally: The true delay 𝜃i and the indicated delay 𝑑i deviate by a small 

 𝛥i = |𝑑i – 𝜃i| < 𝜏. If for example B1 transmits its time information 100, and the next three 

bridges which forward it successively insert their delay measurements 2, 3, and 4, then the next 

receiving bridge takes 100 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 109 as the current time of the B1 [66], [68]. 

Detection of Wrong Compensation 

The wrong behavior of a faulty bridge that has appended wrong delay information can be 

detected. The detection is possible when a message of the synchronization protocol passes from 

bridge to bridge and is sent back via the same path later. After having received the message 

back a bridge is able to check if the absolute difference between the time point of sending a 

message (𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑) and the time point of receiving the message back (𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒) is approximately 

equal to the sum of the indicated delays. Only a small unavoidable difference must be accepted, 

caused by the inaccuracy of the delay measurements and also caused by drifts of the clocks. 

Naturally the acceptable difference linearly increases with the number of bridges the message 

has passed until it is received back. Acceptability is expressed by the interval [δ
−
𝑖 , δ

+
𝑖

] 

according to equations (23) and (24) in section 5.2, where the respective formulae are provided 

depending on the concrete protocol. The most relevant timing parameters are listed in Table 1 

and Table 2. The entry (in the tables)  𝑐 denotes that the parameter is considered as local clock-

time and  𝑟 denotes that the parameter is considered as global real-time. 

Table 2: Timing-Values 

𝑡i The clock-time of bridge Bi 𝑐 

𝑑i Indicated local forwarding delay by bridge Bi 𝑐 

𝜃i Real local forwarding delay by bridge Bi 𝑟 

𝛥i Real inaccuracy of the local forwarding delay measurement by bridge Bi 𝑟 

𝜏 Maximum inaccuracy of the local forwarding delay measurements 𝑐 

δ
+
𝑖

 Maximum positive deviation of the compensated forwarding delays 𝑟 

δ
−
𝑖  Maximum negative deviation of the compensated forwarding delays 𝑟 

𝜌 Maximum value of the drift 𝑐 

𝑥 The difference (offset) between two clock-times 𝑐 

𝑒 Clock reading error: maximum difference by which two fault-free bridges observe the 

clocks of each other  

𝑐 

𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 Maximum forwarding delay; the maximum duration of a message forwarding by a 

forwarder (from reception of a message until sending of that message to forward it to 

the next bridge) 

𝑟 
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4.3 System Properties 

There are five proposed new protocols which will be introduced in the next chapters. All of the 

proposed protocols are fault-tolerant and can tolerate all failures of one faulty bridge in a 

physical ring topology. Before describing the basic idea of the protocols, it should be noticed 

that the bridges act in different roles: 

Forwarder 

A forwarder is a bridge that adds only its own forwarding delay (d) in the message by 

forwarding it. 

Source 

A source is a bridge that inserts its clock-time (t) and local forwarding delay (d) to the message 

it forwards. A source is also a forwarder or an initiator. 

Initiator 

An initiator is a bridge that starts the synchronization, either it is a source and adds its local 

time (t) in the time-message or it is only a forwarder and adds just its delay information (d). 

Practically the initiator should be a source, but it needs not necessarily be a source. 

Pure Forwarder 

In a network, where we need only 3f+1 sources, all non-source-bridges act as pure forwarder. 

A pure forwarder is a forwarder (inserts local forwarding delay (d) to the message) that does 

not contribute its own time and does not start a protocol execution. Nevertheless a pure 

forwarder executes the timeout-related actions of an initiator with respect to the timeouts 

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐, 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 and 𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡, to trigger the correction of its local clock-time in the 

right moment.  

Right- and Left-Neighbor-Bridge 

We define the index of right- and left-neighbor-bridge of bridge Bi , which is dependent on the 

position on the bridge, as follows, where i is the index of respective bridge and n is the total 

number of bridges. 

Note: According to the usual visual representation of a ring the terms “left” and “right” are 

understood as follows:  

In the right half-ring “right” means the clockwise direction and “left” means the counter-

clockwise direction.  

In the left half-ring “right” means the counterclockwise direction and “left” means the 

clockwise direction. 

For networks with an even number of bridges, see Figure 5 a):  

if i < 
𝑛

2
: 

right-neighbor (i) = (i+1) mod n (7) 

left-neighbor (i) = (i+n – 1) mod n  (8) 
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if i ≥ 
𝑛

2
: 

right-neighbor (i) = (i+n – 1) mod n       (9) 

left-neighbor (i) = (i+1) mod n      (10)  

For networks with an odd number of bridges, see Figure 5 b:  

if i ≤ ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋: 

right-neighbor (i) = (i+1) mod n      (11) 

left-neighbor (i) = (i+n – 1) mod n       (12) 

if i > ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋: 

right-neighbor (i) = (i+n – 1) mod n      (13) 

left-neighbor (i) = (i+1) mod n      (14) 

B5 B1

B2B4

B0

B3

a) b)

Right-
neighbor of 
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Left-
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B2B5
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B3B4
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Figure 5: a) In networks with an even number of bridges, the right- and left-neighbor-bridge is calculated according to equations (7) and 
(8). For example the left neighbor of B1 is B0 , where its right neighbor is B2.  According to equations (9) and (10), the left neighbor of B4 is 

B5, where its right neighbor is B3. b) In networks with an odd number of bridges, according to equations (11) and (12) the left neighbor of B3 

is B4 , where its right neighbor is B2. According to equations (13) and (14) the left neighbor of B6 is B5, where its right neighbor is B0. 
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Half-Ring-Bridge 

In the network with 𝑛 bridges, where 𝑛 is even and Bi is the initiator, the half-ring-bridge is the 

bridge with index (𝑖 + ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛.  

In a network with an odd number n of bridges, where Bi is the initiator, there are two half-ring-

bridges, the bridge with index (𝑖 + ⌊
𝑛+1

2
⌋ ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 and the bridge with index 

(𝑖 + ⌊
𝑛+1

2
⌋) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛. The half-ring-bridge is source and/or forwarder. 

In networks with an even n number of bridges with initiator index i the half-ring-bridge is: 

Half-ring-bridge (i) = (𝑖 +
𝑛

2
 ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 (15) 

In networks with an odd n number of bridges with initiator index i the right-half-ring-bridge 

and the left-half-ring-bridge are: 

Right-half-ring-bridge (i) = (𝑖 + ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 (16) 

Left-half-ring-bridge (i) = (𝑖 +
𝑛+1

2
 ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 (17) 

Merger 

The merger is the opposite bridge to the initiator, in the network of 𝑛 bridges, where 𝑛 is either 

even or odd. There is one merger, which is the bridge with index (𝑖 + ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛, where Bi is 

the initiator, [69]: 

Merger (i) = (𝑖 + ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛 (18) 

Last bridge of the FP Sub-Protocol 

The last bridge of the FP sub-protocol (which is also the destination-bridge of the time-message) 

is dependent on the type of the protocol. For each protocol the last bridge will be defined in the 

respective section of this work. 

Destination-Bridge 

The destination-bridge is the bridge, to which the replacement-message (see 5.1.2) is sent either 

clockwise or counterclockwise. 

 

Forwarding Process 

A forwarder forwards a message in the direction from the initiator to the destination-bridge(s) 

according to the following functions, where i is the index of an initiator, j is the index of the 

destination-bridge, and k is the index of the respective forwarder. 

As the ring is bounded and the time-information is sent from Bn-1 to B0, the forwarding process 

in clockwise direction and counterclockwise direction is defined as follows: 
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Forwarding in clockwise direction: 

boolean forwC(i,j,k) :=   i
𝒌
→j   := 

(i<k<j) or (k<j<i) or (j<i<k) 

(19) 

Forwarding in counterclockwise direction:                

boolean forwCC(i,j,k)   :=    i
𝒌
←j  := 

(j<k<i) or (k<i<j) or (i<j<k) 

(20) 

The most relevant system parameters and properties are listed in Table 3. This table 

subsumes all relevant variables and symbols for better overview although their exact meaning 

will be defined in subsequent sections. 

Forwarding Delay 

It is the duration of the stay of a message within a bridge. This duration (di) is indicated 

(measured) by the respective bridge Bi by reading its clock. 

Time Information 

The time information is the information that a forwarding bridge adds to a forwarded message. 

If the bridge Bi is a source the time information comprises both the local clock-time (ti) and the 

indicated local forwarding delay (di). Otherwise it is only the indicated local forwarding delay.  

Number of Bridges 

The number of bridges used by the FP sub-protocol denoted by 𝑛𝐹𝑃 and the number of bridges 

used by the SP sub-protocol are denoted by 𝑛𝑆𝑃, respectively. The sub-protocols will be 

explained in sections 5.1.1, 5.1.2. 

 𝑛𝑖, ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 is the number of bridges, between bridge Bi and the half-ring-bridge. In a 

network with six bridges, where B0 is the initiator, the number of bridges between B0 and the 

half-ring-bridge (B3) is 3. It means the first bridge is counted but the last one, to which the 

message is sent, is not counted. 

𝑛𝑖, 𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑟 is the number of bridges, between bridge Bi and the merger. In a network with six 

bridges, where B0 is the initiator, the number of bridges between B1 and the merger (B3) is 2. 

𝑛𝑖, 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 is the number of bridges, between bridge Bi and the initiator. In a network where 

B0 is the initiator, the number of bridges between the initiator and B2 is 2. 

In the next chapter the proposed solution to clock synchronization will be described based 

on the symbols and variables listed in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 [69]. 
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Table 3: System parameters 

𝑚 Number of bridges acting as initiator in the ring network 

𝑛 Total number of bridges in the ring network 

𝑠 Number of bridges that act as sources. A source provides its time information (the current 
values of its local clock) to the synchronization protocol by inserting its time information 
to the synchronization messages it sends or forwards. 

Protocol-Type The type of  clock-sync protocol, which is executed: RFA, RFC, HFA, HFC or SFC 
(protocols explained later) 

𝑛𝐹𝑃 Number of bridges, via which time- and answer-messages are forwarded in FP sub-
protocol 

𝑛𝑆𝑃 Number of bridges via which a replacement-message (explained later) of the initiator is 
forwarded to the destination-bridge or -bridges of the SP sub-protocol (depending of the 
fault location)  

      Bi Bridge B with the index 𝑖 

𝑛𝑖, ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 The number of bridges from Bi to the half-ring-bridge 

𝑛𝑖, 𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑟 The number of bridges from Bi to the merger 

𝑛𝑖, 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 The number of bridges from Bi to the initiator 

fi (Msg) The extension function used by forwarders expressing the modification of a forwarded 

message (explained later) 

gi (Msg) The extension function used by sources (explained later) 

forwC(i,j,k) :=   

i
𝒌
→j    

The used function by clockwise forwarders to decide whether or not the destination 

bridge is already reached. 

forwCC(i,j,k)   :=    

i
𝒌
←j  

The used function by counterclockwise forwarders to decide whether or not the 

destination bridge is already reached. 
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5. New Approach to Clock Synchronization  

As mentioned before in the problem statement (section 1.2) for many applications it is important 

to keep the cost of the networks low, in particular by reducing the redundancy of the links. The 

absolute minimum numbers of links, which are required to connect 𝑛 bridges, are 𝑛 − 1 links 

forming a tree topology. In a network with a ring topology just one additional link is needed (a 

total of only 𝑛 links for 𝑛 nodes) to provide two disjoint paths between any pair of nodes. 

However, to tolerate Byzantine behavior of a faulty bridge [18] minimally three disjoint paths 

are required. Providing networks with three disjoint paths increases the cost by far. Therefore, 

this thesis tries to fill the gap by looking for a solution that is as cost-efficient as a ring and on 

the other side is able to tolerate (nearly all) arbitrary malfunctions of a faulty bridge. This 

requires new ideas for the design of an appropriate fault-tolerant clock synchronization 

protocol. The key idea in this thesis is the design of a family of protocols based on the exclusion 

of just one “exotic” malfunction that can be considered to occur very rarely. By an “exotic” 

malfunction we mean a faulty bridge that wrongly indicates the forwarding delay of a first 

message, and also wrongly indicates the forwarding delay of a second message by the particular 

amount that exactly compensates the wrong indication of the first message. A definition and 

details are given in section 5.2. Moreover, the protocols are designed in a way that even this 

particular malfunction can be fully tolerated – at the price of less accurate synchronization. In 

this chapter the basic principles of protocols which achieve full fault-tolerance in this sense are 

presented. 

5.1 Principle of Protocols 

The proposed protocols are based on the basic idea that an initiator sends its time information 

forth along the ring in one direction on one path and receives it again on the same path back. 

Figure 6 shows the process of sending the time information of an initiator in one direction on 

one path to the receiver. Each bridge that receives the time information adds its forwarding 

delay to it and forwards in the same direction to the next bridge. This way the message passes 

from bridge to bridge till it is received by the receiver bridge (Figure 6 a). The receiver bridge 

sends back the time information with all added forwarding delays including its own forwarding 

delay. Adding of forwarding delays is done again by all bridges on the path back till the message 

is received by the initiator. The initiator sums up all added forwarding delays to the time 

information it has sent and compares this with reception time (Figure 6 b). Comparing sending 

and receiving time information allows for detection of faulty behavior of a bridge that has added 

wrong a forwarding delay (Figure 6 c) [68]. 

Consequently, the principle of sending time information forth and back overcomes the 

difficulties that arise from sending the time information in parallel via disjoint paths (clockwise 

and counterclockwise) along the ring to the intended receiver. Remark: As we will see later, 

clockwise and counterclockwise transmission will still be necessary when an appropriate action 

must be taken after a fault has been detected. 

By this way each initiator can check if its time information has been correctly forwarded by 

all bridges. Otherwise the time information is sent again in the opposite direction along the ring 

(or both directions, dependent on the type of synchronization protocol, see section 5.1.2) on the 
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opposite path. These two paths ensure that there will be at least one correct path available given 

a single fault assumption, where tolerance of an arbitrary malfunction (including Byzantine 

behavior) is aimed at. It will be discussed later whether Byzantine fault-tolerance is fully 

achieved. 

Initiator
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B3

Receiver

Initiator
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B2B4
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Receiver
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forwarding 
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Figure 6:  Process of sending the time information by an initiator and receiving it back again on the same path. a) by forwarding the time 
information each bridge on the path adds its forwarding delay till the time information is received by the receiver. b) When sending back the 

time information the forwarding delay is added by each bridge till the time information is received by the initiator. The initiator sums up the 

added forwarding delays and compares it with the difference of the receiving time and the sending time. c) Adding forwarding delays by each 

bridge allows the initiator to detect a potential failure on the path. 

The developed protocols are all composed of two sub-protocols “Forward Protocol” (FP) 

and “Secondary Forward Protocol” (SP), though the SP is executed only if a failure is detected.  

5.1.1 Forward Protocol (FP) 

In the FP, the initiator starts the synchronization by sending its time information as a “time-

message” in one direction (for example clockwise) along the ring to the last bridge of the FP 

sub-protocol (this bridge is dependent on the type of the synchronization protocol, see section 

4.3). The other bridges (forwarders) in the network get the received time information to 

calculate the offset (the difference between the compensated initiator’s clock-time and their 

local clock-time) and store it in their offset-vector. Then they add their forwarding delay (and 

clock-time in the role of a source) to the time-message and forward it in the same direction. 

They also send a confirming “answer-message” in the opposite direction (counterclockwise) 

back to the initiator (Remark: this part is optional; in some protocols not all of forwarders send 

an answer-message). Based on the answer-message(s) received by the initiator it can recognize 

if its time information has been received and forwarded correctly by all bridges. In this case no 

further actions are needed. 

Each source has to distribute its local time to all other bridges in the ring. There are two 

options: A source can either act as an initiator of FP or it can piggyback its time information to 

the time-message launched by a different initiator. This distinction leads to the development of 

different protocol variants. 

5.1.2 Secondary Forward Protocol (SP) 

If any failure is detected (one bridge has failed to forward a message or has added wrong delay 

information to the time-message or has corrupted the time-message, for example), then the 
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initiator sends its time information again, but in the opposite direction of the ring – or in both 

directions, depending on the protocol variant (explained later in detail). The respective message 

is called replacement-message. It can be sent either destination-oriented to the destination-

bridge (see section 5.1.3.1) or along the complete ring (see section 5.1.3.2), which leads to 

different protocol variants as well. Bridges (forwarders or sources) do not reply to replacement-

messages by sending answer-messages in the SP sub-protocol (see Figure 7).  

Execution of these two sub-protocols guarantees that the time information of all sources is 

received at least via one path correctly (Remark: the local time of all sources that have 

piggybacked their time information has to be received by all bridges as well). With the time 

information of all sources each bridge builds an offset-vector with offset values (the differences 

between the local clock-time and the received clock-times) to run FTMA (see section 3.5.3) 

and determine the correction term for adjusting the local clock-time. According to the known 

properties of FTMA, 𝑠 ≥  3𝑓 +  1 bridges have to act as sources to guarantee the tolerance of 

𝑓 faulty bridges. Since only one bridge can be faulty in a ring topology, 𝑓 =  1, at least 4 

sources are needed. To obtain a more accurate synchronization ideally all the bridges in the 

ring-network should act as a source,  𝑛 =  𝑠, see section 5.5, [68]. 
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Figure 7: The blue solid arrows are time-messages, blue dashed-arrows are answer-messages and the green solid arrows are replacement-

messages. a) and b) show the Forward Protocol (FP), c) shows the Secondary Forward Protocol (SP), the red circle marks a faulty bridge. 

5.1.3 Checking Function 

The initiator uses a checking function to decide if the SP sub-protocol should be executed and, 

if so, how the replacement-message should be sent dependent on the detected failure. The 

replacement-message is either forwarded in the opposite direction of the time-message or both 

directions dependent on the type of the synchronization protocol. The checking function is 

different for each of the protocols presented in this thesis. 

5.1.3.1 Destination-Oriented SP 

In the protocols where each forwarder sends an answer-message (in RFA and HFA, see sections 

7 and 9), the initiator can localize the bridge, which hasn’t sent an answer-message. 

Consequently it sends the replacement-message in the opposite direction of the time-message 

to the bridge, which has not sent an answer-message. Moreover, in all of the protocols, when 

the initiator gets an error-flag (see section 5.4.3) in the case of wrong delay measurement, it can 

localize the failure and sends the replacement-message in both directions (dependent on the 

type of the protocol) to the destination-bridges (described later in section 5.4.3). 
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5.1.3.2 Complete SP 

In the protocols (RFC and HFC, see sections 8 and 10) where the initiator waits for a “collected 

answer-message” (does not expect a separate answer-message from each forwarder) the 

replacement-message is sent in the opposite direction of the time-message along the complete 

ring (destination-bridge is always the neighbor bridge of the initiator, in this case). All in all, a 

bridge could have received a time-, an answer- and a replacement-message, where two out of 

the three could have been adversely affected by the faulty bridge (corruption, wrong delay 

measurement, etc.) Therefore a selection strategy (will be explained later) is needed for the 

bridges, to decide from which message valid time information has to be taken. 

5.2 Self-Compensating Error 

Whenever an answer-message is received by a bridge Bi, it is checked whether the message is 

syntactically correct and also if the sum of the indicated forwarding delays in the message fits 

to the difference between the point in time when it forwarded a time-message (𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑) and the 

point in time when it has received the time information back in the answer-message (𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒) 

, see equations (21) and (22). 

𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒 −  𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 < 𝛿
+
𝑖

  (21) 

 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒 −  𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 > 𝛿
−
𝑖  (22) 

The values of 𝛿
+
𝑖

 and 𝛿
−
𝑖  are calculated according to equations (23) and (24) such that not 

more than the maximum inaccuracy of the local forwarding delay measurements 𝜏 is accepted 

(see section 4.2 where delay compensation has been introduced). Thus the bounds 𝛿
−
𝑖  and 𝛿

+
𝑖

 

are dependent on the indicated forwarding delays 𝑑𝑖 (0 < 𝑑𝑖 < 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤) of the bridges in the time- 

and answer-message, the number of bridges between the respective bridge and the last bridge 

of the FP-sub-protocol (𝑛𝐹𝑃), multiplied with the maximum inaccuracy τ of the local 

forwarding delay measurements (factor 2 because the inaccuracy can be either positive or 

negative) and the drift 𝜌 (which can also be either positive or negative). Recall that  

𝛥i = |𝑑i – 𝜃i|, and 𝜃i 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤  and 𝛥i  𝜏 [69]. For each bridge the actual indicated delays in 

clockwise and counterclockwise direction can be different. However, in the absence of a fault 

the maximum indicated delays are the same in both directions. 

𝛿
+
𝑖

= (𝑑𝑖 + ⋯ + 𝑑𝑛𝐹𝑃
) + (𝑑𝑛𝐹𝑃

+ ⋯ + 𝑑𝑖) + 2 (𝑛𝐹𝑃)τ (1 +  2𝜌) (23) 

𝛿
−
𝑖 = (𝑑𝑖  … + 𝑑𝑛𝐹𝑃

) + (𝑑𝑛𝐹𝑃
+ ⋯ + 𝑑𝑖) − 2 (𝑛𝐹𝑃)τ (1 +  2𝜌)  (24) 

If any faulty bridge adds wrong forwarding delay information, the failure can be detected 

by checking equations (21) and (22) and, if necessary, the initiator initiates the SP sub-protocol 

to transmit its correct time information via a replacement-message to the destination-bridge.  
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However, if the faulty bridge has added a wrong forwarding delay to the time-message and 

compensates this wrong information in the answer-message by an opposite wrong forwarding 

delay, this failure cannot be detected and thus no replacement-message will be sent. Such 

undesired self-compensation can occur when a faulty bridge Bi sends a time-message delayed 

by 𝜃i with indicated delay entry 𝑑i = 𝜃i + 𝑢, where 𝑢 is the error, and later sends the respective 

answer message delayed by 𝜃i with delay entry 𝑑′
i 𝜃i – 𝑢, see  

Figure 8. The two errors of +u and –u, respectively, prevent fault detection. 

Therefore we define the “NSC-assumption (No Self-Compensation)” that a faulty bridge 

does not compensate its own error by a complementary error in the opposite direction. 

Fortunately, the self-compensating error is not unlimited, because the indicated delay 

information in the message cannot be negative, of course. Consequently the worst-case self-

compensated error occurs, if the true delay 𝜃i of the bridge Bi is the maximum 𝜃i = 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 and 

the indicated delay 𝑑i is 0, or vice versa. In any case the absolute difference between the two 

values is 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤, which limits the effect of an undetectable self-compensating error: 

|𝑢|< 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤. 

This observation allows for two alternatives to deal with self-compensating errors: 

1) We can simply assume that bridges satisfy the NSC-assumption. Then, self-compensating 

errors can be completely excluded in the analysis. When making the NSC-assumption, the 

probability of self-compensating errors should be calculated to ensure that it is sufficiently 

low. If necessary technical measures can be taken to reduce the probability of this undesired 

event. The technical possibilities will be discussed in section 14. 

2) We can allow any behavior of a faulty bridge, including any self-compensating error. This 

does not lead to unlimited clock deviations. Instead the synchronization precision gets 

worse. However, it is limited by the forwarding delay 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 (instead of the – significantly 

smaller – inaccuracy τ of the forwarding delay measurement). 
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B5 B1

B2B4
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+u 
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Figure 8: NSC-Assumption (no self-compensation), where B2 is faulty and all other bridges are fault-free: a) violation of NSC-assumption 

b) adherence of NSC-assumption when u + (-v) ≈| 0. 
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The worst-case self-compensating error can be quantified as follows: 

When a time-message is forwarded along 𝑛𝐹𝑃 bridges, where one of the bridges is faulty 

and commits an error 𝑢 in one direction and an error 𝑣 in the opposite direction, then this error 

is detectable if 

|𝑢 + 𝑣| > (2𝑛𝐹𝑃 𝜏)(1 +  2𝜌) (25) 

 

Figure 9 illustrates this formula. Path A (in green) represents the worst-case correct delay 

compensation, where path B (in red) shows the wrong compensation by adding u1 by B2 in one 

direction and adding v1 or v2 by B2 on the way back. If v1 or v2 are that big that the time 

information summed up with all indicated delays reaches the “must-accept” interval, the failure 

of adding wrong delay information cannot be detected. This wrong behavior expresses the 

greatest deviation between u and v which cannot be detected because it leads to the lower bound 

of the “must accept” interval. To derive the formula of equation (25): 

The wrong measurement failure remains undetectable when: 

-nFP·τ(1+2ρ)  ≤  nFP·Δ(1+2ρ)+ u + v  ≤  nFP·τ(1+2ρ)  

with 

-τ ≤ Δ ≤ τ 

This leads to 

u+v  ≤  nFP (1+2ρ)(τ - Δ) 

and 

nFP (1+2ρ)( -τ- Δ)  ≤  u+v  

where 

τ- Δ ≤ 2 τ and -τ- Δ ≥ –2 τ 

Thus any deviation of |𝑢 + 𝑣| > 𝑛𝐹𝑃(1 +  2𝜌) · 2𝜏 will lead to a detectable failure. 
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Figure 9: Extreme non-detectable self-compensating error. u1, v1, and v2 are wrongly measured delays, which leads to inaccuracies in 

delay measurement.  

The x-axis in Figure 9 shows the real-time and also the number of bridges, via which the 

message is forwarded until it is finally received.  

5.3 Protection by Signatures 

All of the clock synchronization protocols presented in this thesis use signatures for message 

authentication. Each bridge signs the message it sends. This means the signature authenticates 

the information the bridge has received as well as the information it has added to the message. 

This way a message typically contains a hierarchy of signatures. This scheme allows each 

bridge to conclude the path of information flow in time- , answer- and replacement-messages. 

Protection of messages by signatures allows the detection of a corruption of message content, 

format, etc. to the extent of the coverage of the signature test, which should be sufficiently high 

[68]. 

The signatures also help to uniquely separate the messages belonging to different FPs, which 

are initiated by different initiators. This provides a clear separation of the elements of the offset 

vector. Otherwise the FTMA could be tricked by a faulty bridge that could appear as multiple 

bridges and thus unjustifiably dominate the FTMA decision. The signatures used for clock 

synchronization should be different from other signatures to prevent confusion. The signatures 

must withstand technical faults, not human attacks. Hence, to achieve a sufficient coverage the 

signatures can be rather short to limit the computational overhead. 16, 32 or 64 bits are sufficient 

in most cases [66]. 
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5.4 Fault Tolerance 

In the following sections the tolerance of different failures is roughly described. How the 

failures are tolerated in a protocol-specific way will be described in detail for each protocol 

later. 

5.4.1 Fail-Omission 

Fail-omission occurs if a faulty bridge crashes and doesn’t forward any time- or answer-

message. This behavior will be detected based on missing answer-message or answer-messages 

(depending on the type of the protocol), and will be tolerated by the initiator by initiating the 

SP sub-protocol. 

5.4.2 Delay  

If a bridge Bi needs more time θi than the specified maximum delay 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 for forwarding a 

message, θi >  𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤, the bahavior is categorized as delay. A delay is always detectable by 

timeout and tolerated by the initiator which launches the SP sub-protocol if necessary. 

Generally, the treatment is the same as the reaction to fail-omission (see section 5.4.1.). 

5.4.3 Wrong Delay Measurement 

Wrong delay information indicated by the faulty bridges (𝑑 ≈| θ) can be detected by every bridge 

after the answer-message has been received. In the answer-messages received by the initiator, 

the sum of forwarding delays indicated by each bridge Bi should not exceed the predefined 

limits, 𝛿
−
𝑖 and 𝛿

+
𝑖

 see equations (23) and  (24). To realize this, every bridge stores the time-

point when it transmits a time-message to the next bridge, 𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 and the time-point when 

receiving the answer-message 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒. These should satisfy equations (21) and (22), 

namely | 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒 −  𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑| < 𝛿
−
𝑖  and  |𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒 −  𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑| > 𝛿

+
𝑖

[69]. 

Each bridge Bi is able to determine if the sum of the indicated forwarding delays in the 

message fits the real spent delay by comparing these two local time-points, the difference of 

which should fit in the relative small interval [𝛿
−
𝑖 , 𝛿

+
𝑖

]. If the difference is outside, one bridge 

is faulty and has needed more or less forwarding delay than indicated in the message. The first 

bridge, which detects the deviation, flags an error in the answer-message. This bridge is then 

called “reporter-bridge” or reporter for short. In the error-flag the reporter indicates its 

preceding neighbor bridge from which it has received the answer-message as faulty, called 

reported-bridge. Example: If an answer message is transmitted from Bi+1 to Bi and Bi reports an 

error, then Bi is the reporter, and Bi+1 is the reported bridge. The answer message with the error-

flag is then forwarded from Bi to the initiator B0. During these transfers the bridges Bi–1, … , 

B0 flag the respective error again. However Bi is the first error detecting bridge and 

simultaneously first reporter. Finally, after the answer-message has been received by the 

initiator (which can also detect the wrong delay measurement error), the initiator identifies 

which bridge was the first bridge that has first notified an error and has set an error-flag (Bi in 

the example). Then the initiator starts SP by creating a replacement-message according to the 

checking function, see section 5.1.3. However, when an error-flag is set by just one bridge and 
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not set by the subsequent bridges, the flag-setting bridge is assumed to be faulty, and the flag 

is ignored. 

5.4.4 Data Corruption 

If a faulty bridge corrupts the message (format, signature, …), the next bridge in the same 

direction detects the failure and the message will be discarded and not more forwarded from 

then on. The tolerance is similar to the tolerance of the fail-omission, see section 5.4.1. 

5.4.5 Illegal Delay 

Illegal delay occurs if a faulty bridge Bi indicates or measures a forwarding delay (inserts a non-

plausible wrong forwarding delay in a time- or answer-message), which is more than the 

maximum forwarding delay 𝑑i> 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤. This type of failure is always detectable by any bridge 

(because the global constant 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 is known to all bridges) and tolerated by initiating the SP 

sub-protocol by the initiator. This type of failure is treated in the same way as data corruption. 

For this reason these two malfunctions are not further distinguished in this thesis.  

5.5 Pre-Study: Number of Sources 

According to the known properties of FTMA, 𝑠 ≥ 3𝑓 + 1 bridges have to act as sources of time 

information to guarantee the tolerance of 𝑓 faulty bridges. Since only one bridge can be faulty 

in a ring topology, 𝑓 = 1, at least 4 sources are needed. To have a more accurate synchronization 

ideally all  𝑛 bridges in the ring-network should act as a source,  𝑛 = 𝑠. The following diagram 

(see Figure 10) shows an example simulation of FTMA with the parameters (drift=0.0001 time 

units, τ = 0.1 and Tforw = 1) variation of the number of sources (𝑠) between 4 and 10 in a ring of 

n = 10 bridges. Before synchronization the clock-times of fault-free bridges are chosen 

randomly from the interval [0, 1]. One faulty bridge provides random clock-times in a 

Byzantine way. As expected the worst-case difference of clocks after synchronization is ½ + e 

due to the known guaranteed convergence of FTMA, see section 3.5.3. Remark: FTMA is a 

special averaging algorithm with convergence of ½. Moreover, “FTMA” is also used for a clock 

synchronization protocol based on the FTMA algorithm. This protocol reaches a clock 

convergence of ½ + e, where e is caused by the communication delays. 

As can be seen from the simulation the average difference is the smaller the more bridges act 

as sources. 
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Figure 10: Execution of FTMA by different number of sources 

5.6 Overview of the Protocols 

The first solution to efficient fault-tolerant clock synchronization in a ring is the “Ring Forward 

and Answer Protocol (RFA)” in which all sources act as initiators by executing their FP and SP 

sub-protocol individually. The time-message is forwarded clockwise completely along the ring 

to the left neighbor bridge of the initiator, and each bridge that gets the time-message sends an 

answer-message counterclockwise back to the initiator. This leads to a high overhead and 

inaccuracy (because the messages are sent via more bridges). This disadvantage will be reduced 

by some protocol variants described later. Based on the contents of answer-messages, the faulty 

bridge can be localized.  

An optimization of the RFA protocol led to a reduced overhead in “Ring Forward and 

Collected Answer Protocol (RFC)”, where only the last bridge of FP sub-protocol (the left 

neighbor bridge of the initiator) sends an answer-message counterclockwise. But this makes the 

localization of the faulty bridge by fail-omission impossible. 

The next optimization of the RFC protocol led to a reduced overhead and increased 

precision by sending the time-message not completely along the ring, but to the half of the ring 

in both directions clockwise and counterclockwise. The respective protocol is called “Half Ring 

Forward and Answer Protocol (HFA)”. This leads to less inaccuracy compared to RFA and 

RFC, because the messages are sent through the half of the ring only. However, if the 

replacement-message is sent along the complete ring, there is no improvement in this case. The 

overhead is still substantial because each bridge sends an answer-message. A faulty bridge can 

be localized by analyzing the answer messages. 

In the “Half Ring Forward and Collective Answer Protocol (HFC)” the answer-message is 

sent only by the half-ring-bridge (or half-ring-bridges in the networks with odd number of 

bridges), which has again less inaccuracy between clocks and also reduced overhead compared 

to HFA, because only one bridge (or two bridges) sends an answer-message, which again makes 

the localization of a faulty bridge difficult (the replacement-message is sent along the complete 

ring).  

The “Single Initiator Forward and Collected Answer Protocol (SFC)” is executed by the 

initiator only, in contrast to all before-mentioned protocols, where the protocols are executed 
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concurrently for each source. The time information is sent from the initiator via two half-rings 

to a so-called merger, which concatenates the time-messages. All other bridges act as 

forwarders or sources. Moreover, only the merger issues an answer message, which is 

forwarded back to the initiator via both half-rings, which finally obtains two answer messages 

where the time information from all other bridges has been collected. Collecting information in 

a message instead of utilizing separate messages leads to a lower number of exchanged 

messages. The increased message length is not significant as each node only adds a few bytes. 

This leads to a very low overhead, but on the other hand all of the bridges have to utilize more 

timeouts, which makes the protocol more complex. 

All of these protocols will be presented in detail in sections 7 to 11.  
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6. Quantification of Temporal Behavior 

The properties of the protocol based on the variables listed in Table 3 will be quantified in 

this section. The formulae hold for the first four of the proposed protocols. For the last 

proposed protocol slight modifications will be necessary. 
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Figure 11: Main parameters of the analysis 

As shown in Figure 11 the duration of 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐, the time interval from one clock 

synchronization to the next is the sum of the following parameters: 

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 = 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 +  𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝐴 + 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑃 +  𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 (26) 
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𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝐴 is an additional duration before the adjustment, which guarantees that the fault-free 

bridges don’t adjust their clocks before the message exchange of the protocol is completed by 

all fault-free bridges. This must also be minimally equal to 𝛽, 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝐴 ≥  𝛽. 

𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑃 is an additional duration after adjustment until the start of the next synchronization 

interval. This must be large enough, minimally equal to 𝛽, which guarantees that all fault-free 

bridges have completed their clock adjustment before the next protocol execution starts, 

𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑃 ≥  𝛽, because the maximum clock deviation between fault-free bridges is 𝛽. 

Thus by substituting 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝐴 and 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑃 in (26) we get: 

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 = 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 +  𝛽 + 𝛽 +   𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 (27) 

𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 is an additional time to prevent too frequent synchronizations for performance reasons 

(at the cost of worse synchronization precision), 
 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 ≥  0. 

𝛽: At the end of a synchronization protocol execution, immediately before clock adjustment, 

the clocks are maximally 𝛽 apart from each other.  

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 is the maximum duration of a synchronization protocol which is composed of 

 𝑇𝐹𝑃, the maximum duration of the FP sub-protocol and 𝑇𝑆𝑃, the maximum duration of the SP 

sub-protocol: 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 = 𝑇𝐹𝑃 +  𝑇𝑆𝑃 (28) 

𝑇𝐹𝑃 is the maximum duration for forwarding the time-messages and returning answer-mes-

sages to the respective initiator∶  

𝑇𝐹𝑃 = (𝑛𝐹𝑃 · 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 2𝜏 )(1 +  𝜌) (29) 

𝑛𝐹𝑃 is the number of bridges through which the time- and answer-messages are forwarded, 

dependent on the protocol-type.  

𝑇𝑆𝑃 is the duration for forwarding the replacement-message in SP,  depending on the 

protocol-type and its checking function, which says to which destination-bridge the 

replacement-message should be forwarded. The respective number of bridges is denoted by 

𝑛𝑆𝑃. The factor (1 + 𝜌 ) expresses the fact that the duration of message forwarding along the 

ring may be checked by a timeout based on a slow clock. The factor 2 before 𝜏 is because the 

inaccuracy of the local delay measurement can be both positive and negative. 

𝑇𝑆𝑃 = (𝑛𝑆𝑃 · 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 2𝜏 )(1 +  𝜌)  (30) 

Generally substituting 𝑇𝐹𝑃  (29) and  𝑇𝑆𝑃  (30) in (28) yields: 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 = (𝑛𝐹𝑃 · 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 2τ )(1 +  𝜌) + (𝑛𝑆𝑃 · 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 2τ )(1 +  𝜌)  (31) 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 = ((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌) (32) 

and by substituting 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙  (32) in 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 (26): 

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 =  2𝛽 +   𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 + ((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌)   (33) 
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The time point when to adjust the clock by using FTMA on the offset vector is calculated 

as: 

𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 = 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 + 𝛽 (34) 

𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 expresses the time interval from the start of the protocol execution to the clock 

adjustment. Substituting 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙  in (34): 

𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 = ((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌) + 𝛽 (35) 

The maximum deviation between two fault-free clocks is 𝛼 at the beginning of a 

synchronization interval (immediately after clock adjustment) and 𝛽 at the end of a 

synchronization interval (immediately before clock adjustment). Depending on the maximum 

clock drift 𝜌 and the interval duration 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐, the following holds (factor 2 because the 

drift can be both positive or negative): 

𝛽 =  𝛼 + 2𝜌𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 (36) 

At the end of a synchronization interval the clocks are corrected according to FTMA, which 

guarantees a convergence of 
1

2
, plus 𝑒, where 𝑒 is the maximum clock reading error, see section 

3.5.3. Thus we obtain 

𝛼 =  
1

2
𝛽 +  𝑒  (37) 

𝑒 is calculated as:  

𝑒 =  (𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃) (1 +  2𝜌) 2τ  (38) 

The maximum clock reading error 𝑒 depends on the length of the longest path in the 

synchronization protocol. Thus e depends on the numbers 𝑛𝐹𝑃 and 𝑛𝑆𝑃 of bridges in the sub-

protocols FP and SP, respectively. This length is multiplied with two sources of inaccuracy, 

namely the expression 1 +  2𝜌, expressing the effect of the drift 𝜌, and the expression 2τ, 

expressing the forwarding delay inaccuracy. In both expressions the factor 2 appears because 

the effect can be positive or negative. 

Substituting 𝑒  (38) in (37) results in: 

𝛼 =  
1

2
𝛽 +  (𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃) (1 +  2𝜌) 2τ  (39) 

Substituting 𝛼 (37) in (36) results in: 

𝛽 =  
1

2
𝛽 +  𝑒 + 2𝜌𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐  (40) 
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Substituting 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 by equation (33) in (40) yields: 

𝛽 =  
1

2
𝛽 + 𝑒 +  2𝜌(2𝛽 +   𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 + ((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4𝜏)(1 +  𝜌)) 

(41) 

𝛽 =
1

2
𝛽 + 𝑒 + 4𝜌𝛽 +  2𝜌 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  2𝜌((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌) 

(42) 

By resolving the equation to 𝛽 we can express the maximum deviation between fault-free 

clocks, which is the primary achievement of the protocol: 

𝛽 =
𝑒 +  2𝜌 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  2𝜌((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌) 

1
2 − 4𝜌

 (43) 

Substituting 𝑒 in (43) gives: 

𝛽 = (
2

1 − 8𝜌
) ((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 2𝜌 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝

+  2𝜌((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)) 

(44) 

As can be easily seen, this expression is square in: 

 the maximum drift 𝜌 

 and linear in: 

 the maximum message transfer time 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 

 the wait duration 
 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 

 the maximum inaccuracy of the local delay measurement τ 

 the number of bridges used for FP (𝑛𝐹𝑃) and SP (𝑛𝑆𝑃) 

The duration of a synchronization interval 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 is calculated as follows by 

substituting 𝛽 (44) in (33):  
 

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 = (
4

1 − 8𝜌
) ((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 2𝜌 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝

+  2𝜌((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)) 

                           +  𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 + ((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌) 

(45) 

 

Summarizing the formulae we can state: The essential effect of clock synchronization is the 

limitation of clock deviations as expressed by (44), where the respective dependencies can be 

seen. As expected the maximum clock deviation 𝛽 grows with the number of bridges in the 

ring. The linear dependency of the inaccuracy from the distance between the nodes is a general 

property of synchronization protocols. 
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7. Ring Forward and Answer Protocol (RFA) 

In RFA, the bridges are either sources or pure forwarders, 𝑠 ≥ 3𝑓 + 1 sources are needed (see 

section 3.5.3), where each source acts as an initiator and launches an individual execution of 

the protocol. Each bridge that adds its time information to any message is a source. All the RFA 

executions are run concurrently. In each individual execution exactly one source is an initiator, 

where the other bridges are forwarders. Consequently, all bridges take part in concurrent FPs 

(and SPs if necessary). After all initiators have executed the protocol, each bridge can determine 

the correction term by applying FTMA and adjust its clock. Figure 12 shows the participating 

bridges in different roles when running four concurrent executions of RFA. 

Obviously, RFA causes considerable overhead by the concurrent protocol executions. 

However, RFA is the simplest of the synchronization protocols following the ideas presented 

in section 5. Therefore, it is appropriate for demonstrating the protocol idea. 
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Figure 12: Concurrent executions in RFA for s=4. a) shows the different role of the bridges, minimally four sources are needed to tolerate 

one faulty bridge. In b) B0, in b) B1, in c) B1, in d) B3 and in e) B4 is the initiator.  

7.1 Algorithm of RFA 

A single protocol execution works as follows: The initiator transmits its time-message 

containing its clock-time clockwise along the ring (according to equation (19)), which is 

forwarded by all other bridges (acting as forwarders) to the left neighbor bridge of the initiator. 

In RFA the last bridge of the FP sub-protocol is the left-neighbor-bridge of the initiator, (see 

equation (8)). 
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. In a ring-network with 𝑛 bridges where the bridges are arranged with clockwise incremented 

index and B0 is the initiator, the time-message is forwarded to the last bridge of the FP sub-

protocol, the left neighbor bridge Bn-1 of the initiator. The left neighbor bridge of the initiator 

(see equation (17)) is implicitly taken as the destination-bridge for the time-message. When 

forwarding a forwarder appends its local delay to the message and signs it, to allow for delay 

compensation and error detection. Each forwarder also creates an answer-message containing 

the received time information and its indicated local delay and signature. The answer-messages 

are forwarded on the same path counterclockwise (according to equation (20)) back to the 

initiator, (see Figure 13). The initiator is implicitly taken as the destination-bridge for the 

answer-messages. This means the bridges have to forward the answer messages of all 

subsequent bridges. In case of failure detection (in the respective protocol execution), the 

initiator launches the SP sub-protocol according to the checking function (this will be described 

more in detail in section 7.2). 
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Figure 13: a) shows a protocol execution of RFA in the fault-free case, where B0 is the initiator. In b) B1 is the initiator. The initiator sends 

its time-message clockwise along the ring (blue arrows). Other bridges that receive it, get the information, forward it clockwise to their 

neighbors (blue arrows) and simultaneously send an answer-message back (blue-dashed arrows) to the initiator. They forward also the answer-

message of other bridges back.  

 Now the temporal behavior of the protocol is described in detail with respect to the timeouts 

utilized by initiators (Note: the bridges in the role of forwarders don’t use any timeout, with an 

exception: the non-source bridges acting as pure forwarders use the timeouts 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐, 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 and 𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 in order to adjust their clocks in the right moment, see section 4.3). 

The durations of the timeouts will be calculated later in section 7.5. The intention behind the 

timeouts is the triggering of initiator’s actions: 

 periodic synchronization of the clocks accomplished in equal durations 

 in case of fail-silence of any faulty bridge or if an answer-message is received too late, the 

protocol FP must be followed by SP.  

The initiators use the following four timeouts:  

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐  ,  𝑇𝐹𝑃 , 𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡  , 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 
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Figure 14: Description of timeouts 

The timeout 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 (synchronization interval), defines the point in time when the next 

execution of RFA has to be started. When a new synchronization interval begins the initiator 

starts the other three timeouts (𝑇𝐹𝑃 , 𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡  , 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙) and the FP sub-protocol will send 

the time-message containing the local clock-time of the initiator. The time-message is signed 

by the initiator, sent forth along the ring, and is forwarded up to the last bridge of the FP sub-

protocol. This is the left neighbor bridge of the initiator (in the ring-network consisting of 𝑛 

bridges, where the bridges are arranged with clockwise incrementing index. The initiator B0 

sends a time-message that is forwarded up to Bn-1). After 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 is expired the initiator 

waits the duration 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝐴 before it adjusts its clock. If any message is received after the 

expiration of 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙, it will be ignored. After expiration of 𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 the initiator executes 

FTMA on its offset vector and waits the durations 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑃 and 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 (which are additional 

durations after adjustment of the preceding execution) until it starts of next FP sub-protocol. 

These waiting durations guarantee that all fault-free bridges are finished with their 

synchronization. This ensures that the next protocol execution does not start before all fault-

free bridges have corrected their clocks (this should be minimally as big as the maximum 

inaccuracy between clocks in the network, see more details in section 7.5). After expiration of 

𝑠𝑒𝑝 , the next duration  𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 begins and the initiator starts the timeouts again (see Figure 

14) [69]. 

In the context of a given FP the forwarders (organized in a series along the ring) have no 

timeouts. They receive the time-message to calculate an offset value expressing the time 

difference between the compensated time of the initiator and their local time. This value is 

saved into a local offset vector, to be used by FTMA later. Furthermore, when forwarding the 

time-message, the forwarders extend the time-message by using the following extension 

function:  

fi (Msg):= (Msg, di): Bi (46) 

by which each forwarder Bi measures its local (forwarding) delay di, and inserts this into 

the time-message (Msg)  and signs it with its signature “ : Bi“. 

In this protocol the forwarders send also an answer-message on the same path back to the 

initiator. The answer-messages contain the time information in the time-message extended by 

fi (Msg) (see equation (46)), which is forwarded counterclockwise in the ring to the initiator of 

the time-message, see Figure 13 a and b.  Note that the indicated delay which is included in the 

time-message by a forwarder could deviate from the indicated delay it inserts in the answer-

message. 
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𝑇𝐹𝑃 is the maximum duration for forwarding the time-messages and answer-messages to 

the respective initiator. Before its expiration all of the answer-messages should have been 

received by the initiator.  

When 𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡  expires, the initiator executes the FTMA on its set of collected offsets 

(offset-vector) and adjusts its clock accordingly.  

The initiator Bi detects an error, if either of the following happens:  

- If 𝑇𝐹𝑃 expires and one or some of the answer-messages are missing 

- If the answer-message is syntactically wrong or a signature check fails 

- If an indicated delay in the message exceeds the maximum forwarding delay,  

 1  𝑗  𝑛, 𝑖 ≠  𝑗:  𝑑𝑗 >  𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 

- If the sum of the indicated delays in the answer-message doesn’t fit to the bound𝑠  𝛿
+
𝑖

 

and 𝛿
−
𝑖 (see equations (23) and (24)) 

- If the answer-message contains an error-flag. 

On error detection the initiator initiates the SP sub-protocol to send its correct time 

information by a replacement-message according to the checking function, see section 7.2. The 

replacement-message contains the initiator’s new local clock-time, which is then used by the 

forwarders receiving it (not all forwarders may receive the replacement-message) for 

calculating the correct offset value. The replacement-message is also extended again by the 

extension function fi (Msg) (see equation (46)) by each forwarder. No answer-message is sent 

in the SP-sub protocol. If the forwarders obtain some time information twice (both via FP and 

SP) the time information in the replacement-message is always preferred. 

7.2 Checking Function 

Executing the SP sub-protocol requires the important decision for selecting the destination-

bridge or destination-bridges, to which the replacement-message must be forwarded. 

In the case of receiving corrupted or non-plausible content or fail-omission the replacement-

message is sent counterclockwise to the closest bridge, from which the initiator has not received 

an answer-message, “the closest non-answering bridge”. This bridge is the destination-bridge 

for the replacement-message). Note for a network with n bridges, where B0 is the initiator: If 

B0 has not received an answer-message from B1 to Bn-1, the closest non-answering bridge is B1. 

In the case of wrong delay measurement, the replacement-message is sent always 

counterclockwise to the reported-bridge and clockwise to the reporter. Both of them are selected 

as destination-bridges for the replacement-message. If there is only one error-flag in the answer-

message and this error-flag is generated by a bridge not neighboring the initiator, then the error-

flag is ignored and no SP is executed (see Figure 18 (b)). Ignoring is justified because the error-

flag is not confirmed by other bridges. 
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If the faulty bridge can be localized from the intersection of the two sets of suspicious 

bridges, then the replacement-message is sent clockwise to the right neighbor bridge of the 

faulty bridge, and counterclockwise to the left neighbor bridges of the faulty bridge, see Figure 

20 a). 

On detection of any failure the SP sub-protocol is executed with respect to the determined 

destination-bridge (destination-oriented, see 5.1.3.1). Thus no selection strategy is needed for 

taking the time-information either from the time- or from the replacement-message. The time 

information is taken from the message, which is received as the last one. Consequently, the 

bridges which get the replacement-message take the time information from the replacement-

message, and those which have not received the replacement-message take the time information 

from the time-message. 

7.3 Fault Tolerance  

In this section the tolerance of particular failure cases will be discussed. The elements used in 

the following figures to depict the protocol execution are shown in Figure 15 .  
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Figure 15: Figures’ elements  

7.3.1 Fail-Omission 

If a faulty bridge crashes and/or doesn’t forward any time- or answer-message, this behavior 

will be recognized by the initiator after its timer for receiving of answer-messages 𝑇𝐹𝑃 has 

expired. Because each forwarder sends a signed answer-message, missing answer-messages are 

noticed by the initiator, which selects the closest non-answering bridge in clockwise direction 

as the destination-bridge, to which the replacement-message is forwarded counterclockwise. In 

a network with 𝑛 = 6 bridges where B0 is the initiator the following actions are taken: if the 

initiator gets an answer-message from B1 and B2, but it doesn’t receive an answer-message from 

B3, then B3 is the closest non-answering bridge in clockwise direction. Thus B3 is chosen as the 

destination-bridge for the replacement-message, which is sent counterclockwise. 

 Figure 16 a, shows an example where B2 doesn’t forward the time-message initiated by B0 

in clockwise direction. But B2 behaves correctly in counterclockwise direction and sends its 

answer-message to the initiator. From the view of B0 (the initiator) it is not obvious if B3 has 

failed or B2 has not forwarded the answer-messages. In this ambiguous case the initiator bases 

its decision on the missing answer-message from B3 and selects B3 as the destination-bridge for 

the replacement-message in the SP sub-protocol it launches. The bridges, which have received 

a replacement-message (B5, B4 and B3), take the time information from the replacement-

message (green circle) and all which have not received the replacement message (B1) take the 

time information from the time-message (blue circle). If B3 had been faulty instead, then the 
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fault-free bridge B2 would have taken the time information from the time message. Hence the 

protocol works correct in either case. If B3 again corrupts the replacement-message and 

forwards it to B2, this is not accepted and rejected by B2, because it can check the destination-

bridge of the replacement-message and according to equation (20), the message is not 

forwarded further. 

If the faulty bridge B2 does not forward any answer-messages, the initiator B0 recognizes 

the omission after expiration of its timeout 𝑇𝐹𝑃. It notices that only the answer-message of B1 

is received, but no answer message has arrived from B2. From the initiator’s viewpoint it is not 

obvious if B1 has not forwarded the answer-message or B2 has failed. So the bridges B1 and B2 

are both suspicious. According to the checking function, the replacement-message is forwarded 

counterclockwise to B2. If B2 corrupts the replacement-message as well, it is rejected by B1, 

because it can check which bridge was the destination-bridge of the replacement-message. Like 

above all of the bridges which received a replacement-message (B5, B4 and B3) take the time 

information from the replacement-message (green circle) and all which have not received a 

replacement message (B1) take the time information from the time-message (blue circle), see 

Figure 16 b. 

Fail-silence is a special case of fail-omission which is tolerated with the same consideration 

as fail-omission (see Figure 16 c). 

Fail-silence of the initiator itself will be tolerated locally in each bridge by FTMA, because 

the correct entries in the offset vector have a sufficient majority. Although the value of the 

faulty bridge is missing, the local FTMAs in all bridges decide for valid correction terms which 

are globally consistent.  
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Figure 16: B0 is the initiator and B2 is faulty. a) B2 stops forwarding the time-message (blue line), b) B2 stops forwarding the answer-
messages (blue-dashed arrows) and c) B2 has failed and does not forward any message. These behaviors are all tolerated by initiating SP and 

sending a replacement-message (green arrows) to the destination-bridge B3 in a) and B2 in b) and c), respectively.. 

7.3.2 Delay 

If a faulty bridge Bi forwards a time- or answer-message too slow, using more than the 

maximum allowed forwarding delay, θi >  𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 this is detected by timeout (𝑇𝐹𝑃) of the 

initiator and tolerated by executing the SP sub-protocol. The treatment is the same like the 

reaction to fail-omission (see section 7.3.1). 

7.3.3 Wrong Delay Measurement 

As mentioned before, wrong delay information can be detected by every bridge (Bi) by 

checking adherence to 𝛿
+
𝑖

 and 𝛿
−
𝑖  (see equations (23) and (24)) after the answer-message has 

been received, see equations (21) and (22). 

Figure 17 shows a further example. If B2 is faulty and adds a wrong measured delay value 

into the time-message (Figure 17 a) or adds a wrong measured delay value into the answer-

messages (Figure 17 b), these cases are detected by B1, after having received the answer-

message. B1 flags an error in the answer-message which is then also confirmed by further 

bridges, by which the answer-message is received (here only the initiator B0). The first bridge 

which has reported an error is B1, and its preceding neighbor bridge from which the answer-

message came is B2 (the reported-bridge). From the view of the initiator it is not obvious if B1 

was faulty or B2, because B1 could also have falsely flagged an error in the answer-message. 

According to the checking function (see section 7.2) the replacement-message is sent 

counterclockwise to the reported-bridge B2 and clockwise to the reporter, B1.The bridges B1, 

B3, B4 and B5 take their time information from the replacement-message (green circles). 

Consequently every bridge gets a correct time- or a replacement-message (in this case only the 

replacement message is correct) and finally all bridges can calculate the time difference to all 

other bridges and execute FTMA to correct their clocks.  
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Figure 17: a) B0 is the initiator; B2 indicates wrong delay in the time-message (red arrows) b) indicates wrong delay in the answer-
messages (red-dashed arrows). B0 tolerates this case by sending a replacement-message counterclockwise (green arrows) to the reported and 

clockwise to the reporter. 

If the faulty bridge delays the message so that the timeout 𝑇𝐹𝑃 of the initiator expires, the 

delayed message is rejected and the initiator initiates the SP. The tolerance will be like fail-

omission, see section 7.3.1. 

If the faulty bridge B2 adds a wrong delay indication to the time-message and also flags an 

error in the answer-message, see Figure 18 a), then the bridges B2 and B3 are suspicious from 

the initiator’s view. Hence, the replacement-message is forwarded counterclockwise to the 

reported bridge B3 and clockwise to reporter B2. Bridges B3, B4 and B5 take their time 

information from the replacement-message (green circles) and B1 which has not got a 

replacement-message, takes its time information from the time-message (blue circle). 

Figure 18 b, if the faulty bridge B2, only flags an error in the answer-message, which is not 

confirmed further by any other bridge (including the initiator), this is ignored and no SP is 

needed (see section 7.2). 
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Figure 18: B0 is in both the initiator; a) B2 distorts the information of a time-message (red arrows) and answer-messages (red-dashed 

arrows). B0 tolerates this failure by sending a replacement-message (green arrows) to clockwise to the reporter B2 and counterclockwise to the 

reported-bridge B3. b) B2 only flags an error which is not confirmed by any bridge, so SP is not executed. 

7.3.4 Data Corruption or Non-Plausible Content (Illegal Delay) 

If any faulty bridge (Bi) corrupts the message (format, signature, etc.) or indicates an illegal 

delay in the time- or answer-message the next bridge in the same direction detects this failure 

and the message will be discarded (“illegal delay” means more than the maximum forwarding 

delay 𝑑i > 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤). The tolerance is then similar to the tolerance of the fail-omission (see 

section 7.3.1) because the corrupted message is rejected and not forwarded further. 

Corrupted Time-message and Corrupted Answer-message 

The wrong behavior of B2 by corrupting the time-message is detected by B3 and consequently 

the time-message is rejected. If B2 corrupts the answer-message as well, this is then detected by 

B1, which in turn rejects the answer message and does not forward it. So the initiator gets one 

answer-message from B1 but no answer-message from B2. So from the initiator’s view again it 

is not obvious if B2 was faulty and had failed or B1 was faulty and B2 has rejected the time-

message justifiably without sending an answer-message. In this case the two suspicious bridges 

are B1 and B2. Thus according to the checking function, the closest non-answering bridge (and 

hence the destination bridge for the replacement-message) is B2 to which the replacement-

message is sent counterclockwise. If B2 corrupts also the replacement-message and forwards it 

to B1, the latter is rejected by B1 according to equation (20), because B1 checks which bridge 

was the destination-bridge see Figure 19 a. 

Correct Time-message and Corrupted Answer-message 

 If a faulty bridge B2 forwards the time-message correctly but corrupts one or more answer-

messages, this case is detected by B1. Again from the initiator’s view it is not obvious if B2 has 

failed or B1 was faulty and has sent only its own answer-message but does not forward those 

from the subsequent bridges. In this case the two suspicious bridges are again B1 and B2. The 

closest non answer-bridge is B2, thus B2 is chosen as destination-bridge for the replacement-

message. Again, like above, if B2 corrupts again the replacement-message, this message is 

rejected by B1 according to equation (20). The bridges which get a replacement-message take 
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the time-information from the replacement-message (green circles) and those which have not 

received a replacement-message take the time information from the time-message (blue circle), 

see Figure 19 b. 
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Figure 19: B0 is the initiator and B2 is faulty. a) B2  sends corrupts the time- and answer-message. The failures are detected by B1 and B3.  

b) B2  corrupts all answer-messages including its own (red-dashed arrows). These failures are detected by B1  and the corrupted answer-messages 

are not forwarded by this bridge. These behaviors are all tolerated by initiating SP and sending a replacement-message (green arrows) to the 

destination-bridge B2. 

7.3.5 Combinations of Failures 

In this section, the tolerance of two different malfunctions of the same bridge is studied. 

Data Corruption and Wrong Delay Measurement 

In Figure 20 a, the faulty bridge B2 corrupts the time-message in clockwise direction. This is 

detected by B3 and the time-message is rejected. B2 also adds wrong delay into the answer-

message in the opposite direction towards B1. Bridge B1 and the initiator detect the wrong delay 

measurement. So either B1 was faulty or B2. The initiator gets also no answer-message from 

B3. So either B2 was faulty or B3. Thus according to the checking function from the intersection 

of the two sets of suspicious bridges the faulty bridge B2 can be localized. Then the replacement-

message is sent to clockwise to B1 and counterclockwise to B3. All the bridges take their time 

information from the replacement-message (green circles). 

Data Corruption and Fail-Omission 

In Figure 20 b, the faulty bridge B2 corrupts the time-message in clockwise direction to B3, 

which is then detected and rejected by B3. Bridge B2 also fails in the opposite direction and does 

not send an answer-message to B1. According to the checking function the destination-bridge 

for the replacement-message is the closest bridge in clockwise direction, from which the 

initiator has not received an answer-message, namely B2. Bridges B3, B4 and B5 take their time 

information from the replacement-message (green circles) and B1 takes its time information 

from the time-message (blue circle). Remark: if the faulty bridge B2 erroneously distorts and 

forwards the replacement-message to B1, then it is ignored by B1, because it can check which 

bridge is the destination-bridge of the message (according to equation (19)). 
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Wrong Delay Measurement and Fail-Omission 

In Figure 20 c, B2 adds wrong delay into the time-message in clockwise direction towards B3, 

which can be first detected by B1, after it has received an answer-message. Bridge B2 also fails 

in the opposite direction and does not send an answer-message to B1. The initiator doesn’t get 

an answer-message from B2, so according to the checking function B2 is the destination-bridge 

for the replacement-message to be sent counterclockwise. The bridges B3, B4 and B5 take their 

time information from the replacement-message (green circles) and B1 takes its time 

information from the time-message (blue circle). Remark: again like above if the faulty bridge 

B2 erroneously distorts and forwards the replacement-message to B1, then it is ignored by B1. 
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Figure 20: B0 is the initiator and B2 is the faulty bridge.  a) Shows the procedure if B2 corrupts the time-message (red line) and adds wrong 

delay to the answer-message (red-dashed line). b) Shows the procedure if B2 corrupts the time-message (red line) and stops forwarding the 

answer-message. c) Shows the procedure if B2 adds wrong delay to the time-message (red line) and stops forwarding the answer-message. All 

these behaviors are tolerated by SP. 

7.4 Illustration of an Example Protocol Execution  

This example shows the protocol execution when B0 is the initiator [68]. Each bridge Bi 

digitally signs any outgoing message, denoted by:  

T
initiator

 forwarder
:Bforwarder  for a time-message, 

A
initiator

 Signatures, forwarder : Bforwarder  for an answer-message, and 

R
initiator

 forwarder
 : Bforwarder  for a replacement-message. 

with the following meaning: 

 Index “initiator”: the respective initiator of the protocol execution   

direction = c indicates clockwise, direction = cc counterclockwise message. 

 Index “forwarder”: Bridge that forwards the time information. 

 “:Bforwarder”: Signature of the forwarding bridge. 
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In Figure 21, B0 starts the synchronization and sends its time-message: 

T
0
0

≔(t0): B0 

containing its local time t0. Its neighbor B1 checks T
0
0

. If it is not corrupted B1 takes the time 

information t0 of the initiator to calculate the offset between the initiator and itself, which is 

then stored in the offset vector. B1 extends T
0
0

 according to the extension function f1 which adds 

B1’s delay d1 and B1’s signature “: B1”, to the time-message T
0
0

. The message 

T
0
1

≔ f1 (T
0
0

):= (((t0): B0), d1): B1 

is then forwarded to the adjacent neighbor in clockwise direction B2.  Furthermore B1 simul-

taneously creates an answer-message 

A
0
1

≔ f1 (T
0
0

):= (((t0): B0), d1’): B1  

and sends it back to bridge B0. Later B1 will also forward the answer-messages created by B2, 

B3, etc. to the initiator B0. B2 acts similar to B1 by extending the time-message as 

T
0
2

≔ f2 (T
0
1

) 

and sending it to B3. Bridge B2 also sends the answer-message:   

A
0
2

≔ f2 (T
0
1

) 

to B1. Bridge B2 will also forward the following answer-messages:    

B3 B2 B1 B0,   B4 B3 B2 B1 B0,   B5 B4 B3 B2 B1 B0,   etc. 

B3, B4 etc. act accordingly. If the initiator B0 detects any failure, it creates a replacement-

message and sends it counterclockwise (CC) to the destination-bridge Bdest or in both 

directions (also clockwise (C)) to the destination-bridges Bdest and Bdest’. Note: with Bdest 

and Bdest’, the different destination bridges are meant. If the replacement-message is sent in 

different directions, then the destination bridges are different. 

R
0
0

(CC) := (Bdest, t0): B0 

R
0
0

(C) := (Bdest’, t0): B0 

The replacement-message is then extended and forwarded by forwarders to Bdest or to 

both Bdest and Bdest’ : 

R
0

𝑛 − 1
:= fn-1 (R

0
0

(CC)):=  ((Bdest, t0): B0), dn-1”’): Bn-1, 
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dn-1”’, is the delay indicated by bridge Bn-1, which could be different from the delays this 

bridge indicates in all other messages. 

R
0

𝑛 − 2
:= fn-2 (R

0
𝑛 − 1

(CC)):=  (((Bdest, t0): B0), d n-1”’): Bn-1), dn-2”’): Bn-2 

The same scheme is applied for the concurrent FPs executed by other initiators. Remark: 

Time and answer-messages are built equally and can be distinguished by their directions. The 

difference between answer- and replacement-message is visible by the message format: The 

replacement-message contains the index of the destination bridge. 

Initiator

Bn-1 B1

B2Bn-2

B0

B3

T0 0:= (t0): B0

T0 1 := f1(T0 0 )

T0 2 := f2(T0 1 )

 

R0 0:= (t0): B0

A1 := f1(T0 0 )
A1,2 := f1(A2 )

A1,2,3  := f1(A2,3 )

A2 := f2(T0 1 )
A2,3 := f2(A3 )

If error

Definition of extension 
function:

fi (x):= (x, di): Bi

A3 := f3(T0 2)

 

Figure 21: An example of RFA protocol execution 

 

 

7.5 Calculation of RFA Timing and Precision 

In RFA the number of bridges in the FP sub-protocol is 𝑛𝐹𝑃 [68]: 

𝑛𝐹𝑃 (RFA) = 2 (𝑛 − 1) (47) 

because a protocol execution consists of transmitting the time-messages to the neighbor 

bridge of the initiator in the clockwise direction and transmitting the answer-messages back to 

the initiator in counterclockwise direction. In the worst-case the replacement-message should 

pass through 𝑛 − 1 bridges in the ring, thus 𝑛𝑆𝑃 is:  

𝑛𝑆𝑃 (RFA) =  𝑛 − 1 (48) 

 Substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃 (𝑅𝐹𝐴) in equation (29) yields: 
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𝑇𝐹𝑃(RFA) = (2(𝑛 − 1 )  · 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 2τ )(1 + 𝜌) (49) 

The duration 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 of the RFA-protocol can be calculated by substituting 

 𝑛𝐹𝑃 (RFA) and 𝑛𝑆𝑃 (RFA) in equation (32): 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙(RFA) = ((3𝑛 − 3) 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌 ) (50) 

We obtain 𝛽 in RFA by substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃 and 𝑛𝑆𝑃 in (44). 

𝛽(RFA) = (
2

1 − 8𝜌
)((3𝑛 − 3)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝

+  2𝜌((3𝑛 − 3)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)) 

(51) 

The timeout for synchronization of the clock is as follows: 

𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡(RFA) = ((3𝑛 − 3)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌) + (
2

1 − 8𝜌
)((3𝑛 − 3)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ

+ 2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  2𝜌((3𝑛 − 3)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)) 

(52) 

The duration of a synchronization interval 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 in RFA is obtained by substituting 

𝛽(RFA) (29) in equation (13):   

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 (RFA) =  (
4

1 − 8𝜌
)((3𝑛 − 3)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  

2𝜌((3𝑛 − 3)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)) +  𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + ((3𝑛 − 3)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)   

(53) 

 

7.6 Overhead of the Protocol 

The number of messages transmitted for each protocol depends on the number of bridges in the 

network and consequently depends on the numbers 𝑛𝐹𝑃 and 𝑛𝑆𝑃 of bridges via which the 

messages are forwarded [68].  

Since the time-message should be forwarded to the left neighbor bridge of the initiator in 

clockwise direction (time-message), and then the answer-message is forwarded on its longest 

path through 𝑛 − 1  bridges back to the initiator, the FP is executed via 2 (𝑛 − 1) bridges, see 

Figure 13 a and Figure 13 b. 

A forwarder Bi replies with an answer-message, which leads to 𝑛𝑖,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 point-to-point 

messages depending on the distance 𝑛𝑖,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 which is the number of bridges from bridge Bi 

to the initiator. In all we get 𝑛 –  1 time-messages and 𝑛1,0 + 𝑛2,0 + ⋯ + 𝑛𝑛−1,0 = 1 + 2 + ⋯ +

(𝑛 – 1) =
𝑛(𝑛 – 1)

2
 answer-messages. Hence, the number of messages transmitted in the fault-

free case for one initiator is: 

N(RFA)fault-free (1,n) = (𝑛 – 1) +
𝑛(𝑛 – 1)

2
=

𝑛2+n

2
− 1 (54) 

For 𝑚 initiators the number of messages transmitted in the fault-free case is: 
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N(RFA)fault-free (m,n)= 𝑚 (
𝑛2+n

2
− 1) (55) 

In a faulty case, a replacement-message is sent counterclockwise in worst-case via 𝑛 –  1 

bridges. Thus we obtain the number of point-to-point messages transmitted in the faulty 

case per initiator for both FP and SP:  

(𝑛 –  1) +  
𝑛(𝑛 –  1)

2
+  (𝑛 –  1) =

𝑛(𝑛 +  3)

2
− 2 

N(RFA)faulty-case (1,n) = 
(𝑛− 1)(𝑛+ 4)

2
  (56) 

The number of messages transmitted in faulty case for 𝑚 initiators is:  

N(RFA)faulty-case (m,n) = 𝑚(
(𝑛− 1)(𝑛+ 4)

2
)  (57) 
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8. Ring Forward and Collected Answer Protocol (RFC) 

RFC is similar to RFA, however a reduction of answer-messages is aimed at. In RFC, the 

bridges are also either sources or pure forwarders. (Note: all sources are initiators as well, see 

Figure 12). In each of the concurrent protocol executions, one bridge acts as a source and all 

other bridges act as forwarders. Again 𝑠 ≥ 3𝑓 + 1 sources (initiators) are needed see section 

3.5.3). RFC is also composed of multiple executions of two sub-protocols, FP and SP. However, 

unlike RFA, only the last bridge in the FP sub-protocol (the left bridge of the initiator, see 

equation (8)) creates the answer-message which is forwarded by forwarders counterclockwise 

back (according to equation (20)) to the initiator of the time-message. Like in RFA, the left 

neighbor bridge of the initiator is implicitly taken as the destination-bridge for the time-

message, and the initiator is implicitly taken as the destination-bridge for the answer-message 

(In RFC the last bridge of the FP sub-protocol is the left-neighbor-bridge of the initiator, (see 

equation (8)). 

In a ring-network with 𝑛 bridges where the bridges are arranged clockwise with incremented 

index, an initiator B0 sends a time-message that is forwarded to the last bridge of the FP sub-

protocol (the left neighbor bridge of the initiator), which is Bn-1.  

Figure 22 shows FP by blue and blue-dashed arrows (time-messages and answer-messages, 

respectively). Like in RFA every initiator launches an individual FP, all of which run 

concurrently.  

Initiator

Initiator

B5 B1

B2B4

B0

B3

a)

B5 B1

B2B4

B0

B3

b)
 

Figure 22: a) Shows a protocol execution in the fault-free case, where B0 is the initiator and in b) B1 is the initiator. The initiator sends its 
time-message along the ring (blue arrows). The forwarders forward it up to the least bridge in the ring (B5 in a, and B0 in b). Then this last 

bridge sends an answer-message (blue-dashed arrows) which is forwarded counterclockwise to the initiator.  

8.1 Algorithm of RFC 

In the following the temporal behavior of the RFC is described in detail with 

respect to the timeouts utilized by initiators. In each RFC execution exactly one source bridge 

is the initiator, and all other bridges act as forwarders. Note: the bridges in the role of pure 

forwarders don’t use any timeout, with the exceptions of 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐, 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 and 𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡, 

used to adjust their clocks in the right moment, see section 4.3). 
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In RFC the initiator has the same four timeouts as in RFA:   

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 , 𝑇𝐹𝑃 , 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 and  𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 

After expiration of timeout 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 , the initiator starts all of the timeouts. It starts the 

synchronization by starting the FP sub-protocol and sending its time-message. The initiator 

signs the time-message and transmits it clockwise forth along the ring, which is forwarded by 

forwarders (according to equation (19)) to the last bridge of the FP sub-protocol. After the 

forwarders have received the time-message, they take the time information for their offset 

vector, extend the time-message by their delay (di) and signature (:Bi) (the extension function 

fi(x), see equation (46)) and forward it to bridge Bn-1. When Bn-1 receives the time-message, it 

doesn’t forward it anymore, and only applies the extension function on the time-message and 

sends it as the answer-message in the counterclockwise direction back to the initiator. The 

forwarders extend the answer-message again by the extension function fi(x).  

In this protocol, the initiator gets only one answer-message and based on this it must be able 

to recognize if its time information has been received by every bridge correctly. In the case of 

failure, the initiator starts SP according to the checking function see section 8.2, to forward its 

correct time-information by the replacement-message.  

After the protocol execution (after 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 has expired) the initiator waits 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝐴 before 

it adjusts its clock. All other messages, which are received after expiration of 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 are 

rejected. After 𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 is expired, the initiator executes FTMA on its offset vector to set its 

clock accordingly. Then it waits for the durations 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑃 and 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝. After 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 the initiator 

begins with the next 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 
(see Figure 4 or Figure 11). 

8.2 Checking Function 

The checking function of RFC is different to RFA, because by this protocol not each forwarder 

sends an individual answer-message. So the difference in launching SP is that the faulty bridge 

cannot be localized in the case of fail-omission or data corruption, because the failure 

localization based on the answer-messages fails. Thus in these cases the replacement-message 

is sent counterclockwise along the complete ring (Complete-SP, see section 5.1.3.2) to the right 

neighbor bridge (see equation (7)) of the initiator (in a ring-network with 𝑛 bridges where the 

bridges are arranged with clockwise increasing index, where B0 is the initiator, bridge B1 is the 

right neighbor bridge of the initiator).  

In the case of wrong delay measurement failure the SP sub-protocol is executed destination-

oriented. If there is an error-flag in the answer-message, the initiator notices the first bridge, 

which has set a flag as the reporter and its neighbor bridge from which it has received the 

answer-message (reported-bridge) as destination-bridges for the replacement-message. The 

replacement-message is then sent clockwise to the reporter and counterclockwise to the 

reported-bridge. 

8.2.1 Selection Strategy for Time Information 

The basic idea behind the selection strategy is taking the correct time information, where the 

faulty bridge may have behaved arbitrarily by distorting any message. To guarantee a consistent 
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view of time information for all bridges in the network, an appropriate selection strategy is 

defined. 

In the case of fail-omission the replacement-message is forwarded counterclockwise along 

the complete ring. Thus the bridges could have received all three time-, answer and 

replacement-messages. Since the faulty bridge could have behaved arbitrarily and adds a wrong 

measured delay value to the replacement-message again, the bridges need a selection strategy 

to decide from which message they should take the correct time information. 

The forwarders, which have not received the time-message get the time information from 

the replacement-message (see Figure 23 a, B5, B4 and B3). The forwarders which have received 

the time-message but no answer-message ignore the replacement-message and take the time 

information from the time-message they had already received (because the replacement-

message could be corrupted again by the faulty bridge, see Figure 27 a, bridge B1). The 

forwarders, which have received time- and answer-message, take the time information from the 

replacement-message (Figure 23 a, bridges B3, B4 and B5).  

So the following selection strategy is applied by all forwarders to decide, which time 

information from which message should be taken. 

The following cases distinguish the possibilities of message reception by a forwarder (see 

Figure 23 a and b, messages abbreviated by “msg”): 

Time-msg: yes, answer-msg: no, replacement-msg: yes → take from time-msg 

Time-msg: yes, answer-msg: no, replacement-msg: no → take from time-msg 

Time-msg: no, answer-msg: no, replacement-msg: yes → take from replacement-msg 

Time-msg: yes, answer-msg: yes, replacement-msg: yes → take from replacement-msg 

Time-msg: yes, answer-msg: yes, replacement-msg: no → take from time-msg 

 

The following cases are impossible: 

Time-msg: no, answer-msg: no, replacement-msg: no   

If a bridge does not obtain any message the decision is obsolete where to take the time 

information from. The protocol is designed such that this case is avoided.   

Time-msg: no, answer-msg: yes, replacement-msg: no  

If the time-message is not received by the last bridge of the FP sub-protocol, it would not send 

an answer-messag. 

Time-msg: no, answer-msg: yes, replacement-msg: yes  

for the same reason as the case before. 

8.2.2 Correctness of Selection Strategy 

The correct time information is always taken from the replacement-message with only one 

exception in case of fail-omission. We can distinguish two failure cases:  
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Wrong-Delay-Measurement 

There is always a bridge, which detects this failure and can localize it. Hence the replacement-

message is sent to the respective destination-bridges. If the replacement-message is again 

corrupted by the faulty bridge, it will be rejected by the fault-free bridge by virtue of the 

indicated destination-bridge (written into the replacement-message). Thus all of the bridges can 

take the correct time information. 

Fail-Omission or Corruption 

Because the faulty bridges cannot be localized, the replacement-message is sent along the 

complete ring in counterclockwise direction. The replacement message can be affected by the 

faulty bridge. For this reason the bridges take the time information according to the selection 

strategy, which guarantees the decision for the correct time information. 

8.3 Fault Tolerance 

In this section the tolerance of particular failure cases will be discussed. 

8.3.1 Fail-Omission 

If any forwarder crashes (B2 in Figure 23 a) and doesn’t forward the time-message, the last 

bridge in the FP sub-protocol, B5, does not get a time-message and consequently would not 

send an answer-message. If the faulty bridge (B2 in Figure 23 b) stops forwarding the answer-

message, both of these failures are recognized by the initiator after its timeout 𝑇𝐹𝑃 for receiving 

the answer-messages
 
has expired. The initiator is not able to notice which bridge was faulty, so 

it starts SP, by which the replacement-message is forwarded counterclockwise along the ring to 

the first bridge of the FP sub-protocol, here B1. The bridges, B3, B4, and B5 take the time 

information according to the selection strategy (see 8.2.1), from the replacement-message 

(green circles) and B1 from the time-message (blue circle), see section 8.2. 

Fail-silence of a forwarder is a special case of fail-omission and the tolerance is the same, 

see Figure 23 c. Fail-silence of the initiator itself will be tolerated locally in each bridge by 

FTMA on the set of offsets. Although the value of the faulty bridge is missing, the local FTMAs 

in all bridges decide for valid correction terms which are globally consistent. 
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Initiator Initiator Initiator

B5 B1

B2B4

B0

B3

a)

B5 B1

B2B4

B0

B3

b)

X

X

X

B5 B1

B2B4

B0

B3

c)

X

 

Figure 23: B0 is the initiator and B2  is faulty a) B2 does not forward any time-messages so the initiator B0 does not get any answer-message 

back. It cannot recognize which bridge was faulty, so the replacement-message will be sent counterclockwise along the ring. , b) B2 forwards 

the time-message correctly but then fails and does not forward any answer-messages. c) B2 has crashed and does not forward any time- and 

answer-message. In a), b) and c) the failure is tolerated by sending the replacement-message according to the checking function. 

8.3.2 Delay 

If a faulty bridge Bi forwards a time- or an answer-message by consuming more than the 

maximum allowed forwarding delay, θi >  𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 this is detected by timeout (𝑇𝐹𝑃) of the 

initiator and tolerated by executing the SP sub-protocol. The treatment is the same as the 

reaction to fail-omission (see section 8.3.1). 

8.3.3 Wrong Delay Measurement 

Wrong delay information can be detected by every forwarder by checking 𝛿
+
𝑖

 and 𝛿
−
𝑖   after 

having received the answer-message, see equations (21) and (22). Each forwarder that has 

detected the wrong delay measurement reports an error (reporter), and its preceding bridge in 

the direction of the answer-message is the reported-bridge. Moreover, the reporter and reported-

bridge are the destination bridges for the replacement-message which is sent counterclockwise 

to the reported-bridge and clockwise to the reporter.  

In Figure 24 a, the faulty bridge B2 adds wrong delay information in the time-message. In 

Figure 24 b, B2 inserts wrong delay information in the answer-message. Both of these failures 

are first detected by B1, after B1 has received the answer-message and compared to its time 

information according to 𝛿
+
𝑖

 and 𝛿
−
𝑖 , see equations (23) and (24). Because the detected 

deviation doesn’t fit one of the equations, thus B1 flags an error in the answer-message which 

is then forwarded and confirmed by the next bridges that forward the answer-message, here 

only the initiator B0. The first bridge which has reported an error is B1 (reporter), and its 

preceding bridge in the answer-message direction is B2 (reported-bridge). Thus according to the 

checking function the replacement-message is sent counterclockwise to the reported-bridge B2 

and clockwise to the reporter B1. According to the selection strategy (see 8.2.1) the bridges B5, 

B4, B3, which have received a time- and an answer-message take the time information from the 

replacement-message (green circles) and B1, which has received the time- and the answer-
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message but no replacement-message takes the time information from the time-message (blue 

circle). 

Consequently every bridge gets a correct time- or a replacement-message and finally all 

bridges can calculate the time difference to all other bridges and execute FTMA to correct their 

clocks. 

B5 B1

B2B4

B0

B3

a)

B5 B1

B2B4

B0

B3

b)

Initiator Initiator

 

Figure 24: B0 is the initiator and B2 is the faulty bridge. a ) B2 adds wrong delay into the time message (red line) b) B2 adds wrong delay 

information into the answer-message (red-dashed line). These cases are tolerated by SP. The replacement-message is sent to the destination-

bridges B1 and B2, respectively. 

If a faulty bridge delay forwarding a message such that the answer-message received the 

initiator after expiration of 𝑇𝐹𝑃, the delayed answer-message is rejected and the initiator 

initiates the SP. The tolerance will be like the tolerance of fail-omission, see section 8.3.1. 

If the faulty bridge B2 adds wrong delay to the time-message and also flags an error in the 

answer-message (reporter), see Figure 25a), the failure wrong delay measurement is detected 

by B1, and also by the initiator B0 after they have received the answer-message. The 

replacement-message is then forwarded according to the checking-function counterclockwise 

to the first reported-bridge B3 and clockwise to the first reporter B2. The bridges B5, B4, B3, 

which have received a time- and an answer-message take the time information from the 

replacement-message (green circles) and B1, which has received the time- and answer-message 

but no replacement-message takes the time information from the time-message (blue circle). 

If the faulty bridge B2 adds an error-flag in the answer-message, and the error-flag is not 

confirmed by any other bridge and also not by the initiator, as illustrated in Figure 25 b, then 

the error-flag is ignored and no replacement-message is sent. 
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Figure 25: B0 is the initiator and B2 is the faulty bridge. a) B2 adds wrong delay to the time message (red line) and also reports an error. 
This is tolerated by SP. The replacement-message is sent to the destination-bridge as indicated by the green lines. b) B2 reports an error, which 

is not more confirmed by any other bridge. In this case no SP is needed. 

8.3.4 Data Corruption or Non-Plausible Content (Illegal Delay) 

The corruption of the time- or answer-message, or the indication of an obviously wrong 

forwarding delay (di > 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤) in the time- or answer-message is detected by the next bridge 

in the same direction, and the message will be discarded. The tolerance is similar to fail-

omission, see section 8.3.1. The respective failure of the initiator is tolerated in each bridge by 

FTMA. 

In Figure 26 a, the faulty bridge B2 corrupts the time-information, which is detected by B3, 

and so the time-message is discarded. Because bridge B5 (the last of the FP sub-protocol) does 

not receive the time-message, it does not send an answer-message. After timeout 𝑇𝐹𝑃 of B0 has 

expired, the initiator recognizes that one bridge has failed because the initiator hasn’t received 

an answer-message. Thus it executes SP, and the replacement-message is forwarded 

counterclockwise along the ring to B1. Based on the selection strategy, B5, B4, B3, which have 

not received the time-message or correct time-message, take the time information from the 

replacement-message (green circles) and B1, which has received the time-message but no 

answer-message takes the time information from the time-message and not from the 

replacement-message because this could have been corrupted by B2 (blue circle). 

In Figure 26 b, the faulty bridge B2 forwards the time-message correctly, so B5 sends an 

answer-message. But B2 corrupts the answer-message, which is then detected and discarded by 

B1. Again, after the expiration of 𝑇𝐹𝑃 in B0 because of the missing answer-message it looks 

like a fail-omission for B0. By execution of SP the replacement-message is forwarded 

counterclockwise along the ring up to B1. Based on the selection strategy (see section 8.2.1), 

B5, B4, B3, which have received a time- and an answer-message, take the time information from 

the replacement-message (green circles) and B1, which has received the time-message but no 

correct answer-message takes the time information from the time-message and not from the 

replacement-message because this could have been corrupted by B2 (blue circle). 
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Figure 26: B0 is the initiator and B2 is the faulty bridge. a) B2 corrupts the time message (red line) b) B2 corrupts the answer-message (red-

dashed line). These cases are tolerated by sending the replacement-message in SP (green line). According to the checking function the bridges 

get the right time information either from the time-message or from the replacement-message (blue or green circle, respectively). 

8.3.5 Combination of Failures 

Wrong Delay Measurement and Fail-Omission 

In Figure 27 a, B2 indicates wrong delay measurement in the time-message in clockwise 

direction to B3, which can be first detected by B1 in the answer-message. But B2 fails and sends 

no answer-message to B1. The initiator doesn’t get an answer-message, so according to the 

checking function the replacement-message is forwarded counterclockwise along the ring to 

B1. According to the selection strategy (see section 8.2.1) bridges B3, B4 and B5 take their time 

information from the replacement-message (green circles) and B1 takes its time information 

from the time-message (blue circle). 

Wrong Delay Measurement and Data Corruption 

In Figure 27 b, the faulty bridge B2 adds wrong measured delay to the time-message in 

clockwise direction to B3. This can be first detected by B1 after having received the answer-

message. But B2 also corrupts the answer-message. Bridge B1 rejects the answer-message, so 

the initiator doesn’t get it. This is tolerated by the replacement-message which is forwarded 

counterclockwise (according to equation (20)) along the ring to B1. According to the selection 

strategy (see section 8.2.1) B3, B4 and B5 take their time information from the replacement-

message (green circles) and B1 takes its time information from the time-message (blue circle). 

Other combinations of failures, like data corruption and fail-omission, data corruption and 

wrong delay measurement, fail-omission and wrong delay measurement, or fail-omission and 

data corruption don’t make sense for this type of protocol. 
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Figure 27: B0 is the initiator and B2 is the faulty bridge. a) B2 adds wrong delay information to the time message (red line) and then fails 

and doesn’t send the answer-message b) B2 adds wrong delay information to the time-message and also corrupts the answer-message. 

8.4 Illustration of an Example Protocol Execution  

This example shows the protocol execution when B0 is the initiator, see section 7.4 for the 

notations.  

In Figure 28 B0 is the initiator and transmits its time-message  

T
0
0

≔(t0): B0 

containing its local time t0 to B1. Bridge B1 checks T
0
0

 and takes the time information t0 to 

calculate the offset. B1 extends T
0
0

  by f1 which adds B1’s delay d1 to the time-message, and 

signs it with : B1. 

T
0
1

≔ f1 (T
0
0

):= (((t0): B0), d1): B1 

B1 forwards T
0
1

 clockwise to B2.  B2 acts similarly and sends 

T
0
2

≔ f2 (T
0
1

) 

to B3.  

B3 and B4 act accordingly. After the time-message has been received by B5, it checks T
0
4

 to 

calculate the offset between the initiator and itself. Additionally it creates an answer-message 

A
0
5

≔ f5 (T
0
4

) 
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and sends it back to B4. Bridge B4 extends A
0
5 with A

0
4

≔ f4 (A
0
5

) and forwards it to B3.  B3, B2 

and B1 do the same and forward the answer-message. When the answer-message 

A
0
1

≔ f1 (A
0
2

) 

arrives at B0, it is checked and decided whether or not a replacement-message must be created. 

If this should be created, the replacement-message is sent in counterclockwise direction to the 

destination-bridge, in case of fail-silence, to B1.  

R
0
0

(𝑐𝑐):=(Bdest, t0’): B0 

This message will be forwarded (according to equation (19)) by forwarders along the ring 

(without generation of answer-messages).   

Notice, in the case of wrong delay measurement the replacement-message is sent in both 

directions according to the checking function. The respective destination bridges are the 

reporter-bridge and the reported-bridge. The same scheme is applied for the concurrent FPs 

executed by other initiators.   

R
0
0

(𝑐):=( Bdest’, t0’’): B0 

R
0
0

(𝑐𝑐):=(Bdest’’, t0’’’): B0 

 

 

Initiator-bridge

B5 B1

B2B4

B0

B3

T0 0:= (t0): B0

T0 1 := f1(T0 0 )

T0 2 := f2(T0 1 )

 

R0 0:= (t0): B0

A0 1  := f1(A0 2 )

A0 2:= f2(A0 3 )

If error

Definition of extension 
function:

fi (x):= (xi , di): Bi

A0 3 := f3(A0 4)

T0 3 := f3(T0 2 )

T0 4 := f4(T0 3 ) A0 5 := f5(T0 4)

A0 4 := f4(A0 5)

 

Figure 28: An example of RFC protocol execution 
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8.5 Calculation of RFC Timing and Precision  

The calculation for RFC is similar to that of RFA, see section 4.2.1. In RFC also the time-

message is forwarded to the left-neighbor bridge of the initiator in clockwise direction, and the 

answer-message transmitted from this bridge back to the initiator counterclockwise. So we 

obtain the number of bridges for the FP: 

𝑛𝐹𝑃(RFC) = 2 (𝑛 − 1) (58) 

In the worst-case the replacement-message is forwarded via 𝑛 − 1 bridges in the ring. Thus 

we count 𝑛𝑆𝑃 bridges for the SP: 

𝑛𝑆𝑃(RFC) = 𝑛 − 1 (59) 

The duration 𝑇𝐹𝑃 of the forward protocol is obtained by, substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃 according to (58) 

in equation (29): 

𝑇𝐹𝑃(RFC) = (2(𝑛 − 1 )  · 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 2τ )(1 + 𝜌) (60) 

  Substituting both 𝑛𝐹𝑃 and 𝑛𝑆𝑃 in equation (32) yields the duration of the synchronization 

protocol: 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙(RFC) = ((3𝑛 − 3) 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌 )       (61) 

 Substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃 and 𝑛𝑆𝑃 in (44) yields the maximum deviation between any pair of fault-

free clocks: 

𝛽(RFC) = (
2

1 − 8𝜌
)((3𝑛 − 3)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝

+  2𝜌((3𝑛 − 3)𝑇𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)) 

(62) 

Substituting  𝑛𝐹𝑃, 𝑛𝑆𝑃 and 𝛽 in equation (35) yields the time from the start of the 

synchronization protocol to the point in time when the clock has to be adjusted. 

𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡(RFC) = ((3𝑛 − 3)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌) + (
2

1 − 8𝜌
)((3𝑛 − 3)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ

+ 2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  2𝜌((3𝑛 − 3)𝑇𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)) 

(63) 

The duration of the complete synchronization interval is obtained by substituting  𝑛𝐹𝑃 and 

𝑛𝑆𝑃  in equation (45):  

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 (RFC) =  (
2

1 − 8𝜌
)((3𝑛 − 3)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  

2𝜌((3𝑛 − 3)𝑇𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)) +  𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 + ((3𝑛 − 3)𝑇𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)   

(64) 
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8.6 Overhead of the Protocol 

Since not every forwarder sends an answer-message to the initiator, the overhead of this 

protocol is lower compared to RFA. The number of messages communicated for synchro-

nization can be calculated as follows: 

Each initiator sends a time-message which passes 𝑛 –  1 bridges along the ring. Only the left 

neighbor bridge of the initiator (last bridge of the FP sub-protocol) replies with an answer-

message. Thus, there are 𝑛 –  1 bridges, through which the answer-message should pass. Thus 

we get the number of messages transmitted in the fault-free case per initiator: 

N(RFC)fault-free (1,n) = (𝑛 –  1) + (𝑛 –  1) = 2𝑛 − 2   (65) 

The number of messages transmitted in the fault free case for 𝑚 initiators is: 

N(RFC)fault-free (m,n) = 𝑚(2𝑛 − 2 ) (66) 

In the worst case the replacement-message will be sent through 𝑛 − 1 bridges either 

clockwise or in counterclockwise direction, which causes 𝑛 − 1  messages in addition. Thus 

the overhead in the faulty case per initiator is: 

N(RFC)faulty-case (1,n) = (2𝑛 − 2) + 𝑛 − 1 = 3𝑛 − 3  (67) 

Thus we obtain the total number of point-to-point messages transmitted in the worst faulty 

case for all  𝑚 initiators togehter:  

N(RFC)faulty-case (m,n) =𝑚(3𝑛 − 3)  (68) 
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9. Half Ring Forward and Answer Protocol (HFA) 

In all clock synchronization protocols the precision is the lower the more bridges have to be 

passed, because each bridge adds an inaccuracy by the small error it makes in delay 

measurement. Thus the compensation is not perfect. In a ring exactly two paths exist between 

any pair of bridges. An advantage can be taken from this fact, if an initiator distributes its time 

clockwise and counterclockwise along the “right half” and the “left half” of the ring. This way 

the number of bridges is reduced to its half. The clock synchronization protocol HFA realizes 

this idea.  

As in RFA and RFC, the bridges act as source or pure forwarder, where again 𝑠 ≥ 3𝑓 + 1 

sources are needed see section 3.5.3 and each source distributes its time via a separate FP and 

SP. Here also like in RFA and RFC the sources are initiators as well (see Figure 29). Hence 

HFA is composed of multiple concurrent executions of FP and SP. Consequently, all bridges 

take part in a number of concurrent FPs (and SPs if necessary). In each FP and SP one bridge 

is the initiator and all other bridges act as forwarder. However, in HFA the initiator sends its 

time-message not only in clockwise direction but also in counterclockwise direction along the 

ring to the bridge, called the half-ring-bridge (in the networks with even number of bridges) or 

to the half-ring-bridges (in the networks with odd number of bridges). The half-ring-bridge is 

or half-ring-bridges are implicitly taken as the destination-bridge(s) for the time-messages. As 

mentioned before, in the network with an even number 𝑛 of bridges, where B0 is the initiator, 

the half-ring-bridge is the bridge B
𝑛

2
. If 𝑛 is odd there are two half-ring-bridges, named right-

half-ring-bridge B⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ and left-half-ring-bridge B

𝑛+1

2
 (Figure 30 c). In HFC, the last bridge of 

the FP sub-protocol is the half-ring-bridge in networks with an even number of bridges (see 

equation (15)), and the left-half-ring-bridge and the right-half-ring bridge, respectively, in 

networks with an odd number of bridges (see equations (16) and (17)). 
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Figure 29: Concurrent executions of HFA for s=4. a) shows the different roles of the bridges. Minimally four sources are needed to 

tolerate one faulty bridge. b) B0 is the initiator, whereas in c) B1, in d) B3 and in e) B4 is the initiator  

The forwarders in the left and the right half-ring send an answer-message on the same way 

back from where they have received the time-message (the forwarders in the right half-ring get 

the time-message clockwise, so they forward the answer-messages counterclockwise, and the 

forwarders in the left half-ring get the time-message counterclockwise, so they forward the 

answer-messages clockwise). The answer-messages are forwarded to the initiator. The initiator 

is implicitly taken as the destination-bridge for the answer-messages. Figure 30 shows FP by 

blue and blue-dashed arrows (time-messages and answer-messages, respectively). 
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Figure 30: a) shows a protocol execution in the fault-free case, where B0 is the initiator and in b) B5 is the initiator. The initiator sends its 

time-message along the ring (blue arrows) to the half-ring-bridge B3 in a) and B2 in b) via both half-rings. The forwarders forward the time-

message to the half-ring-bridge, and also send an answer-message back to the initiator on the respective half-ring. 

9.1 Algorithm of HFA 

The temporal behavior of the RFC will be described in detail with respect to the timeouts 

utilized by initiators. In each HFA execution one source bridge is the initiator, and all other 

bridges act as forwarders. Note: the bridges in the role of forwarders don’t use any timeout, 

with an exception: the non-source bridges acting as pure forwarders use the timeouts 

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐, 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 and 𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 in order to adjust their clocks in the right moment, see 

section 4.3). In HFA the initiator uses also the timeouts:  

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 , 𝑇𝐹𝑃 , 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 and  𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 

Also in HFA the initiator starts the synchronization after the timeout 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐  has 

expired. In contrast to the previously described protocols the initiator sends its time-message 

both clockwise and counterclockwise forwarded by forwarders to the half-ring-bridge or half-

ring-bridges. As mentioned before the forwarders have no timeouts. After they receive the time-

message, they take the time information for creating an entry in their offset vector, extend the 

time-message by their delay (di) and signature (:Bi) using the extension function fi(Msg), see 

equation (46), and forward it to the half-ring-bridge (or half-ring-bridges in case of networks 

with odd number of bridges). Additionally this message is also sent as an answer-message in 

the opposite direction to the initiator of the time-message. 

After the time-message has reached the half-ring-bridge or half-ring-bridges, it is no longer 

forwarded. The half-ring-bridge sends only its answer-message in both half-rings to the 

initiator. The answer-message which is sent in left half-ring is the extended time-message which 

has been received from the bridges in the left half-bridge and contains only their forwarding 

delays and signatures. For the answer-message in the right half-ring the information is chosen 

accordingly. 

After the answer-message is received by the initiator, timeout 𝑇𝐹𝑃 (sum of the maximum 

transmission durations of all time-messages and answer-messages, see equation (29)) is reset. 

In HFA the duration of FP is shorter than in RFA and RFC, because the time-messages are only 
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forwarded along half of the ring. If 𝑇𝐹𝑃 expires when some answer-messages are missing or 

the sum of the delays exceeds the bound𝑠  𝛿
+
𝑖

 and 𝛿
−
𝑖 , see equations (23) and  (24), the initiator 

starts SP according to the checking function (see section 9.2) to forward its correct time-

information by the replacement-message to the destination-bridge either clockwise or 

counterclockwise or in both directions to the destination bridges. After the protocol execution 

(after 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 has expired) the initiator waits 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝐴 before it adjusts its clock. All other 

messages, which are received after expiration of 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 are rejected. The timeout  𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 
is set to the time point at the end of the SP sub-protocol and when it has expired, the initiator 

executes FTMA on its offset vector and sets its clock accordingly. Then the initiator waits the 

durations 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑃 and 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 to begin with the next 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐, (see Figure 4, Figure 11or 

Figure 14). 

9.2 Checking Function 

The SP sub-protocol is executed destination-oriented. Then the checking function is used by 

the initiator to localize the faulty bridge and to select the destination-bridge or destination-

bridges. The localization of suspected bridges is also important for the direction of the 

replacement-message.  

In case of fail-omission and data corruption, the initiator can recognize from which direction 

the answer-message or messages are missing. If the closest bridge to the initiator from which 

no answer-message has been received (closest non-answering bridge) is in the right half-ring, 

this bridge is selected as the destination-bridge for the replacement-message, which is sent 

counterclockwise. Accordingly, if the closest non-answering bridge is in the left half-ring, again 

this bridge is selected as the destination-bridge for the replacement-message, which is sent 

clockwise. In networks with an even number of bridges the following is true: If one of the 

suspicious bridges is the half-ring-bridge, no replacement-message is needed, because all 

bridges have already taken the correct time information at least via one direction correctly by 

the time-message. Fail-omission of the initiator is tolerated locally in each bridge by FTMA 

and the SP is not needed in this case. Although the value of the faulty bridge is missing, the 

local FTMAs in all bridges decide for valid correction terms which are globally consistent. 

In the case of wrong delay measurement if the bridge which has flagged an error (reporter) 

is in the right half-ring, the replacement-message is sent clockwise to the reporter and counter-

clockwise to its neighbor bridge from which the answer-message has come (the reported-

bridge). Accordingly, if the bridge which has flagged an error (reporter) is in the left half-ring, 

the replacement-message is sent counterclockwise to the reporter and clockwise to its neighbor 

bridge from which the answer-message is come (the reported-bridge). In a network with an 

even number of bridges, if the half-ring-bridge is identified as faulty (if both of its neighbor 

bridges flag an error) the replacement-message is sent clockwise to its right neighbor bridge 

and counterclockwise to its left neighbor bridge. 

On detection of any failure the SP sub-protocol is executed with respect to the determined 

destination-bridge (destination-oriented, see 5.1.3.1). Thus no selection strategy is needed for 

taking the time-information either from the time- or from the replacement-message. The time 
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information is taken from the message, which is received as the last one. This is the same 

argumentation as for RFA, see section 7.2. 

9.3 Fault Tolerance 

In this section the tolerance of particular failure cases will be discussed. 

9.3.1 Fail-Omission 

If any bridge in the right half-ring or left half-ring crashes and stops forwarding any time- and/or 

answer-message, this will be recognized by the initiator after expiration of 𝑇𝐹𝑃. 

In Figure 31 a, the faulty bridge B5 (in the left half-ring) doesn’t forward the time-message 

in counterclockwise direction. Thus the half-ring-bridge B3 gets no time-message from the left 

half-ring, and consequently doesn’t send an answer-message in the left half-ring. B5 sends its 

own answer-message correctly to the initiator B0. Remark: B5 does not obtain answer-messages 

because it has not forwarded the time-message before. From the view of the initiator, the two 

bridges B5 and B4 are supposed to be faulty, because either B5 was faulty and hasn’t forwarded 

the answer-message, or B4 was faulty and hasn’t forwarded an answer-message or several 

answer-messages. The initiator selects B4 in the left half-ring as the closest non-answering 

bridge and so the destination-bridge for the replacement-message, which is sent clockwise. If 

B4 sends again erroneously the replacement-message to B5, this would be rejected by B5 

because it can check which bridge was the respective destination bridge of the replacement-

message. The bridges B1, B2, B3 and B4 take the time information from the replacement-message 

(green circles).  

In Figure 31 b, the faulty bridge B2 (in the right half-ring) forwards the time-message in 

clockwise direction correctly. So the half-ring-bridge B3 sends an answer-message in the right 

half-ring. However, B2 doesn’t forward this answer-message. From the view of the initiator, the 

two bridges B1 and B2 are suspected to be faulty, because B1 could be faulty and has only sent 

its own answer-message, or B2 was faulty and hasn’t sent its own and hasn’t forwarded other 

answer-messages. The initiator notices the missing answer-message, and selects the bridge from 

which an answer-message has not been received (B2 in the example) as the destination-bridge 

for the replacement-message. This is sent then counterclockwise to the destination-bridge. The 

bridges B3, B4 and B5 take the time information from the replacement-message (green circles), 

and B1 takes the time information from the time-message (blue circle). Like above if B2 sends 

again erroneously the replacement-message to B1, this would be rejected by B1 because it can 

check which bridge was the respective destination bridge of the replacement-message. 

In Figure 31 c, the half-ring-bridge B3 is faulty and forwards the answer-message in one 

direction only, here clockwise direction. The initiator gets an answer-message from B3 via the 

left half-ring but no answer-message via the right half-ring. Thus either B2 or B3 is faulty. 

According to the checking function (see 9.2) no SP will be executed and consequently no 

replacement-message is sent when one of the suspicious bridges is the half-ring-bridge in a 

network with an even number of bridges. This is justified in both of the following cases: If B2 

was faulty and has not forwarded the answer-message of B3, all the bridges have already 

received the correct time information via one direction. If B3 was faulty and does not sent its 
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answer-message to B2, this does not affect the performance the synchronization, as all the 

bridges have already received the correct time information of B0. Therefore all the bridges take 

the time information from the time-message (blue circle). 
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Figure 31: B0 is the initiator and B3 is the half-ring-bridge. a) Fail-omission of B2, which does not forward the time message, but sends 
its own answer-message b) Faulty bridge B2 forwards the time-message but does not forward the answer-message, both these cases are tolerated 

by SP c) Fail-omission of B3, which does not send an answer-message in the right half-ring, because one of the suspicious bridges is the half-

ring-bridge, no SP is executed. 

 As mentioned before, in networks with odd number of bridges, there are two half-ring-

bridges. The tolerance of fail-omission is the same as in the networks with an even number of 

bridges. 

In Figure 32 a, the faulty bridge B1 (in the right half-ring) doesn’t forward the time-message 

in clockwise direction. Thus the right-half-ring-bridge B3 gets no time-message from the right 

side and so it doesn’t send an answer-message to the right half-ring. B1 sends its own answer-

messages to the initiator. From the view of the initiator, the two suspicious bridges are B1 and 

B2 because of the following reason: B1 could have behaved faulty and sent only its own answer-

message or B2 could have failed. The initiator determines B2, from which no answer-message 

has come as the destination-bridge for the replacement-message, which is sent 

counterclockwise. The bridges B2, B3, B4, B5 and B6 take the time information from the 

replacement-message (green circles). 

In Figure 32 b, B5 (in the left half-ring) forwards the time-message in counterclockwise 

direction correctly. So the left-half-ring-bridge B4 sends an answer-message in the left half-ring. 

However, B5 sends only its own answer-message and doesn’t forward the answer-message of 

B4. From the view of the initiator, the two bridges B4 and B5 are supposed to be faulty. Either 

B5 was faulty and has sent only its own answer-message, or B4 was faulty and didn’t send any 

answer-message. The initiator notices the closest bridge, which has not sent an answer-message, 

B4, (in the left half-ring) and selects it as the destination-bridge for the replacement-message, 

which is sent clockwise. The bridges B1, B2, B3 and B4 take the time information from the 

replacement-message (green circles). But B6 which has received only time- and answer-

message takes the time information from the time-message (blue circle). 
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In Figure 32 c, the left-half-ring-bridge B4 is faulty and doesn’t send an answer-message in 

the left half-ring. The initiator gets an answer-message from B3 but no answer-message from 

the B4. From the view of the initiator, the two suspicious bridges are again B4 and B5. Either B5 

was faulty and sent only its own answer-message, or B4 has failed. The initiator again notices 

the closest bridge, which has not sent an answer-message, B4 (in the left half-ring) and selects 

it as the destination-bridge for the replacement-message, which is sent clockwise. If B4 again 

distorts the replacement-message and forwards it to B5, the message is discarded by B5, because 

it can check which bridge is the destination-bridge of the message (according to equation (19)). 

The bridges B1, B2 and B3 take the time information from the replacement-message (green 

circles). But B5 and B6 which have received only time- and answer-message take the time 

information from the time-message (blue circle). 
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Figure 32: B0 is the initiator, B3 is the right-half-ring-bridge and  B4 is the left-half-ring-bridge a) B1 in the right half-ring is faulty with 

fail-omission and does not forward any time-message, but sends its own answer-message. b) B5 is faulty and sends its own answer-message 

but does not forward the answer-message of B4. c) B4 has crashed and does not send an answer-message. All these cases are tolerated by SP. 

  Fail-silence is a special case of fail-omission and the tolerance is the same. In Figure 33 a) 

bridge B5 (in the left half-ring) has failed, so according to the checking function  

(see section 9.2) the initiator selects it as the destination-bridge, to which the replacement-

message is forwarded clockwise. 

In Figure 33 b, B2 (in the right half-ring) has failed and the replacement-message is 

forwarded to this bridge counterclockwise (see section 9.2).  

If the half-ring-bridge B3 fails (see Figure 33 c), no replacement-message is sent. The 

bridges take the time information from the time-message. 
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Figure 33: B0 is the initiator and B3  is the half-ring-bridge a) B5 in the left half-ring is faulty, has crashed and does not forward any time- 

and answer-messages. b) B2 in the right half-ring is faulty and has crashed. c) B3 has crashed and does not forward any time- and answer-

messages. a) and b) are tolerated by SP, whereas in c) no SP is needed. 

9.3.2 Delay 

If a faulty bridge Bi forwards a time or answer-message too slowly by consuming more time 

than the maximum allowed forwarding delay, θi >  𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 this is detected by timeout (𝑇𝐹𝑃) 

of the initiator and tolerated by executing the SP sub-protocol. The treatment is the same as that 

of fail-omission (see section 9.3.1). 

9.3.3 Wrong Delay Measurement 

Also in HFA wrong delay information can be detected by every forwarder (see equations (21) 

and (22)) when checking the 𝛿
+
𝑖

 and 𝛿
−
𝑖  , see equations (23) and  (24). If the delay entries in an 

answer-message do not fit, the respective bridge flags an error in the answer-message (reporter) 

and its preceding bridge in the same direction is the reported-bridge. The replacement-message 

is sent according to the checking function (see section 9.2).  

In Figure 34 a, bridge B2 (in the right half-ring) adds wrong delay information in the time-

message initiated by B0. This is first detected by B1 after it has received the corresponding 

answer-message. Then B1 flags an error in the answer-message, which is also confirmed by the 

initiator. Bridge B1 is then the reporter and bridge B2 from which the answer-message is 

received by B1, is the reported-bridge. The initiator sends a replacement-message clockwise to 

the reporter B1 and counterclockwise to the reported-bridge B2. All the bridges take the time 

information from the replacement-message (green circles). 

In Figure 34 b, bridge B4 (in the left half-ring) adds wrong delay information in the answer-

message and also “unjustifiably” flags an error. The wrong delay is detected by B5 and also 

confirmed by B0. But because the initiator can’t decide whether B4 or B3 was faulty, these two 

bridges are suspicious. B4 is the reporter, because it has first flagged an error, thus B3 is the 

reported-bridge and both are consequently the destination-bridges for the replacement-message, 

which is forwarded to B3 clockwise and to B4 counterclockwise. All the bridges take the time 

information from the replacement-message (green circles). 
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In Figure 34 c, the faulty half-ring-bridge B3 adds wrong delay information in the answer-

messages it sends to both half-rings. This is first detected by B2 and B4 which is also confirmed 

by B1, B5 and B0. In this case the initiator can localize the failure exactly, because the two 

neighbor bridges of the half-ring-bridge noticed that, and therefore the half-ring-bridge should 

the faulty one, to be taken as destination-bridge for the replacement message, which is sent in 

both directions. All the bridges take the time information from the replacement-message (green 

circles). 
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Figure 34: B0 is the initiator and B3 is the half-ring-bridge, a) B1 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the time-message b) B4 is 

faulty and adds wrong delay information to the answer-message. c) B3 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the answer-messages in 

both directions. All these cases are tolerated by SP. 

In networks with an odd number of bridges the tolerance of wrong delay information is the 

same as explained just before. 

In Figure 35 a, bridge B5 (in the left half-ring) adds wrong delay information to the time-

message initiated by B0. This is first detected by B6 after it has received the answer-message 

from B5. Bridge B6 flags an error in the answer-message, which is also confirmed by the 

initiator. Bridge B6 is then the reporter and its neighbor bridge, from which the answer-message 

came, is the reported-bridge B5. According to the checking function the initiator sends the 

replacement-message clockwise to B5 and counterclockwise to the reporter B6. The bridges B1, 

B2, B3, B4 and B6, take the time information from the replacement-message (green circles). 

In Figure 35 b, the faulty bridge B1 (in the right half-ring) adds wrong delay information to 

the answer-message. The wrong delay measurement is detected by B0 (reporter). The 

replacement-message is forwarded counterclockwise to B1 (reported-bridge). The bridges B2, 

B3, B4, B5 and B5, have received the replacement-message and take the time information thereof 

(green circles). 

In Figure 35 c, the faulty left-half-ring-bridge B4 adds wrong delay information to the 

answer-message, it sends in the left-half-ring. This is detected by B5 which is also confirmed 

by B6 and B0. The replacement-message is forwarded clockwise to B4 (reported-bridge) and 
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counterclockwise to the reporter B5. All the bridges take the time information from the 

replacement-message (green circles).  
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Figure 35: B0 is the initiator, B3 the right-half-ring-bridge, and B4 the left half-ring-bridge a) B4 in the left half-ring is faulty and adds 
wrong delay information to the answer-message b) B1 in the right half-rings is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the answer-messages. 

c) B4 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the answer-message in the left half-ring. All these cases are tolerated by SP. 

9.3.4 Data Corruption or Non-Plausible Content (Illegal Delay) 

The corruption of a message or the indication of an obviously wrong forwarding delay  

(di > 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤) in the time- or answer-message is tolerated similar to fail-omission, see section 

9.3.1. 

Corrupted Time-message and Correct Answer-message 

B1 corrupts the time-message initiated by B0, see Figure 36 a. The corruption is detected by B2, 

and the time-message is discarded. But B1 behaves correctly in the counterclockwise direction 

and sends a correct answer-message to the initiator B0. Because the initiator doesn’t get an 

answer-message from B2, it can’t distinguish if B1 was faulty and has sent only its answer-

message or B2 has failed. According to the checking function for SP (see section 9.2), the 

replacement-message is forwarded counterclockwise to the non-answering bridge closest to the 

initiator, which has not sent an answer-message, B2 (in the right half-ring). The bridges which 

get a replacement-message, B5, B4, B3, and B2 take the time-information from the replacement-

message.  

Correct Time-message and Corrupted Answer-message 

In Figure 36 b, the faulty half-ring-bridge B3 sends its answer-message to the right half-ring 

correctly but corrupts the answer-message to the left half-ring. This is then detected by B4, and 

the answer-message is not more forwarded by this bridge. After expiration of 𝑇𝐹𝑃 the initiator 

notices that no answer-message has been received from B3 in the left half-ring. From the view 

of the initiator either B3 or B4 is faulty. Since one of the suspicious bridges is the half-ring-

bridge, no SP is executed according to the checking function (see section 9.2) and thus no 

replacement-message is sent. All of the bridges have already received the correct time 

information from the time-message (blue circles). 
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If the half-ring-bridge B3 corrupts both answer-messages sent to the half-rings (see Figure 

36 c, those answer-messages are discarded by B2 and B4, respectively. After expiration of 𝑇𝐹𝑃 

the initiator discovers that the answer-messages of B3 are missing from both directions. From 

this observation the half-ring-bridge B3 can be uniquely identified as faulty. According to the 

checking function (see section 9.2) no SP is executed and thus no replacement-message is sent. 

All of the bridges have already received the correct time information from the time-message.  
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Figure 36: B0 is the initiator and B3 is the half-ring-bridge a) B1 in the right half-ring is the faulty bridge and corrupts the time-message. 
This is tolerated by SP b) B3 is the faulty bridge and corrupts the answer-message only in the left half-ring. c) B3 is faulty and corrupts the 

answer-messages in the right as well as in the left half-ring. In both these cases no SP is needed. 

 In networks with an odd number of bridges, the corruption of a message is tolerated in the 

same way as in networks with an even number of bridges.  

Corrupted Time-message and Correct Answer-message 

B1 in the right half-ring is faulty and corrupts the time-message, see Figure 37 a. This is detected 

and discarded by B2. But B1 sends a correct answer-message to the initiator B0. The initiator 

doesn’t get an answer-message from B2. According to the checking function (see section 9.2), 

the replacement-message is forwarded counterclockwise to B2. Bridges B5, B4, B3, and B2 that 

have received a replacement-message, take the time-information from the replacement-

message. 

Corrupted Time-message and Corrupted Answer-message 

B5 is faulty and corrupts the time-message, see Figure 37 b, which is discarded by B4. Bridge 

B5 sends also a corrupted answer-message to B6, which is also detected and rejected by B6. 

After timeout 𝑇𝐹𝑃 of the initiator has expired, it noticed that no answer-message has been 

received from B5 (the closest non-answering bridge in the left-half-ring). It is not obvious if B5 

was faulty or B6. According to the checking function (see section 9.2) B5 is selected as the 

destination-bridge for the replacement-message, which is sent clockwise.  

Correct Time-message and Corrupted Answer-message 

The left-half-ring-bridge B4 sends a corrupted answer-message to the left half-ring, see  

Figure 37 c. This message is then discarded by B5, and the answer-message is not forwarded 

further. After expiration of 𝑇𝐹𝑃 the initiator notices that no answer-message has been received 
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from B4 in the left half-ring. From the view of the initiator either B4 or B5 is faulty. According 

to the checking function (see section 9.2), the replacement-message is forwarded clockwise to 

B4. Bridges B1, B2 and B3 take the time information from the replacement-message (green 

circles) and B6 take the time information from the time-message (blue circles). 
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Figure 37:  B0 is the initiator, B3 the right-half-ring-bridge and B4 the left-half-ring-bridge, a) B1 is faulty and distorts the time-message 
b) B5 is faulty and distorts the answer-messages. c) B4 is faulty and sends a corrupted answer-message only to the left half-ring. All these cases 

are tolerated by SP. 

9.3.5 Combination of Failures 

Wrong Delay Measurement and Data Corruption 

In Figure 38 a, the faulty bridge B2 indicates wrong delay information to the time-message in 

clockwise direction to B3. This can be first detected by B1 after it has received the answer-

message. But B2 also corrupts its own answer-message and the answer-message of B3. Thus B1 

rejects these answer-messages coming from of B2 and sends only its own answer-message to 

the initiator. Therefore the initiator doesn’t get an answer-message from B2 and thus B2 is the 

closest non-answering bridge and respectively the destination-bridge of the replacement-

message, which is sent counterclockwise. The bridges B3, B4 and B5 take the time information 

from the replacement-message (green circles) and B1 that has not received the replacement-

message takes the time information from the time-message (blue circle). 

In Figure 38 b, the half-ring-bridge B3 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the 

answer-message in counterclockwise direction to B2. Moreover, it corrupts the answer-message 

in clockwise direction to B4. The wrong delay measurement is detected by B2 which is also 

detected and confirmed by B1 and the initiator B0. The corrupted answer-message is rejected by 

B4 and not more forwarded to B5. B4 only sends its own answer-message to B5. This leads to 

the exact localization of the faulty bridge, which is the half-ring-bridge. So the replacement-

message is sent to the right and the left neighbor bridges of the half-ring-bridge. 

Wrong Delay Measurement and Fail-Omission 

In Figure 38 c, bridge B6 adds wrong delay information to the time-message in counter-

clockwise direction to B5, which can be first detected by the initiator B0 after it has received the 

answer-message. But B6 fails and sends no answer-message to B0. The initiator doesn’t get an 

answer-message from the left half-ring. Hence, according to the checking function (see section 
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9.2) the replacement-message is forwarded clockwise along the ring to B6 (the closest non-

answering bridge in the left half-ring). The bridges B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5 that have received the 

replacement-message take the time information from the replacement-message (green circles). 

Other combinations of failures, like wrong delay measurement and fail-omission, and data 

corruption and wrong delay measurement, fail-omission and data corruption, or fail-omission 

and wrong delay measurement don’t make sense for this type of protocol. 
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Figure 38: B0 is the initiator. a) B2 is faulty, adds wrong delay into the time-message in clockwise direction and corrupts the answer-

messages in counterclockwise direction. b) The half-ring-bridge is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the answer-message it sends to 
the right half-ring and corrupts the answer-message it sends to the left-half-ring. c) B6 is faulty, adds wrong delay information to the time-

message and then fails so that it doesn’t send the answer-message. All these cases are tolerated by SP. 

9.4 Calculation of HFA Timing and Precision 

In HFA the number of bridges acting in FP (𝑛𝐹𝑃) is set to 2 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ , because a protocol execution 

consists of transmitting the time-messages to the left- and right-half-ring-bridge (in the 

networks with even number of bridges) or to the half-ring-bridge (in the networks with even 

number of bridges via both half-rings). When the number of bridges involved in the forwarding 

of a message is counted, only the sender bridge, and all bridges that have forwarded the message 

are counted, but not the final receiving bridge. Take a network with six bridges for example, 

where B0 is the initiator and B3 is the half-ring-bridge. In this network there are three bridges 

from the initiator to the half-ring-bridge: B0, B1 and B2. For both half-rings together then is 

obtained in general: 

𝑛𝐹𝑃(HFA) = 2 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ (69) 

In the worst-case the replacement-message must be forwarded along the complete ring to 

the left or the right neighbor bridge of the initiator, respectively, which means that the 

replacement-message should be forwarded through 𝑛 − 1 bridges in the ring, thus 𝑛𝑆𝑃 is set 

to 𝑛 − 1.  
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𝑛𝑆𝑃(HFA) = 𝑛 − 1 (70) 

In HFA, substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃(HFA) equation (69) in equation (29) yields: 

𝑇𝐹𝑃(HFA) = (2 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋  · 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 2𝜏 )(1 + 𝜌) 

(71) 

The duration of the protocol (𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙) in HFA can be calculated as follows by 

substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃(HFA)  and 𝑛𝑆𝑃(HFA) in equation (31): 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙(HFA) = ((2 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ +  𝑛 − 1) 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌 ) 

     (72) 

The value of 𝛽 for HFA is obtained by substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃 and 𝑛𝑆𝑃 in (44): 

𝛽(HFA) = (
2

1 − 8𝜌
)((2 ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ +  𝑛 − 1) (1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝

+  2𝜌 ((2 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ +  𝑛 − 1) 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ) (1 + 𝜌)) 

(73) 

The timeout for clock adjustment is obtained by substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃 , 𝑛𝑆𝑃 and 𝛽 in equation 

(35) :  

𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡(HFA) = 𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡

= ((2 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ +  𝑛 − 1)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌)

+ (
2

1 − 8𝜌
)((2 ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ +  𝑛 − 1) (1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝

+  2𝜌 ((2 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ +  𝑛 − 1) 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ) (1 + 𝜌)) 

(74) 

The duration 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 of a synchronization interval in HFA is obtained by substituting 

𝑛𝐹𝑃(HFA)  and 𝑛𝑆𝑃(HFA) in equation (45): 

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 (HFA) =  (
4

1 − 8𝜌
)((2 ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ +  𝑛 − 1) (1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 

+2𝜌 ((2 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ +  𝑛 − 1) 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ) (1 + 𝜌)) +  

𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 + ((2 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ +  𝑛 − 1)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)   

(75) 

9.5 Overhead of the Protocol 

The number of messages transmitted by this protocol can be calculated as follows: Where B0 is 

the initiator and it sends its time-message in both directions clockwise and counterclockwise to 

the half-ring-bridge B
𝑛

2
 in a ring with an even number of bridges. In the network with an odd 
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number of bridges the time-message is sent clockwise to the right-half-ring-bridge B⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ , and 

counterclockwise to the left-half-ring bridge B
𝑛+1

2
. This leads to 2 ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ point-to-point time-

messages whether the number of bridges is even or odd. All of the forwarders reply with an 

answer-message. Therefore, the number of answer-messages received from both directions by 

the initiator is: 1 +  2 + ⋯ + ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋which corresponds to  2

(⌊
𝑛

2
⌋)(⌊

𝑛

2
⌋+1 )

2
  point-to-point messages. 

The factor 2 is caused by the fact that the answer-messages are received from both directions. 

Note that the calculation of the overhead is the same regardless of an even or odd number of 

bridges. 

The number of messages transmitted per initiator in the fault-free case is: 

N(HFA)fault-free (1,n) = 2 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ + (⌊

𝑛

2
⌋) (⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ + 1) =  (⌊

𝑛

2
⌋)

2

+ 3 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ (76) 

Consequently, the number of messages transmitted in the fault-free case for 𝑚 sources (this 

means 𝑚 initiators) is: 

N(HFA)fault-free (m,n) = 𝑚((⌊
𝑛

2
⌋)

2

+ 3 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋) (77) 

In the case when the initiator sends a replacement-message, which passes via n – 1 bridges 

in the worst-case, the number of transmitted messages is calculated as follows. 

Maximum number of messages transmitted in the faulty case per initiator: 

N(HFA)faulty-case (1,n) = 2 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ + (⌊

𝑛

2
⌋) (⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ + 1) + (𝑛 − 1) = ((⌊

𝑛

2
⌋)

2
+ 3 ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋) + (𝑛 − 1) (78) 

Maximum number of messages transmitted in the faulty case for 𝑚 initiators: 

N(HFA)faulty-case (m,n)=  𝑚 (((⌊
𝑛

2
⌋)

2

+ 3 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋) + (𝑛 − 1)) (79) 
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10. Half Ring Forward and Collective Answer Protocol (HFC) 

The idea behind HFC is identical to that of HFA with the exception that not all of the 

forwarders send an answer-message. Instead only the half-ring-bridge (or half-ring-bridges in 

case of an odd number of bridges) sends an answer-message to the initiator, clockwise and 

counterclockwise. Like in HFA, the half-ring-bridge is or half-ring-bridges are implicitly taken 

as the destination-bridge for the time-messages (see equation (15), (16) and (17)). In HFC, the 

last bridge of the FP sub-protocol is the half-ring-bridge in networks with an even number of 

bridges (see equation (15)), and the left-half-ring-bridge and the right-half-ring bridge, 

respectively, in networks with an odd number of bridges (see equations (16) and (17)). 

Precisely speaking, a half-ring-bridge gets the time-message from both directions, extends 

it by the extension function: fi(Msg) see equation (46) to add its local delay to the time-message 

Msg. Then the half-ring-bridge sends the extended time-message received from each half-ring, 

in the same half-ring as the answer-message, which is then forwarded by forwarders to the 

initiator. The forwarders that get the answer-message extend the answer-message again by the 

extension function fi(Msg) and forward it in the same direction to the initiator. The initiator is 

implicitly taken as the destination-bridge for the answer-messages Figure 39 shows FP by blue 

and blue-dashed arrows (time-messages and answer-messages, respectively). 
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Figure 39: shows a protocol execution in the fault-free case. The initiator sends its time-message along the ring (blue arrows) to the half-

ring-bridge. The forwarders forward the time-message and also forward the answer-message back to the initiator. In a) B0 is the initiator and 
B3 is the half-ring-bridge.  In b) B2 is the initiator and B5 is the half-ring-bridge. In c) B0 is the initiator, B3 is the right half-ring bridge and B4 

is left-half-ring-bridge.  

10.1 Algorithm of HFC 

The temporal behavior of RFC is described in detail with respect to the timeouts utilized by 

initiators. In each HFC execution, one source bridge is the initiator, all other bridges act as 

forwarders. Note: the bridges in the role of forwarders don’t use any timeout, with an exception: 

the non-source bridges acting as pure forwarders use the timeouts 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐, 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 and 

𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 in order to adjust their clocks in the right moment, see section 4.3.  

The timeouts used by the initiator in HFC like in all of protocols described before are: 

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 , 𝑇𝐹𝑃 , 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 and  𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 
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After expiration of 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 the initiator starts the synchronization by sending the time-

message containing its local time and signature clockwise and counterclockwise to the half-

ring-bridge (or half-ring-bridges) forwarded by forwarders. The forwarders take the time 

information to calculate the offset value to use FTMA later, extend the time-message by the 

extension function fi(Msg), see equation (46), and forward it to the half-ring-bridge (or half-

ring-bridges in the networks with an odd number bridges).  

As soon as one time-message is received by a half-ring-bridge, it extends this by the 

extension function, fi(Msg), see equation (46), and sends it as an answer-message on the same 

way back to the initiator. Like in HFA, the answer-message, which is sent in the left half-ring, 

for example, is the time-message which has been received from the bridges in the left half-ring, 

extended by the delay and signature of the half-ring bridge. The answer-message in the right 

half-ring is formed accordingly. 

Both of the answer-messages should have been received by the initiator before 𝑇𝐹𝑃 expires. 

If some answer-messages are missing or the sum of the delay information in the answer-

message violates the bound𝑠  𝛿
+
𝑖

 and  𝛿
−
𝑖  , see equations (23) and  (24), the initiator starts SP 

according to the checking function, see section  10.2, to forward its time information by the 

replacement-message. Accordingly, after all executions, every bridge has stored the time 

differences of its own clock to all other clocks in its offset vector. Again, after 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 has 

expired the initiator waits 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝐴 before it adjusts its clock. When  𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 has expired which 

is set to a point in time later than the maximum duration of both FP and SP the initiators execute 

the FTMA on their offset vector to correct their own clock. Then the initiator waits the durations 

𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑃 and 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝. After 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 the initiator begins with the next 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐. 

10.2 Checking Function 

The checking function of HFC is different to that of HFA, because by this protocol not each 

forwarder sends an answer-message. So the difference in launching SP lies in the fact that no 

destination-bridge can be determined in the case of fail-omission and corruption, because then 

the failure localization based on the answer-message is impossible, since the initiator gets the 

answer-message only from the half-ring-bridge. 

If any forwarder crashes in right half-ring or left half-ring and does not forward the time- or 

answer-message, the initiator cannot detect which bridge has crashed. Therefore, dependent on 

the half-ring from which no answer-message has been received, the initiator sends the 

replacement-message either counterclockwise or clockwise along the complete ring. If the 

answer-message from the right half-ring is missing, the replacement-message is sent 

counterclockwise to the right neighbor bridge of the initiator (see equation (7)).  Likewise, if 

the answer-message from the left half-ring is missing, the replacement-message is sent 

clockwise to the left neighbor bridge of the initiator (see equation (8)). Only in networks with 

an even number of bridges if the half-ring-bridge does not sent an answer-message in both half-

rings, then the half-ring-bridge can be identified as faulty and no SP is needed, as all bridges, 

have already take the correct time information via the time-message. 
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In the case of wrong delay indication in the time- or answer-message the SP sub-protocol is 

executed destination-oriented. If the bridge which has flagged an error (reporter) is in the right 

half-ring, the replacement-message is sent clockwise to the reporter and counterclockwise to its 

neighbor bridge from which the answer-message has come (the reported-bridge). Accordingly, 

if the bridge which has flagged an error (reporter) is in the left half-ring, the replacement-

message is sent counterclockwise to the reporter and clockwise to its neighbor bridge from 

which the answer-message is come (the reported-bridge). Again only in networks with an even 

number of bridges a special case can arise: if both neighbor-bridges of the half-ring-bridge flag 

an error then the half-ring-bridge can be identified as faulty, and the replacement-message is 

sent both clockwise to its right neighbor bridge and counterclockwise to its left neighbor bridge.  

From the intersection of the two sets of suspicious bridges the faulty bridge can be localized. 

Then the replacement-message is sent to clockwise to the right neighbor bridge of the faulty 

bridge, and counterclockwise to the left neighbor bridges of the faulty bridge, see Figure 47 b. 

10.2.1 Selection Strategy for Time Information 

The selection strategy is defined to avoid the reception of faulty time information in the 

replacement-message, as this message can be adversely affected again when passing the faulty 

bridge. Thus to provide a consistent time view to all fault-free bridges the following is defined: 

 The forwarders, which have not received the time-message get the time information from 

the replacement-message (see Figure 42 a, B2 and B3).   

 The forwarders which have received the time-message, but no answer-message, ignore the 

replacement-message and take the time information from the time-message they have 

already received (because the replacement-message could be corrupted again by the faulty 

bridge, see Figure 40 a, B1). 

 The forwarders, which have received both time- and answer-message, take the time 

information from the replacement-message (Figure 40 a, bridges B3, B4 and B5).   

This results in the following selection strategy for the bridges, which time information from 

which message they should take: 

If any forwarder receives (see Figure 23 a and b): 

Time-msg: yes, answer-msg: no, replacement-msg: yes → take from time-msg 

Time-msg: yes, answer-msg: no, replacement-msg: no → take from time-msg 

Time-msg: no, answer-msg: no, replacement-msg: yes → take from replacement-msg 

Time-msg: yes, answer-msg: yes, replacement-msg: yes → take from replacement-msg 

Time-msg: yes, answer-msg: yes, replacement-msg: no → take from time-msg 

The following cases are impossible: 

Time-msg: no,     answer-msg: no, replacement-msg: no  

because the bridges either should have received a time-message or a replacement-message. 
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Time-msg: no,      answer-msg: yes,  replacement-msg: no  

because if the last bridge in the FP-sub protocol has not received the time-message, it doesn’t 

send an answer-message. Thus this case is impossible. 

Time-msg: no,      answer-msg: yes,  replacement-msg: yes  

because of the same reason as before.  

10.2.2  Correctness of the Selection Strategy 

To show the correctness of the selection strategy two failure cases should be distinguished:  

Wrong-Delay-Measurement  

There is always a bridge which can detect the wrong delay measurement failure. Thus the failure 

can be localized, and the replacement-message is sent to the destination-bridges. If the 

replacement-message is again corrupted or contains wrong delay measurement, this will not 

affect the synchronization because the faulty message is then rejected by the next fault-free 

bridge that receives the replacement-message. 

Fail-Omission or  Data Corruption 

Because the faulty bridges cannot be localized, the replacement-message is sent completely 

along the ring in counterclockwise direction, and if adversely affected by the faulty-bridge, the 

bridges take the time information according to the selection strategy. 

10.3 Fault Tolerance 

In this section the tolerance of particular failure cases will be discussed. 

10.3.1 Fail-Omission 

When any forwarder does not send messages anymore, this can have many reasons like a broken 

link or a crashed bridge. HFC handles this failure by using the timeout 𝑇𝐹𝑃 and launching SP. 

In Figure 40 a, the faulty bridge B2 does not forward the time-message. Figure 40 b, shows 

the case where the time-message, but not the answer-message is forwarded. Both of these 

failures lead to a timeout in the initiator because of the missing answer-message from the right 

half-ring. The faulty bridge cannot be localized. So the initiator starts SP by sending the 

replacement-message counterclockwise along the ring to B1 (see section 10.2). The bridges B5, 

B4 and B3 take the time information from the replacement-message (green circles). And B1 

takes the time information from the time-message (blue circle) (see section 10.2.1). 

Fail-silence of a forwarder is a special case of fail-omission and the way of tolerating it is 

the same, see Figure 40 c. Fail-silence of the initiator itself will be tolerated locally in each 

bridge by FTMA on the local offset vector. Although the value of the faulty bridge is missing, 

the local FTMAs in all bridges decide for valid correction terms which are globally consistent. 
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Figure 40: B0 is the initiator and B3 the half-ring-bridge. a) B2 is faulty and does not forward the time-message. b) B2 is faulty and does 

not forward the answer-message. c) B2 has crashed and does not forward any message All these are tolerated by sending the replacement-

message to the destination-bridge according to the checking function. 

Figure 41 a, the half-ring-bridge B3 is faulty and stops sending the answer-message in one 

half-ring, this is recognized by the initiator after expiration of  𝑇𝐹𝑃. Depending on the half-ring 

from which the answer-message is missing, the initiator sends the replacement-message. The 

initiator does not receive the answer-message from the right half-ring so the initiator sends the 

replacement-message counterclockwise to its right neighbor bridge B1. The bridges B5, B4 and 

B3 take the time information from the replacement-message (green circles). And B1 takes the 

time information from the time-message (blue circle). 

In Figure 41 b, fail-silence of the half-ring-bridge is a special case of fail-omission. If the 

answer-message from both half-rings are missing, the half-ring-bridge can be located exactly 

as the faulty bridge and thus no SP is executed, as all bridges have already received the correct 

time information via the time-message, see Figure 41 b.  
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Figure 41: a) B3 stops sending an answer-message in right half-ring, this is tolerated by SP. b) B3 has crashed, no SP is needed. 
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The tolerance of fail-silence in rings with an odd number of bridges is similar to rings with 

an even number of bridges, but with the difference that faults in the two half-ring-bridges cannot 

be distinguished. 

In Figure 42 a, the faulty bridge B1 (in the right half-ring) doesn’t forward the time-message 

in clockwise direction. Thus the right-half-ring-bridge B3 gets no time-message and so it doesn’t 

send an answer-message in the right half-ring. Only B4 sends an answer-message to the initiator. 

The initiator recognizes the missing answer-message after expiration of 𝑇𝐹𝑃 and sends the 

replacement-message counterclockwise along the ring, which is forwarded to B1. According to 

the selection strategy (see section 10.2.1) all the bridges take the time information from the 

replacement-message (green circles). 

In Figure 42 b, the faulty bridge B5 (in the left half-ring) forwards the time-message 

correctly. So the left-half-ring-bridge B4 sends an answer-message in the left half-ring. But B5 

doesn’t forward the answer-message of B4. The initiator recognizes the missing answer-

message after the expiration of 𝑇𝐹𝑃 and sends the replacement-message clockwise along the 

ring, which is forwarded to B6. According to the selection strategy (see section 10.2.1), B1, B2, 

B3 and B4 take the time information from the replacement-message (green circles), where but 

B6 take the time information from the time-message (blue circle). 

In Figure 42 c, the faulty left-half-ring-bridge B4 doesn’t send an answer-message to the 

left-half-ring. The initiator gets an answer-message from B3 but no answer-message from the 

left half-ring and B4. This is tolerated by the initiator by sending the replacement-message 

clockwise along the ring, which is forwarded to B6. According to the selection strategy (see 

section 10.2.1), B1, B2 and B3 take the time information from the replacement-message (green 

circles), where but B5 and B6 take the time information from the time-message (blue circle). 
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Figure 42: a) The faulty bridge B1 (in the right half-ring) stops forwarding the time-message. b) B5 (in the left half-ring) stops forwarding 

the answer-message. c) The left-half-ring-bridge fails and doesn’t send an answer-message in the left half-ring. These cases are all tolerated 

by SP. 

10.3.2 Delay 

If a faulty bridge Bi forwards a time or answer-message too slow by consuming more time than 

the maximum allowed forwarding delay, θi >  𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 this is detected by timeout (𝑇𝐹𝑃) of the 
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initiator and tolerated by executing the SP sub-protocol. The treatment is the same as that of 

fail-omission (see section 10.3.1). 

10.3.3 Wrong Delay Measurement 

Also in protocol HFC the wrong delay information (see equations (21) and (22)) can be detected 

by every forwarder when checking 𝛿
+
𝑖

 and 𝛿
−
𝑖 , see equations (23) and (24). If the check fails, 

the respective bridge flags an error in the answer-message (reporter) and its preceding bridge 

in the same direction is the reported-bridge.  

In Figure 43 a, the faulty bridge B2 (in the right half-ring) adds wrong delay information to 

the time-message. This is detected by B1 after it has received the answer-message. 

Consequently, B1 flags an error. The wrong delay measurement is also confirmed and flagged 

by the initiator. The first bridge, which has reported an error, is B1 (reporter), and its preceding 

bridge is B2 (reported-bridge). Thus according to the checking function (see 10.2) the 

replacement-message is sent counterclockwise to the reported-bridge B2 and clockwise to the 

reporter B1. All the bridges take the time information from the replacement-message (green 

circles). 

If the faulty bridge delays the answer-message such that the answer-message is received by 

the initiator after expiration of 𝑇𝐹𝑃, the failure will be detected. The delayed answer-message 

is rejected and the initiator initiates the SP. The tolerance will be the same as that of fail-

omission, see section 10.3.1. 

If the faulty bridge B4 (in the left-half-ring) adds wrong delay information to the answer-

message and also flags an error in the answer-message (reporter), (see Figure 43 b), the wrong 

delay measurement is first detected by B5 after it has received the answer-message, and this is 

also confirmed by the initiator B0. From the view of the initiator the suspicious bridges are B4 

and B3. The replacement-message is then forwarded clockwise to the B3 and counterclockwise 

to B4. All the bridges take the time information from the replacement-message (green circles) 

(see section 10.2.1). 

In Figure 43 c, the faulty half-ring-bridge B3 adds wrong delay information to the answer-

messages in both directions. This is detected by its right and left neighbor bridge, B2 and B4, 

respectively, and confirmed by the subsequent bridges in clockwise and counterclockwise 

direction. The replacement-message is then forwarded again according to the checking function 

(see section 10.2) clockwise to the right and counterclockwise to the left neighbor of the half-

ring-bridge B3. The bridges B1, B2, B3 and B4 take the time information from the replacement-

message (green circles) (see section 10.2.1). 
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Figure 43: a) B2 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the time-message b) B4 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the 

answer-message. c) The half-ring-bridge B3 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the answer-messages in both half-rings. 

The tolerance of wrong delay measurement and fail-omission in rings with an odd number 

of bridges is similar to that with an even number. However, the faulty bridge cannot be localized 

by the intersection of the sets of suspicious bridges, because there are two half-ring-bridges 

(left-half-ring-bridge and right-half-ring-bridge). 

In Figure 44 a) the faulty bridge B5 (in the left-half-ring) adds wrong delay information to 

the time-message initiated by B0. This is first detected by B6 after it has received the answer-

message. B6 flags an error in the answer-message, which is also confirmed by the initiator. 

Bridge B6 is the reporter and its preceding bridge in the same direction, B5, the reported-bridge. 

According to the checking function (see section 10.2) the initiator sends the replacement-

message clockwise to B5 and counterclockwise to B6. All of the bridges take the time 

information from the replacement-message (green circles) (see section 10.2.1). 

In Figure 44 b) the faulty bridge B1 (in the right half-ring) adds wrong delay information to 

the answer-message. The wrong delay measurement failure is detected by B0 and tolerated by 

the replacement-message which is sent counterclockwise to the reported-bride B1. The bridges 

B6, B5, B4, B3 and B3, which have received the replacement-message, take the time information 

from the replacement-message (green circles) (see section 10.2.1). 

In Figure 44 c) the faulty half-ring-bridge B4 adds wrong delay information to the answer-

message it sends in the left half-ring. This is detected by B5 and also confirmed by B6 and B0 

after they have received the answer-message. Therefore B5 is the reporter and B4 is the reported-

bridge. Thus according to the checking function (see section 10.2) the initiator sends the 

replacement-message clockwise to B4 and counterclockwise to B5. All the bridges take the time 

information from the replacement-message (green circles) (see section 10.2.1).  
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Figure 44: a) B5 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the time-message b) B1 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the 

answer-message. c) The left- half-ring-bridge B4 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the answer-message sent to the left half-rings. 

10.3.4 Data Corruption or Non-Plausible Content (Illegal Delay) 

The corruption of the time- or answer-message or the indication of an obviously wrong 

forwarding delay (di > 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤) in the time- or answer-message is recognized by the next bridge 

in the same direction and the message is discarded. The tolerance is similar to that of fail-

omission, see section 10.3.1. The corruption failure of the initiator is tolerated in each bridge 

by FTMA. 

In Figure 45 a, the faulty bridge B1 (in the right half-ring), corrupts the time-message. This 

is detected by B2, and the time-message is discarded. Because the half-ring-bridge B3 does not 

get the time-message from the right half-ring, it would not send an answer-message to the right 

half-ring. The half-ring-bridge sends only an answer-message in the left half-ring. After 𝑇𝐹𝑃 of 

B0 has expired, the initiator recognizes that the answer-message from the right half-ring is 

missing. Since it cannot localize the faulty bridge, the replacement-message is sent 

counterclockwise to B1. Based on the selection strategy (see section 10.2.1), B5, B4, B3 and B2 

take the time information from the replacement-message (green circles). 

In Figure 45 b, the faulty half-ring-bridge B3 sends a corrupted answer-message in one 

direction (here in the left half-ring). This message is then rejected by B4 and not more forwarded 

to the initiator. So the initiator receives the answer-message only from the right half-ring. Again 

it cannot localize which bridge in the left-half-ring was faulty. Therefore the replacement-

message is sent clockwise to B5. Based on the selection strategy (see section 10.2.1), B1 and B2, 

which have received the time- and the answer-message take the time information from the 

replacement-message (green circles) and B4 and B5, which have received the time-message but 

no or an incorrect answer-message take the time information from the time-message, because 

the replacement-message could have been corrupted by B3 (blue circle. 

In Figure 45 c, the faulty half-ring-bridge B3 corrupts the answer-messages it sends in both 

directions. These messages are then rejected by its neighbors B4 and B2 and not more forwarded 

to the initiator. So the initiator receives no answer-message at all. In this case it can localize the 

fault in the half-ring-bridge. Hence according to the checking function (see section 10.2) no SP 
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is needed, as all bridges, have already taken the correct time information via the time-message 

(blue circles) (see section 10.2.1). 
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Figure 45: a) B1 corrupts the time-message b) The half-ring-bridge B3 corrupts the answer-message in the left half-ring c) The half-ring-

bridge B3 corrupts the answer-messages in both half-rings. 

In rings consisting of an odd number of bridges, the corruption of a message is tolerated as 

in rings with an even number of bridges. However, the execution of SP is a little bit different if 

one of the half-ring-bridges is faulty. 

Corrupted Time-message and Correct Answer-message 

In Figure 46 a, the faulty bridge B1 (in the right half-ring) corrupts the time-message, which is 

then diagnosed as corrupted and discarded by B2. Thus B3 doesn’t get time-message and so it 

sends no answer-message to the right half-ring. The initiator doesn’t receive an answer-message 

from B3. According to the checking function (see 10.2), the replacement-message is sent 

counterclockwise to B1. The bridges B6, B5, B4, B3 and B2 take the time-information from the 

replacement-message. 

Corrupted Answer-Message 

In Figure 46 b, the left-half-ring-bridge B4 is faulty and corrupts the answer-message it sends 

to the left half-ring, which is then discarded by B5. After timeout 𝑇𝐹𝑃 of the initiator has 

expired, it notices that no answer-message has been received from B4. According to the 

checking function (see section 10.2) the replacement-message is sent clockwise to B6. The 

bridges B1, B2 and B3 take the time-information from the replacement-message (green circles), 

and B5 and B6 from the time-message (blue circles) according to the selection strategy (see 

section 10.2.1). 
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Figure 46: a) B1 corrupts the time-message b) B4 corrupts the answer-message. 

10.3.5 Combination of Failures 

Wrong Delay Measurement and Data Corruption 

In Figure 47 a, the faulty bridge B2 (in the right half-ring) adds wrong delay information to the 

time-message in clockwise direction to B3. This can be first detected by B1 after having received 

the respective answer-message. In the example the faulty bridge B2 also corrupts the answer-

message in direction to B1. Then B1 rejects the answer-message. Hence the initiator doesn’t get 

an answer-message from the right half-ring. This is tolerated by the replacement-message which 

is forwarded counterclockwise along the ring to B1 according to the checking function (see 

section 10.2). B3, B4 and B5 take their time information from the replacement-message (green 

circles) and B1 takes its time information from the time-message (blue circle) according to the 

selection strategy (see section 10.2.1). 

In Figure 47 b, the faulty half-ring-bridge B3 adds wrong delay information to the answer-

message in counterclockwise direction to B2, and corrupts the answer-message in clockwise 

direction to B4. The wrong delay measurement failure is detected by B2 and also detected and 

confirmed by B1 and the initiator B0. Thus B2 is the reporter and B3 is the reported-bridge. The 

corrupted answer-message is rejected by B4 and not forwarded further. This leads to the correct 

localization of the fault in the half-ring-bridge. So the replacement-message is sent according 

to the checking function (see section 10.2) clockwise to the right- and counterclockwise to the 

left neighbor bridges of the half-ring-bridge. All the bridges take the information form the 

replacement-message (green circles) (see section 10.2.1). 

Wrong Delay Measurement and Fail-Omission 

In Figure 47 c, the faulty bridge B6 adds wrong delay information to the time-message in 

counterclockwise direction to B5, which can be first detected by the initiator B0 in the 

corresponding answer-message. Bridge B6 fails also in the opposite direction and sends no 

answer-message to B0. The initiator doesn’t get an answer-message from the left half-ring. 

Therefore, according to the checking function (see section 10.2) the replacement-message is 
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forwarded clockwise along the ring to B6. The B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5 take their time information 

from the replacement-message (green circles) according to the selection strategy (see section 

10.2.1). 

Other combinations of failures, like wrong delay measurement and fail-omission, wrong 

delay measurement and delay, fail-omission and delay, or fail-omission and wrong delay 

measurement don’t make sense for this type of protocol. 

B5

Initiator Initiator

B5 B1
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Figure 47: a) B2 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the time-message and corrupts the answer-message b) The half-ring-bridge 

B3 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the answer-message in the right half-ring and corrupts the answer-message in the left half-

ring. c) The faulty bridge B6 (in the left-half-ring) is faulty and stops forwarding the answer-message. 

10.4 Calculation of HFC Timing and Precision 

The calculation of HFC is very similar to that of HFA, see section 9.4. 

In HFC the number 𝑛𝐹𝑃 of bridges in the FP is 4 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ for the networks with an odd or even 

number of bridges (the bridge counting considers only the sender bridge and all bridges that 

have forwarded a message, but not the final receiving bridge) because the time-message is 

forwarded to the half-ring-bridge (in a ring with an even number of bridges) or to the left- and 

right-half-ring-bridge (in a ring with an odd number of bridges). The answer-message is then 

received from the half-ring-bridge or bridges, respectively. 

𝑛𝐹𝑃(HFC) = 4 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ (80) 

Again, in the worst-case the replacement-message is forwarded around the complete ring 

up to a neighbor bridge of the initiator, which means 𝑛𝑆𝑃 = 𝑛 − 1. This value applies to both 

networks with an odd or an even number of bridges.  

𝑛𝐹𝑃(HFC) = 𝑛 − 1   (81) 

In HFC, substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃(HFC) equation (80) in equation (29) yields: 
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𝑇𝐹𝑃(HFC) = (4 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ · 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 2τ )(1 + 𝜌) 

  (82) 

The duration of the HFC protocol (𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙) for networks with an odd number of bridges 

can be calculated as follows by substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃(HFC,odd) and 𝑛𝑆𝑃(HFC,odd) in equation 

(31): 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙(HFC)= ((4 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ + (𝑛 − 1)) 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌 ) 

     (83) 

In HFC we obtain 𝛽 for networks with an odd number of bridges by substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃(HFC) 

and 𝑛𝑆𝑃(HFC)  in (45): 

𝛽(HFC) = (
2

1 − 8𝜌
) ((4 ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ + (𝑛 − 1))(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 2𝜌 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝

+  2𝜌 ((4 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ + (𝑛 − 1))𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ) (1 + 𝜌)) 

(84) 

The timeout for adjustment of the clocks in networks with an odd number of bridges is 

calculated as: 

𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡(HFC) = ((4 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ + (𝑛 − 1))𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌) + 𝛽 (85) 

And the timeout for adjustment of the clocks in networks with an even number of bridges 

is calculated as: 

𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡(HFC)

= ((4 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ + (𝑛 − 1))𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌)

+ (
2

1 − 8𝜌
) ((4 ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ + (𝑛 − 1))(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 2𝜌 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝

+  2𝜌 ((4 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ + (𝑛 − 1))𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ) (1 + 𝜌)) 

(86) 

The duration of the HFC synchronization interval 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 in networks with an odd 

number of bridges is obtained by substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃(HFC) and 𝑛𝑆𝑃(HFC)  in equation (44) is: 

 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 (HFC) =  (
2

1−8𝜌
) ((4 ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ + (𝑛 − 1)) (1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 2𝜌 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +

 2𝜌 (((4 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ + (𝑛 − 1)) 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ) (1 + 𝜌)) 

 (87) 

In all, the results of HFC are identical to those of HFA.  
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10.5 Overhead 

The message overhead of HFC is similar to HFA, with the significant difference that not all the 

bridges reply with an individual answer-message. Instead only the half-ring-bridge sends an 

answer-message in both directions to the initiator. The number of messages transmitted by this 

protocol can be calculated as follows: 

In rings with an even number of bridges the initiator sends its time-message in both 

directions clockwise and counterclockwise to the half-ring-bridge B⌊
𝑛

2
⌋. In a ring with an odd 

number of bridges the initiator sends the time-message clockwise to the right half-ring bridge 

B⌊
𝑛

2
⌋, and counterclockwise to the left-half-ring bridge B⌊

𝑛+1

2
⌋ Only the half-ring-bridge sends 

an answer-message. Thus the number of point-to-point messages transmitted in the fault-free 

case per initiator is: 

N(HFC)fault-free(1,n) = ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ + ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ + ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ + ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ =  4 ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ (88) 

This means 2 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋  time-messages and 2 ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ answer-messages.  

The number of messages transmitted in the fault-free case for 𝑚 initiators (equivalent to 𝑚 

sources) is: 

N(HFC)fault-free(m,n) = 𝑚 ∙ 4 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ 

 
(89) 

In the case of failure detection the initiator sends a replacement-message which passes 

n – 1 bridges in the worst-case. Therefore the number of messages transmitted in the case of 

failure detection per initiator is: 

N(HFC)faulty-case(1,n)= ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ + ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ + ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ + ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ + (𝑛 − 1) = 4 ⌊

𝑛

2
⌋ + (𝑛 − 1) 

 
(90) 

The number of messages transmitted in the worst faulty case for 𝑚 initiators (equivalent to 

𝑚 sources) is: 

N(HFC)faulty-case(m,n)= 𝑚(4 ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ + (𝑛 − 1)) (91) 
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11. Single Initiator Forward and Collected Answer Protocol 

(SFC) 

In contrast to all protocols described before where every source was an initiator, in SFC 

only a single bridge acts as initiator, and the protocol in executed once. Moreover, 𝑠 ≥ 3𝑓 + 1  

(see section 3.5.3) bridges act as sources and all other bridges are forwarders [67]. In SFC the 

last bridge of the FP Sub-protocol is the merger (see equation (18)). 

The SFC approach aims at a substantial reduction of the message overhead. When 

developing a protocol according to this idea three fundamental problems must be solved: 

 All the non-initiator sources have to piggyback their time information to the messages of the 

initiator’s protocol. 

 The time information must be transferred from each fault-free source to every fault-free 

bridge even in the presence of a faulty bridge that may corrupt messages or refuse forwarding 

of messages. 

 In any (fault) case, the time information exchanged between fault-free bridges must be 

consistent. In particular, it must not be adversely affected by wrong delay indication of a 

faulty bridge. 

The message overhead of SFC should be similar to HFC with 𝑚 = 1, because HFC is the best 

of the protocols presented so far. Thus 2𝑛 messages are aimed at. This low number of messages 

implies that each message is “valuable”. Message loss along a complete half-ring (caused by a 

faulty bridge at the beginning of a half-ring) is not acceptable. For this reason timeouts in the 

forwarders are needed to support the following principle: If a forwarder is missing an expected 

message, it creates a new message and forwards it. This means that the information in the 

missing message is lost. However, the subsequent nodes have still the chance to insert their 

time information into the newly generated message. 

The timeouts in each forwarder will have an unavoidable negative effect on the worst-case 

execution time of the protocol. Yet the reduction in synchronization precision should be as 

small as possible. 

The proposed solution SFC works as follows: The bridge in the ring position opposite to the 

initiator, with index ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋ regardless whether the number of bridges is even or odd, is called 

merger. The merger is always a source. The initiator sends its time-message addressed to the 

merger both clockwise and counterclockwise. The merger is implicitly taken as the destination-

bridge for the time-messages. All other bridges are acting as forwarders. They add their 

forwarding delay information 𝑑i (and their clock-time 𝑡i in the case that they are sources) 

whenever they forward a message. The way how they extend the message content when 

forwarding it as forwarder (not being a source) is expressed by the extension function fi(Msg) 

(see equation (46)), whereas sources use the extension function gi(Msg), see equation (92).  

gi (Msg):= (Msg, ti , di): Bi (92) 
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As soon as both messages are received by the merger, this bridge unites the time-messages 

received from both half-rings, and extends the united content by the extension function gi(Msg) 

[69]. This new, extended message is sent as an answer-message back to the initiator both 

clockwise and counterclockwise. The initiator is implicitly taken as the destination-bridge for 

the answer-messages. On the way back, the messages are again extended by fi(Msg) or gi(Msg) 

(either they are forwarders or sources) in each bridge it passes, see Figure 48.   
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Figure 48: Protocol execution in the fault-free case a) for the network with an even and b) with an odd number of bridges. In both cases 
B0 is the initiator and B3 is the merger. Blue solid arrows depict the time-messages (sent by the initiator) and blue dashed arrows depict answer-

messages (sent by the merger). 

Now the temporal protocol behavior is described in detail with respect to the timeouts 

utilized by bridges in different roles. The durations of the timeouts will be calculated later in 

section 11.3.  

The intention behind the timeouts is the triggering of bridges’ actions in case of fail-silence 

or omission of a faulty bridge. Even then the flow of message forwarding along the ring must 

be continued. 

The initiator uses the following timeouts: 

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 , 𝑇𝐹𝑃, 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 and  𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 

and the forwarders use the timeouts: 

𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔,  𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 and  𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 

whereas the merger uses the timeouts:  

𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 and  𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 

After entering the synchronization interval (duration 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐) the initiator starts the FP 

sub-protocol by sending the time-message containing its local time and signature clockwise and 
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counterclockwise to the merger. The time-message should be received by each bridge before 

its respective timeout 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 has expired (to detect any missing time-message). The 

bridges take the time information they need to calculate the offset value required by FTMA 

later. They also extend the time-message either by fi(Msg), if forwarder, see equation (46), or 

by gi(Msg), if source, see equation (92). Finally they forward the time-message in the same 

direction to the merger. If 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 of any bridge expires and the time-message is missing, 

the respective bridge creates a new time-message with its own time information, signature and 

sends it to the merger. The merger waits for the time-messages coming from both directions via 

the ring. These messages should have been received by the merger before timeout 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔. 

After the time-messages from both directions have been received by the merger, it creates an 

answer-message containing time information of both time-messages and its own time 

information and signature. The created “united time message” is sent in both direction to the 

initiator.  If 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 of the merger expires and it has not yet received a time-message either 

from one or both directions, then it creates an answer-message containing its local time as well 

as all time information the merger has received so far. The answer-message is sent to the 

initiator in both directions of the ring. 

The bridges should receive the answer-message from the merger before their timeout 

𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 has expired to detect a missing answer-message. If 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 expires in any 

bridge before the answer-message has been received, then the respective bridge creates an 

answer-message containing its local delay information (and local time if it is a source) and 

signature, and sends it to the initiator. 

Besides timeouts the generation of error indications also triggers some protocol actions. The 

conditions that lead to an error-flag added to a message forwarded along the ring are as follows 

(very similar to error flagging in HFC). 

Each bridge checks an incoming message with respect to syntax, plausibility (non-negative 

delays, for example) and signatures. If this check fails, the message is discarded. Furthermore 

the conformance of the sum of indicated delays with the bounds δ
+
𝑖

 and δ
−
𝑖  according to 

equations (23) and (24) is also checked. If this check fails, it can be concluded that one bridge 

on the message path is faulty although it cannot always be identified exactly. The bridge which 

detects a violation, flags an error in the answer-message. Again the flagging bridge is the 

reporter-bridge (reporter) and its neighbor bridge from which the answer-message has been 

received is the reported-bridge. Finally, after the answer-message has been received by the 

initiator, also the initiator checks the incoming message accordingly and possibly becomes a 

reporter. The initiator should have received an answer-message from the merger from both half-

rings before timeout 𝑇𝐹𝑃. After 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙 has expired the initiator waits  𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝐴. Then, when 

𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 is expired it adjusts ist clock and waits the time 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑃 and 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝. After 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 the 

initiator begins with the next 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐. The forwarders adjust their clocks also after 

their 𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 is expired. 
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11.1 Checking Function 

If any failure is detected or reported, the initiator starts SP by creating a replacement-message 

to be sent in one direction, or two replacement-messages to be sent in both directions. A 

replacement-message is sent to the destination-bridge (or destination-bridges), which is 

determined according to the following checking function (explained for a faulty bridge located 

in the right half-ring, the explanation for a faulty bridge in the left half-ring is symmetric): 

 The case where the initiator misses the time information from bridges Bi+1 to Bj in the 

answer-message received from the right half-ring can be interpreted by the following 

alternatives the initiator cannot distinguish: 

‒ Bridge Bi is faulty and has not forwarded the answer-message correctly. Note that the 

hierarchical signature scheme (every bridge signs the complete message it forwards) 

makes it impossible for a faulty bridge to delete only a subset of the time information in 

the message content.   

Remark: The time information of Bi+1 to Bj, which are missing in the answer-message 

from the right half-ring are included in the answer-message received from the left-half-

ring. The correct time information (according to the selection strategy, see 11.1.1) will be 

sent to all of bridges by the initiator via the replacement-message. 

‒ Bridge Bi is faulty, has forwarded the time-message correctly, but omitted to forward the 

received answer-message and has sent a newly created answer-message containing its 

time information ti. The same remark as before applies here. 

‒ Bridge Bi+1 is faulty and has not forwarded the time-message and answer-message 

correctly (the bridge fails in both directions).  The same remark as before applies here. 

Then both Bi and Bi+1 are suspicious and chosen as destination bridges, to which the 

replacement is sent, clockwise to Bi and counterclockwise to Bi+1. This is sufficient in either 

case: If Bi is faulty in fact, then Bi+1 will be informed by the replacement-message 

counterclockwise during SP. If Bi+1 is faulty, then Bi has already obtained some time 

information during FP and will get the remaining time information during SP clockwise.  

Remark: The case that Bi is faulty, it forwards the time-message correctly but corrupts or 

loses only the answer-message is not relevant here, because the time message will reach the 

merger which adds the time information also to the answer-message it sends to the left half-

ring. Hence, the initiator obtains the time information of the faulty node Bi. 

 The case where bridges have reported an error has to be dealt with as follows: The initiator 

must identify which bridge has flagged the error first (the first reporter that signed an error 

in the signature sequence, where the signature sequence is considered separately in the left 

and the right half-ring). Let Bi be the first bridge that has flagged an error of wrong delay 

compensation by bridge Bi+1 (reported-bridge). This can be interpreted by the following 

alternatives the initiator cannot distinguish: 

‒ Bridge Bi is faulty and has erroneously acted as reporter. 
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‒ Bridge Bi+1 is faulty and has wrongly compensated its forwarding delay. 

Again, there are two suspicious bridges, Bi and Bi+1, and both are chosen as destination 

bridges, to which the replacement message is sent – clockwise to the reporter (Bi), and 

counterclockwise to the reported-bridge (Bi+1). This is sufficient in either case for the same 

reason mentioned before. Thus the correct time information (according to the selection 

strategy, see 11.1.1) is sent by the initiator via the replacement-message. 

A special case arises if both neighbor-bridges of the merger flag an error (both are 

reporters), or if the merger does not send an answer-message at all. Then the merger can be 

localized as the faulty bridge. In this case the replacement-message containing correct time 

information (according to the selection strategy, see 11.1.1) is sent clockwise to the right 

neighbor, and counterclockwise to the left neighbor of the merger (see Figure 50 c). 

If from the intersection of the two sets of suspicious bridges the faulty bridge can be 

localized, the replacement-message is sent clockwise to the right neighbor bridge of the faulty 

bridge, and counterclockwise to the left neighbor bridge of the faulty bridge. For example (in a 

ring-network with 𝑛 bridges where the bridges are arranged clockwise with incremented index 

and B0 is the initiator) if B1 and B2 are suspicious, and B2 and B3 are suspicious as well, then 

B2 can be localized exactly as the faulty bridge. Consequently the replacement-message is sent 

clockwise to B1 and counterclockwise to B3.   

Finally, each bridge executes FTMA on its local offset vector as soon as its local timeout 

𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 expires. 

11.1.1 Selection Strategy for the Time Information 

The selection strategy should guarantee that the bridges take the time information correctly and 

consistently. Note: in this protocol the selection strategy (as described in the following) is 

applied by the initiator only. All other bridges don’t need a selection strategy. The time 

information is always taken from the last non-corrupted message a bridge receives, either the 

replacement-message or the time-message. Here an important consideration is which time 

information of some source the initiator takes, to be distributed later to all bridges in the 

replacement-message. Note that the time information should be sent to the initiator in the 

answer-messages via the left- and the right half-ring. The choice of the initiator depends on the 

position of the respective source either before or after the faulty bridge. In the right half-ring, 

“before” and “after” in clockwise direction mean, if B1, B2, B3 are arranged in the ring, and B2 

is faulty, then B1 is before and B3 after the faulty bridge. In the left-half-ring the terminology 

refers to counterclockwise direction.  

In case of wrong-delay-measurement:  

If any forwarder (Bi in the right half-ring) detects a failure and reports an error, the initiator 

localizes two fault-suspicious bridges (Bi and Bi+1), and takes the time information of sources 

(incl. Bi, in the case that it is a source), which are before the faulty bridges from the answer-

message (received from the right half-ring). For all other sources (incl. Bi+1, in the case that it 

is a source), which are after the faulty bridge, the initiator takes the time information from the 

answer-message received from the left half-ring. The two suspicious bridges are selected as 
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destination-bridges for the replacement-message, to which the correct time-information of all 

sources is distributed, clockwise to the reporter and counterclockwise to the reported-bridge). 

 

If any forwarder (Bn-i in the left half-ring) detects a failure and reports an error, the initiator 

localizes two fault-suspicious bridges (Bn-i and Bn-i-1), and takes the time information of sources 

(incl. B n-i, in the case that it is a source), which are before the faulty bridge from the answer-

message (received from the left half-ring). For all other sources (incl. Bn-i-1, in the case that it is 

a source), which are after the faulty bridge, the initiator takes the time information from the 

answer-message received from the right half-ring. The two suspicious bridges are selected as 

destination-bridges for the replacement-message, to which the correct time-information of all 

sources is distributed, counterclockwise to the reporter and clockwise to the reported-bridge) 

In case of fail-omission or corruption (of the time-, the answer-message or both): 

If the time information of any source Bi+1 (in the right half-ring) is missing in the answer-

message from the right half-ring. Bi and Bi+1 are selected as suspicious bridges. The 

replacement-message is then sent clockwise to Bi and counterclockwise to Bi+1. The initiator 

takes the time information of all sources which are before the suspicious bridges from the 

answer-message received from the right-half ring, whereas the time information of the sources 

after the suspicious bridges is taken from the answer-message received from the left half-ring.  

All fault-free bridges except the initiator take the time information from the replacement-

message. 

If the merger misses some time information from the right half-ring, then it takes the time 

information from the replacement-message received in counterclockwise direction. 

Accordingly, if the merger misses some time information from the left half-ring, then it takes 

the time information from the replacement-message received in clockwise direction.  

The time information taken by all bridges except the initiator is always taken from latest 

received message, either the replacement-message or the answer-message: 

Time-msg: yes, answer-msg: yes, replacement-msg: no → take from answer-msg 

Time-msg: yes, answer-msg: yes, replacement-msg: yes → take from replacement-msg 

Time-msg: yes, answer-msg: no, replacement-msg: yes → take from replacement-msg 

Time-msg: no, answer-msg: yes, replacement-msg: yes → take from replacement-msg 

Time-msg:  no, answer-msg:  no,  replacement-msg: yes → take from replacement-msg 

 

 

 

The following cases are impossible: 

Time-msg: yes,     answer-msg: no, replacement-msg: no  

If the bridges have not received the answer-message, they will definitely receive the 

replacement-message.  

Time-msg: no,      answer-msg: yes,  replacement-msg: no  

If the bridges have not received the time-message, they will definitely receive the replacement-

message. 
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Time-msg: no,      answer-msg: no,  replacement-msg: no  

This case is impossible, because at least one of the messages will be received by the bridges. 

11.1.2 Correctness of the Selection Strategy 

The replacement-message sent by the initiator includes the correct time information of all 

sources. But this can again be falsified when forwarded through the faulty-bridge. For further 

explanation a ring with n bridges is assumed, where B0 is the initiator and Bi is the faulty bridge 

and in the right half-ring. According to the selection strategy bridge Bi+1, also in the right half-

ring, takes the correct time information from the replacement-message (if this has been 

received) sent in counterclockwise direction, because the clockwise replacement-message 

could be again mistaken by Bi. In this way all bridges decide for the correct replacement-

message and thus correct time information, which leads to the consistent view of bridges’ local 

time. 

11.2 Fault Tolerance 

In this section the tolerance of particular failure cases will be discussed. 

11.2.1 Fail-Omission 

If any forwarder does not forward the time-message, its neighbor bridge in direction to the 

merger creates a time-message after its 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 has expired. The time-message is then 

forwarded to the merger. After the answer-message of the merger has been received by the 

initiator, it can notice that the answer-message does not contain the time information of all 

bridges and according to the checking function (see section 11.1) it starts the SP.  

Figure 49 a, shows an example where B5 (in the left-half-ring) has failed and doesn’t forward 

the time-message in counterclockwise direction to B4. After the timeout  𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 in B4 has 

expired, it creates a time-message with its time information (either only its forwarding delay as 

a forwarder or also its clock-time as a source) and sends it to the merger B3. After both time-

messages from the right and the left half-ring have been received by B3(the merger) it unites 

them and sends the united message in both directions (both half-rings) as the answer-message. 

Now the faulty bridge B5 may fail again and skip the forwarding of the answer-message. The 

initiator notices that the answer-message from the left half-ring and also B5’s time information 

in the answer-message received from the right half-ring are missing. From its view there are 

different interpretations of this case: B5 could be faulty as described before, or B4 is faulty and 

hasn’t forwarded the time-message. The initiator sends the replacement-message containing all 

available time information (according to the selection strategy, see 11.1.1), clockwise to B4 and 

counterclockwise to B5. The time information of B5 is not included, but this will be tolerated by 

FTMA. All fault-free bridges take the time information from the replacement-message (green 

circles).   

In Figure 49 b, the faulty bridge B2 (in the right half-ring) forwards the time-message in 

clockwise direction correctly to the merger. But B2 doesn’t forward the answer-message coming 

from B3. Thus B1 doesn’t get an answer-message so after its 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 has expired it 

creates an answer-message and sends it to the initiator. From the view of the initiator, the two 

bridges B1 and B2 are suspected to be faulty, because B1 could have been faulty and didn’t 
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forward the answer-message of B2 and has sent its own answer-message, or B2 was faulty and 

hasn’t forwarded the answer-message of B3. The initiator sends the replacement-message 

containing the time information of all the bridges (according to the selection strategy, see 

11.1.1) clockwise to B1 and counterclockwise to B2. All fault-free bridges take the time 

information from the replacement-message (green circles). 

Figure 49 c, shows an example where the merger B3 is faulty and doesn’t send the answer-

message to the right half-ring. After the timeout 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 of B2 has expired, it creates an 

answer-message (containing its time information) and sends it to the initiator. The merger (B3) 

has sent its answer-message to the left half-ring. Thus the initiator receives an answer-message 

from both half-rings, but in the answer-message from the right half-ring the time information 

of the merger (B3) is missing.  From the view of the initiator, bridges B2 and B3 could be faulty: 

‒ B2 may have not forwarded the answer-message of B3, but has sent its own answer-message. 

‒ B3 may have missed to send the answer-message in the left half-ring. 

Therefore, according to the checking function (see section 11.1) the initiator sends the 

replacement-message containing the time information chosen according to the selection 

strategy, see section 11.1.1. This information is sent clockwise to B2 and counterclockwise to 

B3. All the bridges take the time information from the replacement-message (bridges in green 

circles).  
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Figure 49: a) Bridge B5 fails b) Bridge B2 is faulty and stops forwarding the answer-message. c) The merger B3 is faulty and stops sending 

the answer-message in one direction (here in the right half-ring)  

Fail-omission or fail-silence of the initiator is tolerated by its neighbor bridges. After 

timeout occurrence they send time-messages along the ring. The sub-protocol SP is not need, 

because the merger exchanges all time information between the two half-rings. In the following 

the cases of initiator fault are explained in more detail. 

If the initiator is faulty and does not send the time-message in one (Figure 50 a) or both 

directions (Figure 50 b), then both neighbors B1 and B5, after their timeouts 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 have 
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expired, create a time-message and forward it to the merger B3. The answer-message sent by 

the merger contains all the time information of all bridges except the initiator. Hence all bridges 

can execute FTMA and the failure is tolerated. 

In Figure 50 c, the faulty merger B3 doesn’t send an answer-message in both half-rings. The 

neighbor bridges of the merger send the answer-message themselves after their timeouts 

𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 have expired. After the initiator gets the time-messages from the both half-rings, 

it joins them and sends it as the replacement-message clockwise to the right neighbor of the 

merger and counterclockwise to the left neighbor of the merger. 
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Figure 50: a) The initiator B0 doesn’t send the time-message in the right half-ring b) The initiator B0 fails. c) The merger fails. 

 In the networks with an odd number of bridges and B0 as the initiator, there is also only one 

merger, the bridge B ⌊
𝑛

2
⌋. The tolerance of failures is the same as in networks with an even 

number of bridges. 

In Figure 51 a) the faulty bridge B1 (in the right half-ring) doesn’t forward the time-message 

in clockwise direction to B2. After timeout 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 has expired in B2, it sends its time-

message to the merger B3. After the time-messages from both half-rings have been received by 

B3 it joins them and sends it to both half-rings. In this example B1 behaves correctly when 

forwarding its answer-message. The initiator notices that in the answer-message received from 

the left half-ring the time information of B1 is missing. From its view B1 could be faulty and 

has not forwarded the answer-message, or B2 was faulty and hasn’t forwarded the time-message 

from B1. The initiator sends the replacement-message containing the time information of all the 

bridges (according to the selection strategy, see section 11.1.1) clockwise to B1 and 

counterclockwise to B2. All fault-free bridges take the time information from the replacement-

message (green circles).  

In Figure 51 b, the faulty bridge B5 (in the left-half-ring) forwards the time-message in 

counterclockwise direction correctly to the merger. But B5 doesn’t forward the answer-

message. Thus B6 doesn’t get an answer-message. Thus after its timeout 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 has 

expired it creates an answer-message and sends it to the initiator. From the view of the initiator, 
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the two bridges B6 and B5 are suspected to be faulty, because B6 could be faulty and didn’t 

forward the answer-message of B5 and has sent its own answer-message, or B5 was faulty and 

hasn’t forwarded the answer-messages. The initiator sends the replacement-message containing 

the time information of all the bridges clockwise to B5 and counterclockwise to B6. All the 

bridges take the time information from the replacement-message (green circles). 

In Figure 51 c, the faulty merger B3 doesn’t send the answer-message in both directions. 

After timeout 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 of B2 and B4 have expired, they create an answer-message and 

send it to the initiator. The initiators notices that the time information of the bridges in the right 

half-ring and the time information of the merger are missing in the answer-message received 

from the left half-ring, and vice versa. In this case the initiator can localize the faulty bridge, 

the merger. Thus the replacement-message containing the time information of all the bridges 

(according to the selection strategy, (see section 11.1.1)) is sent (according to the checking 

function (see section 11.1) clockwise to the right neighbor of the merger B2, and 

counterclockwise to the left neighbor of the merger B4. All fault-free bridges take the time 

information from the replacement-message (green circles). 
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Figure 51: B0 is the initiator, a) B1 doesn’t forward the answer-message, and sends its own answer-message b) B4 is faulty and doesn’t 

forward the answer-message. c) The merger fails. 

11.2.2 Delay 

If a faulty bridge forwards a time or an answer-message too slowly by consuming more than 

the maximum allowed forwarding delay, θi >  𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 this failure is detected by timeout (𝑇𝐹𝑃) 

of the initiator and tolerated by executing the SP sub-protocol. The treatment is the same as that 

of fail-omission (see section 11.2.1). 

11.2.3 Wrong Delay Measurement 

The difference to all other before-mentioned protocols is that if the initiator adds wrong delay 

information to the replacement-message, this can be detected by its neighbor bridges, which 

will be discarded.  

In Figure 52 a, the faulty bridge B2 (in the right half-ring) adds wrong delay information to 

the time-message. This is first detected by B1 after it has received the answer-message. B1 flags 
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an error in the time-message, which is also confirmed by the initiator. B1 is the reporter and its 

preceding bridge in the same direction, B2, is the reported-bridge. According to the checking 

function (see section 11.1) the initiator sends the replacement-message containing all time 

information (according to the selection strategy, (see section 11.1.1)) counterclockwise to B2 

and clockwise to B1. All the bridges take the time information from the replacement-message 

(green circles). 

Figure 52 b, shows an example where B4 adds wrong delay information to the answer-

message and also flags an error. The wrong delay measurement is detected by B5 and also 

confirmed by B0. However, the initiator can’t localize the failure precisely. Both B4 and B3 are 

suspicious. B4 is the reporter, because it has first flagged an error (B3 is the reported-bridge). 

According to the checking function (see section 11.1), the initiator sends a replacement-

message clockwise to B3 and counterclockwise to B4.   

Figure 52 c, addresses a fault of the merger B3, which adds wrong delay information to both 

answer-messages it sends to the half-rings. This is first detected by its neighbors B2 and B4, and 

also confirmed by B1, B5 and B0 after they have received the answer-message. In this case the 

initiator can localize the failure exactly, because the two neighbor bridges of the merger noticed 

that (and both are reporters). Consequently the merger is identified as the faulty bridge. 

According to the checking function (see section 11.1) the replacement-message is sent 

clockwise to the right neighbor B2 and counterclockwise to the left neighbor B4. 
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Figure 52: B0 is the initiator and  B3 is the merger, a) B1 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the time-message b) B4 is faulty 
and adds wrong delay information to the answer-message. c) B3 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the answer-messages in both 

half-rings. All these cases are tolerated by SP. 

In rings with an odd number of bridges the tolerance of wrong delay information is 

analogous. 

11.2.4 Data Corruption or Non-Plausible Content (Illegal Delay) 

The corruption of a message or adding obviously wrong delay information (di > 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤) in the 

time- or answer-message is tolerated in a similar way as fail-omission, see section 11.2.1. 
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Corrupted Time-Message and Correct Answer-Message 

In Figure 53 a, the faulty bridge B1 corrupts the time-message initiated by B0. This is detected 

by B2, and the time-message is discarded. After timeout 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 in B2 has expired, it sends 

its time-message to the merger B3. After the time-messages from both half-rings have been 

received by B3 it joins them and sends it to both half-rings. Now B1 behaves correctly and 

forwards the answer-message. The initiator notices that in the answer-message received from 

the left half-ring the time information of B1 is missing. From its view either B1 or B2 is faulty. 

The initiator sends the replacement-message containing the time information of all bridges (see 

section 11.1.1) clockwise to B1 and counterclockwise to B2. All the bridges take the time 

information from the replacement-message (green circles).   

Correct Time-Message and Corrupted Answer-Message 

In Figure 53 b, the faulty merger B3 sends its answer-message to the right half-ring correctly, 

but corrupts the answer-message to the left half-ring. This is then detected by B4, and the 

answer-message is not more forwarded by this bridge. After expiration of 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 in B4 

it creates an answer-message and sends it to the initiator. The initiator notices that the time 

information of the merger is missing in the answer-message from the left half-ring. In its view 

both B3 and B4 could be faulty. The initiator sends the replacement-message containing the time 

information of all the bridges (see section 11.1.1)) clockwise to B3 and counterclockwise to B4. 

All the bridges take the time information from the replacement-message (green circles). 

 If the merger B3 corrupts both answer-messages to both half-rings, the answer-messages 

are discarded by B2 and B4, see Figure 53 c. After timouts 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 of B2 and B4 have 

expired, they create an answer-message and send it to the initiator. The initiator notices that the 

time information of the merger is missing in the time-messages received from the both half-

rings. In this case the initiator can localize the faulty bridge, and the replacement-message 

containing the time information of all the bridges is sent clockwise to the right neighbor B2, and 

counterclockwise to the left neighbor B3 of the merger.. All the bridges take the time information 

from the replacement-message (green circles). 
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Figure 53: B0 is the initiator and B3 is the merger a) B1 in the right half-ring is faulty and corrupts the time-message. b) B3 is faulty and 

corrupts the answer-message in the left half-ring. c) B3 is faulty and corrupts the answer-messages both half-rings. All these cases are tolerated 

by SP. 
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In Figure 54 a, the faulty initiator sends a corrupted time-message in one direction, here 

clockwise. This is detected by B1 when its timeout 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 expires. Then B1 sends its own 

time-message to the merger. The time-messages received by the merger contains the time 

information of all bridges, which is then sent as the answer-message to both half-rings and the 

failure of the initiator is tolerated without SP. 

Figure 54 b, addresses a further case of corruption by the initiator: Corrupted time-messages 

are sent in both directions. These are detected and rejected by both of its neighbors B1 and B5. 

After their timeouts 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 have expired they create a time-message and send it to the 

merger B3. The answer-messages sent by the merger contain the time information of all the 

bridges except the initiator. Thus all bridges can execute FTMA and thereby tolerate the failure.   

In Figure 54 c, the faulty initiator sends a wrong or an unjustified replacement-message. 

This message is either corrupted and will be rejected by the neighbor bridges or its time 

information is wrong, which is also tolerated by FTMA. Note that the initiator cannot 

undetectably modify the time information provided by other sources because each source has 

signed its contributed time information.  
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Figure 54: a) The initiator B0 is faulty and corrupts the time-message in the right half-ring. b) The initiator corrupts the time-message in 

both half-rings c) The initiator corrupts the time message and also sends corrupted replacement-messages to both half-rings. 

 In rings with an odd number of bridges, the corruption of a message is tolerated in the same 

way as in rings with an even number of bridges, see Figure 54. 

11.2.5 Combination of Failures 

Wrong Delay Measurement and Data Corruption 

In Figure 55 a, the faulty bridge B2 adds wrong delay information to the time-message in 

clockwise direction to B3. This can be first detected by B1. Bridge B2 also corrupts the answer-

message in the opposite direction to B1. Then B1 rejects the answer-message and sends its own 

answer-message after its timeout 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 has expired. From the view of the initiator, the 

two bridges B1 and B2 are suspected to be faulty. The initiator sends the replacement-message 

containing the time information of all the bridges (see section 11.1.1) clockwise to B1 and 

counterclockwise to B2. All the bridges take the time information from the replacement-message 

(green circles). 
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In Figure 55 b, the merger B3 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the answer-

message in counterclockwise direction to B2, and corrupts the answer-message in clockwise 

direction to B4. The wrong delay measurement is detected by B2 and confirmed by B1 and the 

initiator B0. The corrupted answer-message is rejected by B4 and not forwarded further. Bridge 

B4 sends its answer-message to the initiator. The initiator can localize the faulty bridge exactly 

and the replacement-message containing the time information of all the bridges (see section 

11.1.1) is sent clockwise to the right neighbor B2 of the merger and counterclockwise to the left 

neighbor B4 of the merger. 
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Figure 55: a) B2 adds wrong delay information to the time-message and also corrupts the answer-message b) the merger B3 is faulty and 

adds wrong delay information to the answer-message in the right half-ring and corrupts the answer-message in the left half-ring.  

Data Corruption and Fail-Omission  

In Figure 56 a, the faulty bridge B2 corrupts the time-message. This is detected by B3, and the 

time-message is discarded. The merger B3 sends the joined answer-message in both directions. 

But B2 has failed and doesn’t forward it. After timeout 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 has expired in B1, it sends 

its answer-message to the initiator B0. The initiator notices that the time information from the 

bridges in the right half-ring is not contained in the answer-message it receives from the left 

half-ring. So either B3 or B2 must be faulty. B3 could be faulty and has not considered the time 

information it has received from the right half-ring in the answer-message sent to the initiator. 

Or B2 could be faulty and has not forwarded the time information it has received from bridge 

B1. On the other side, either B2 or B1 must be faulty. Bridge B1 could have refused to forward 

the answer-message received from B2. Or bridge B2 could have refused to forward the time 

information received from B1. From the observation “(B3 or B2) and (B2 or B1) is faulty” the 

initiator concludes that the faulty bridge is in the intersection of the two sets of suspicious 

bridges: B2 is definitely faulty. The replacement-message containing all time information (see 

section 11.1.1) is sent clockwise to B1 and counterclockwise to B3. 

Data Corruption and Wrong Delay Measurement 

In Figure 56 b, the faulty bridge B2 corrupts the time-message. This is detected by B3, and the 

time-message is discarded. B3 sends the united answer-message in both directions. But B2 adds 
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wrong delay information to the answer-message in counterclockwise direction. This is detected 

and reported by B1. The initiator notices that the time information of the bridges in the right 

half-ring is not contained in the answer-message it receives from the left-half-ring. Now, the 

“reasoning” of the initiator is as follows: If the missing time information is considered, either 

B3 or B2 is faulty. If reporter B1 is considered, either B1 or B2 is faulty. Thus the initiator can 

localize the faulty bridge in the intersection of the two sets: B2 is faulty in fact. Hence the 

replacement-message containing all time information (see section 11.1.1) is sent clockwise to 

B1 and counterclockwise to B3. 

In Figure 56 c, the merger B3 corrupts the answer-message in clockwise direction and adds 

wrong delay information to the answer-message in counterclockwise direction. The wrong 

delay measurement is detected by B2 and reported. The corruption is detected by B4 and the 

answer-message is discarded. So B4 sends its own answer-message to the initiator after its 

timeout 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 has expired. From the view of the initiator either B4 or B3 is faulty. 

Bridge B3 could be faulty and has not sent the answer-message in the left-half-ring. Or bridge 

B4 is faulty and has not forwarded the answer-message received from the B3. On the other side 

either B3 or B2 is faulty. Bridge B2 could be faulty and has added wrong delay in the answer-

message and also flagged an error. Or bridge B3 is faulty and has added a wrong delay in the 

answer-message. From the intersection of the two sets of suspicious bridges a fault in B3 can 

be concluded. The replacement-message containing all time information (see section 11.1.1) is 

sent clockwise to B2 and counterclockwise to B4. 
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Figure 56: a) B2 corrupts the time-message and then fails, so that it doesn’t forward the answer-message b) B2 is faulty and corrupts the 

time-message and adds wrong delay information to the answer-message. c) The merger B3 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the 

answer-message in right half-ring and corrupts it in the left half-ring. 

Fail-Omission and Wrong Delay Measurement   

In Figure 57 a, the faulty bridge B2 doesn’t forward the time-message. B2 also adds wrong delay 

information to its answer-message. The wrong delay is detected by B1 after it has received the 

answer-message from B2. Bridge B3 sends the answer-message in both directions. But B2 

doesn’t forward it. The initiator notices that the time information of the bridges in the right half-

ring is not included in the answer-message of B3 from the left-half-ring. So either B3 or B2 must 

be faulty. Bridge B2 could have been faulty and has not forwarded the time-message, or B3 

could have been faulty and has not added the time information received from the right half-ring 
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in the answer-message to the left half-ring. From the intersection of the two sets of suspicious 

bridges a fault in B2 can be concluded. The replacement-message containing all time 

information (see section 11.1.1) is sent clockwise to B1 and counterclockwise to B3. 

Fail-Omission and Data Corruption 

In Figure 57 b, the faulty merger B3 doesn’t forward the answer-message in clockwise direction 

to B4. The merger also sends a corrupted answer-message in counterclockwise direction to B2, 

which is then discarded by B2. After timeout 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔 in B2 has expired, it sends its own 

answer-message to the initiator B1. The initiator notices that the time information of the bridges 

in the left-half-ring is not included in the answer-message from the right half-ring. Therefore 

either B4 or B3 is faulty. Bridge B3 could be faulty and has not sent its answer-message in the 

left-half-ring. Or bridge B4 was faulty and has not forwarded the answer-message received from 

B3. On the other side either B2 or B3 is faulty. The merger B3 could be faulty and has not sent 

an answer-message in the right half-ring. Or bridge B2 is faulty and has sent its own answer-

message, but has not forwarded the answer-message received from the B3. Thus the initiator 

can localize the faulty bridge B2, from the intersection of the two sets of suspicious bridges. 

Thus the replacement-message containing all time information (see section 11.1.1)  is sent 

clockwise to B2 and counterclockwise to B4. 

 

Initiator

B5 B1

B2B4

B0

B3

a) b)

Merger Merger

X

B6 B1

B2B5

B0

B3B4

Initiator

X

X

 

Figure 57: a) B2 adds wrong delay information to the answer-message and fails in clockwise direction b) bridge B2 is faulty and corrupts 

the answer-message and fails in clockwise direction. c) The merger B3 is faulty and adds wrong delay information to the answer-messages in 

both half-rings. 

11.2.6 Illustration of an Example Protocol Execution   

In this example it is assumed that all forwarders are sources. Each bridge B digitally signs any 

outgoing message, denoted by [69]: 

Tdirection,source :B  for a time-message, 

Adirection,source :B  for an answer-message, and 

Rdirection,source :B  for a replacement-message. 
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with the following meaning: 

 Index “direction”: direction = c indicates clockwise, and direction = cc counterclockwise 

direction of the message. 

 Index “source”: Bridge that has contributed its time information to the message content. 

 “:B”: Signature of the transmitting bridge B. 

In Figure 58 it is assumed that B0 is the initiator. It sends time-messages  

Tc,0 ≔ (t0): B0 

and 

Tcc,0 ≔ (t0’): B0,   

containing its local time t0 (Remark: the local time sent in counterclockwise direction t0’ 

could be different than the local time sent in clockwise direction t0). The initiator’s neighbor B1 

checks Tc,0  if it is corrupted. Then it reads the time information t0 of the initiator to calculate 

the offset between the initiator and itself, which is then stored in the local offset vector. B1 

extends Tc,0  by the extension function g1 to add its time information t1, delay d1 and signature 

: B1 to the time-message Tc,0. Then it forwards the following message to the adjacent neighbor 

B2 in clockwise direction: 

Tc,1 ≔ g1(Tc,0) := (((t0): B0) , t1, d1): B1 

B2 acts similar to B1, extends the time-message by: 

Tc,2 ≔ g2(Tc,1) := ((((t0): B0) , t1, d1): B1) , t2, d2) : B2 

and sends it to B3. In counterclockwise direction bridges B5 and B4 act similarly: 

Tcc,5 ≔ g5(Tcc,0) := (((t0‘): B0), t5, d5): B5 

Tcc,4 ≔ g4(Tcc,5) := ((((t0‘): B0), t5, d5): B5, t4, d4) : B4 

When both time-messages Tc,2 and Tcc,4 are received by the merger, it unites them and 

extends it as well: 

Ac,3 ≔ g3 (Tc,2 , Tcc,4) :=   

((((t0): B0) , t1, d1): B1) , t2, d2) : B2,  ((((t0‘): B0), t5, d5): B5, t4, d4) : B4 , t3, d3) : B3 

If any failure is detected, the replacement-message is sent clockwise and counterclockwise 

to the destination-bridges: 
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Rc,0 := (Bdest, t0“): B0 

Rcc,0 := (Bdest‘, t0“‘): B0 

This is then extended and forwarded by other forwarders up to the destination-bridges.  

Rcc,n-1:=gn-1 (Rcc,0):=  (( Bdest, t0“): B0), tn-1”, dn-1”): Bn-1, 

Rcc,n-2:= gn-2 (Rcc,n-1):=  ((( Bdest, t0“‘): B0), ), tn-1”, dn-1”): Bn-1),), tn-2”, dn-2”): Bn-2 

 

B5 B1

B2B4

B0

B3

Tc,0 := (t0): B0

Tc,2 := g2(Tc,1 )

 
Tcc,0 := (t0): B0

Tcc,5 := g5(Tcc,0)

Tcc,4 := g4(Tcc,5)

 

 

 Ac,3 := Acc,3 := g3((Tc,2 ,Tcc,4 ))

Acc,2 := g2(Acc,3)Ac,4 := g4(Ac,3)

Ac,5 := g5(Ac,4) Acc,1 := g1(Acc,2)

Acc,3Ac,3

Definition of extension function:
gi (Msg):= (Msg , ti , di): Bi

Tc,1 := g1(Tc,0 )

Initiator

Merger

 
 

Figure 58: An example of SFC protocol execution 

11.3 Calculation of SFC Timing and Precision 

The duration 𝑇𝐹𝑃 of FP is calculated similar to equation (29) [69]:  

𝑇𝐹𝑃 = (𝑛𝐹𝑃 · (𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 𝛽) + 2τ )(1 +  𝜌) (93) 

The duration of SP,  𝑇𝑆𝑃 is calculated similar to equation (30):  

𝑇𝑆𝑃 = (𝑛𝑆𝑃 · (𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 𝛽) + 2τ )(1 +  𝜌) (94) 

Generally substituting 𝑇𝐹𝑃  (93) and  𝑇𝑆𝑃  (94) in (28) yields: 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙(SFC) = ((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)(𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 𝛽) + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌) (95) 

The point in time when to adjust the clock by applying FTMA on the offset vector is 

calculated by substituting 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙  (95) in (34): 
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𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 = ((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)(𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 𝛽) + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌) + 𝛽 (96) 

Substituting 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙  (95) in 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 (27) results in:  

 

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 =  2𝛽 +  𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 + ((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)(𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 𝛽) + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌)  (97) 

Substituting 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 by equation (97) in (40) yields the maximum deviation between 

fault-free clocks: 

𝛽 =
𝑒 +  2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  2𝜌((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌) 

1
2 − 4𝜌 − 2𝜌(𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)(1 + 𝜌)

 
(98) 

By substituting 𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 (38) in (98) we obtain: 

𝛽 = (
2

1 − 8𝜌 − 4𝜌(ℎ𝐹𝑃 + ℎ𝑆𝑃)(1 + 𝜌)
)((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 

2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  2𝜌((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)) 

(99) 

By substituting 𝛽 (99) in (97) we obtain: 

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 = (
4

1 − 8𝜌 − 4𝜌(𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)(1 + 𝜌)
)((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 

2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  2𝜌((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)) 

+ 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 + ((𝑛𝐹𝑃 + 𝑛𝑆𝑃) 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤

+ (
2

1 − 8𝜌 − 4𝜌(ℎ𝐹𝑃 + ℎ𝑆𝑃)(1 + 𝜌)
)((ℎ𝐹𝑃 + ℎ𝑆𝑃)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ

+ 2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  2𝜌((ℎ𝐹𝑃 + ℎ𝑆𝑃)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)))

+ 4τ)(1 +  𝜌)) 

(100) 

The time-message is sent via 𝑛 bridges to the merger. The answer-message is sent then via 

n bridges back to the initiator. Thus in SFC the number 𝑛𝐹𝑃 of bridges that become sequentially 

active in FP is: 

𝑛𝐹𝑃(SFC) = 𝑛 (101) 

In the worst case, the replacement-message is sent either clockwise to the bridge at the left 

of the initiator or counterclockwise to the bridge at the right of the initiator. Thus the number 

of bridges in SP is: 

𝑛𝑆𝑃(SFC) = 𝑛 − 1 (102) 

Substituting (101) in (93): 

𝑇𝐹𝑃(SFC) = (𝑛 · (𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 𝛽) + 2τ )(1 +  𝜌) (103) 
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Substituting (102) in (94) : 

𝑇𝑆𝑃(SFC) = ((𝑛 − 1) · (𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 𝛽) + 2τ )(1 +  𝜌) (104) 

The duration of the protocol SFC (𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙) can be calculated as follows by 

substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃 (SFC)(101) and 𝑛𝑆𝑃(SFC) (102) in equation (95): 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙(SFC) = ((2𝑛 − 1) (𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 𝛽) + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌 ) (105) 

The variable 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 expresses the duration required for checking the timeliness of an 

incoming time-message:    

𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔(𝑖) = (𝑛𝑖, 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 · (𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 𝛽) + 2τ )(1 +  𝜌) (106) 

where 𝑛𝑖, 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 is the number of bridges from the initiator to Bi in the ring, 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤  the 

maximum message transmission, and 𝜌 the maximum drift. As soon as the time-message 

arrives the timeout 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔  is deactivated and timeout 𝑇𝐹𝑃 is set.  However, if the 

timeout 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔 expires and no time-message has arrived, the respective bridge creates its 

own time-message, which contains its time information and sends the time-message in the 

direction to the merger. 

𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑠𝑔(𝑖) = 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑠𝑔(𝑖)+= (𝑛𝑖, 𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑟 · (𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 𝛽) + 2τ )(1 +  𝜌)  (107) 

For 𝛽 in SFC we obtain by substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃 (101) and 𝑛𝑆𝑃 (102) in (99): 

𝛽(SFC) = (
2

1 − 8𝜌 − 4𝜌(2𝑛 − 1)(1 + 𝜌)
)((2𝑛 − 1)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ 

                   +2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  2𝜌((2𝑛 − 1)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)) 

(108) 

The timeout 𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡 for adjustment of the clock is obtained by substituting (93), (94) and 

(108) in (96): 

𝑇𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡(SFC) = ((2𝑛 − 1)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌)                                    

+ (
2

1 − 8𝜌 − 4𝜌(2𝑛 − 1)(1 + 𝜌)
)((2𝑛 − 1)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ 

                                 + 2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  2𝜌((2𝑛 − 1)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)) 

(109) 

The duration 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 of a synchronization interval is obtained by substituting 𝑛𝐹𝑃 

(101) and 𝑛𝑆𝑃 (102) in equation (100): 
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𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 
(SFC) =  (

4

1 − 8𝜌 − 4𝜌(2𝑛 − 1)(1 + 𝜌)
)((ℎ𝐹𝑃 + ℎ𝑆𝑃)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 

2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  2𝜌((2𝑛 − 1)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌)) 

+ 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 + ((2𝑛 − 1)(𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤

+ (
2

1 − 8𝜌 − 4𝜌(2𝑛 − 1)(1 + 𝜌)
)((2𝑛 − 1)(1 +  2𝜌) 2τ + 

2𝜌𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 +  2𝜌((2𝑛 − 1)𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 + 4τ)(1 + 𝜌))) + 4τ)(1 +  𝜌)) 

(110) 

Again, the inaccuracy τ of measuring the forwarding delay, the oscillator drift 𝜌 and the number 

𝑛 of bridges have an effect on the precision of the synchronization. Generally the maximum 

clock deviation grows with the number of bridges in the ring.  

11.4 Overhead 

The number of messages transmitted by this protocol can be calculated as follows. The number 

𝑛 of bridges in the network can be either even or odd. The number of messages transmitted in 

the absence of faults is: 

N(SFC)fault-free(1,n) = 𝑛 + 𝑛 =  2𝑛 (111) 

 

where the first n expresses the number of time-messages, and the second n the number of 

answer-messages. In case of error detection the initiator sends a replacement-message which 

passes n – 1 bridges in the worst-case. Therefore, the number of messages transmitted in the 

worst-case is: 

N(SFC)faulty-case(1,n) = 2𝑛 + (𝑛 − 1) = 3𝑛 − 1  (112) 

 

This formula shows that overhead of the protocol used in a ring-network is linear in the 

number 𝑛 of bridges in the network, which is more than the overhead of non-fault-tolerant 

protocols in a tree-network. But compared to other fault-tolerant protocols used in redundant 

topologies (with the requirement of more disjoint paths between bridges) the overhead is only 

linear rather than square [69]. 
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12. Quantitative Evaluations 

12.1 Goal of the Experiments 

The experiments represent the behavior of the protocols in different scenarios to demonstrate 

the protocols’ characteristics with respect to the convergence of the fault-tolerant-midpoint 

algorithm. In particular, the evaluation quantifies the precision that is achieved under different 

relevant parameters and, moreover, allows a check of the worst-case formulae derived in the 

previous chapters of this thesis. 

12.2 Evaluation Scenarios and Simulative Results 

To evaluate the quality of the synchronization the clock deviations among the bridges have been 

simulated in different scenarios with varying: 

ρ the clock drift, randomly chosen from the range -10-5 to 10-5. 

Δ   the inaccuracy of the local delay measurements, randomly chosen from the range 

[–τ, +τ], where τ = 0.1 (time units). 

θ   the forwarding delay, randomly chosen from [0, 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤], where 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤 = 1 (time units).  

The simulation is partially kept generic by usage of “time units” as an abstract unit in time 

rather than seconds, milliseconds, microseconds etc. 

The failure types have been varied as well: fail-omission, data corruption, wrong delay 

measurement, as well as failure combinations (data corruption and wrong delay measurement, 

wrong delay measurement and fail-omission). For each message sent by a faulty bridge the 

failure probability is 50%. This means a sent message is correct with 50%, and wrong with 

50%. In the case where several failures are activated simultaneously (combination of failures) 

the latter 50% are divided by the number of failure types to express the probability of each 

failure. 

The simulation has been conducted with 3.000.000 samples for each parameter 

combination. This means a sequence of three million consecutive synchronizations with 

increasing absolute time.  

The following table shows the maximum observed value of the clock deviation  for a ring-

network with 𝑛 = 6 bridges, all of which act as initiators/sources (𝑚 = 𝑛 = 𝑠), except SFC 

where the number m of initiators is 1. Simulations have shown that the worst-case occurs rarely, 

even in the presence of a fault. This holds for all investigated malfunctions of the faulty bridge. 

It should be noticed that the protocols RFA and RFC can achieve a good precision among 

the clocks. However, these protocols need a higher message overhead due to concurrent 

execution of as many sub-protocols as sources exist. HFA and HFC (in fault-free case) achieve 

a little better precision compared to RFA and RFC, where half-rings are used instead of 

complete rings and thus the number of forwarding bridges is smaller. HFA and HFC achieve a 

worse precision on fault occurrence, where the longest paths can be equal to the complete ring 
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in the worst case. Also it should be noticed that RFC and HFC need a lower number of messages 

(lower overhead) compared to RFA and HFA by sending a collected answer-message. SFC 

achieves the worst synchronization compared to all other protocols, however it needs only one 

protocol execution and thus the required overhead is significantly lower.  

Table 4: The maximum of the clock deviation β in the fault-free case and in different faulty cases. All values of β given in “time units”) 

 

Fault-

Free 

Fail-

Omission 

Wrong delay 

Measurement 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement and 

Fail-Omission 

Data 

Corruption 

Data Corruption and 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement 

RFA 0.228 0.2422 0.2349 0.2581 0.2277 0.2549 

RFC 0.225 0.2468 0.2261 0.2716 0.2291 0.2451 

HFA 0.2069 0.2216 0.2405 0.2533 0.2521 0.2806 

HFC 0.2029 0.2451 0.2548 0.2718 0.2559 0.2898 

SFC 0.3917 0.3978 0.4168 0.3995 0.4076 0.3886 

 

12.2.1 Difference between Maximum Deviation   of SFC to other Protocols 

Comparing  between different protocols, it turns out that  of the SFC protocol is higher than 

of all other protocols. This effect can be explained by the higher number of bridges between the 

bridges for forwarding messages. Therefore the accumulated inaccuracy is greater. In all other 

protocols, where all bridges are initiators, the clock-time can be received via a shorter path in 

many cases. Thus the inaccuracy is lower. 

In SFC there is only one initiator. Some clocks add their delay information after the initial 

message from the initiator has already been forwarded by some forwarding bridges. 

Consequently the average forwarding bridge count from the sender bridge to the receiver bridge 

is higher. The following example may clarify the difference.  

 

Protocols RFA, RFC, HFA, HFC 

We consider a network with 6 bridges, where all bridges are initiators and act correctly in the 

absence of any fault. 

Because of symmetry all the bridges can be considered equally. The following list shows 

the forwarding bridge counts of the clock-times received by B3:  

B3 executes FTMA on the following clock-times: 

From B0  over the path                              0  1  2  3 3 Bridges 

From B1  over the path                              1  2  3 2 Bridges 

From B2  over the path                              2  3 1 Bridge 

From B3   locally 0 Bridges 

From B1  over the path                              4  5  0  1  2  3 5 Bridges 

From B5   over the path                              5  0  1  2  3 4 Bridges 

The average forwarding bridge count is 2.5. 

 
Protocol SFC with One Initiator 

B0 ist der Initiator und B3 der Merger. 
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B0 executes FTMA on the following clock-times: 

From B0   locally        0 Bridges  

                                                                                            worst case:        0 Bridges 

From B1  clockwise                  1  2  3  4  5  0 5 Bridges, 

  counterclockwise   1  2  3  2  1  0 5 Bridges, 

  and     1  0    1 Bridge  

                                                                                                worst case:    5 Bridges 

From B2  clockwise    2  3  4  5  0  4 Bridges, 

  counterclockwise   2  3  2  1  0  4 Bridges, 

  and     2  1  0   2 Bridges  

                                                                                                worst case:   4 Bridges  

From B3 clockwise    3  4  5  0  4 Bridges, 

  counterclockwise   3  2  1  0  4 Bridges  

                                                                                              worst case:    3 Bridges 

the same from B4 because of symmetry                               worst case:    4 Bridges 

the same from B5 because of symmetry                               worst case:    5 Bridges 

The average forwarding bridge count is 3.5. 

A similar calculation has been made for all other bridges in the ring. It turned out that the 

average bridge count is the highest for bridge B0. Since   is a worst-case value, only the bridge 

with the highest forwarding bridge count imports – B0 in this case. 

The higher bridge count of SFC explains the simulative results, which indicate a greater 

maximum deviation β between the clock-times. Note that the maximum forwarding delay τ has 

the biggest effect on the maximum deviation between clocks when good oscillators with a small 

drift are used. 

12.2.2 Overhead 

The average number of messages transferred between the bridges is listed in the following table 

for different failures and combination of failures. As expected, in the protocols RFA and HFA 

the number of transferred messages is higher than in RFC and HFC, whereas it is least in SFC, 

see Table 5. 

Table 5: Average of number of messages transferred in fault-free and faulty case 

 Fault-Free 

Fail-

Omission 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement and 

Fail-Omission 

Data 

Corruption 

Data Corruption and 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement 

RFA 120 77.26 123.48 94.14 93.31 105.32 

RFC 60 48.14 69.75 57.45 57.51 63.72 

HFA 102 86.33 101.25 96.19 101.25 106.20 

HFC 72 69.98 89.41 78.94 81.73 86.73 

SFC 12 13.25 14.21 13.88 13.99 14.33 
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The maximum number of messages transferred in the presence of different failures or 

combination of failures is listed in the following table.  

 

Table 6: Maximum of number of messages transferred in fault-free and faulty case 

 Fault-Free 

Fail-

Omission 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement and 

Fail-Omission 

Data 

Corruption 

Data Corruption and 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement 

RFA 120 114 131 130 118 130 

RFC 60 66 84 80 70 84 

HFA 102 102 119 110 113 119 

HFC 72 83 96 90 92 96 

SFC 12 15 17 17 16 17 

12.3 Calculated Results and Interpretation 

The following table (Table 7) shows the results for 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 according to equations (53) for 

RFA, (64) for RFC, (75) for HFA, (87) for HFC, and (100) for SFC. The entries in the table are 

obtained by calculation, not by simulation. The clock drifts vary in the range  

[-0.0001, 0.0001], and all of the bridges in the network (n) are initiators (m) – except in SFC – 

and also sources (s) , n = m = s.  

 
Table 7: 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 for all protocols, where the bridges are initiators and sources. The drift ρ is selected from [-0.0001, 0.0001]. In 

SFC the number of initiators is always 1. All values of 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 given in “time units”. 

  𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 

m n RFA RFC HFA HFC SFC 

4 4 16.63 16.63 13.02 13.02 32.85 

5 5 22.04 22.04 16.63 16.63 49.46 

6 6 27.45 27.45 20.24 20.24 69.36 

7 7 32.86 32.86 23.84 23.84 92.56 

8 8 38.27 38.27 27.45 27.45 119.08 

9 9 43.68 43.68 31.06 31.06 148.94 

10 10 49.09 49.09 34.67 34.67 182.16 

11 11 54.50 54.50 38.27 38.27 218.74 

12 12 59.91 59.91 41.88 41.88 258.71 

13 13 65.32 65.32 45.49 45.49 302.09 

14 14 70.73 70.73 49.09 49.09 348.88 

15 15 76.14 76.14 52.70 52.70 399.12 

16 16 81.55 81.55 56.31 56.31 452.80 

17 17 86.96 86.96 59.91 59.91 509.96 

18 18 92.37 92.37 63.52 63.52 570.61 

19 19 97.78 97.78 67.13 67.13 634.76 

20 20 103.19 103.19 70.73 70.73 702.43 
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The following table (Table 8) shows the calculated results for the maximum deviation 

between clocks  β according to equations (51) for RFA, (62) for RFC, (73) for HFA, (87) for 

HFC and (99) for SFC, where the drifts of the clocks vary in the range 

[-0.0001, 0.0001]. This means the calculation uses the worst-case drift of 0.0001. All of the 

bridges in the network (n) are initiators (m) are also sources (s), n = m = s, except SFC with 

only one initiator. 

Table 8: β for all protocols, where the bridges are initiators and sources. The worst–case drift ρ is 0.0001. All values of β given in “time 

units”. 

   

m n RFA RFC HFA HFC SFC 

4 4 3.61 3.61 2.81 2.81 2.83 

5 5 4.82 4.82 3.61 3.61 3.64 

6 6 6.02 6.02 4.42 4.42 4.46 

7 7 7.23 7.23 5.22 5.22 5.28 

8 8 8.43 8.43 6.02 6.02 6.10 

9 9 9.64 9.64 6.83 6.83 6.92 

10 10 10.84 10.84 7.63 7.63 7.75 

11 11 12.05 12.05 8.43 8.43 8.58 

12 12 13.25 13.25 9.24 9.24 9.41 

13 13 14.46 14.46 10.04 10.04 10.25 

14 14 15.66 15.66 10.84 10.84 11.08 

15 15 16.87 16.87 11.65 11.65 11.92 

16 16 18.07 18.07 12.45 12.45 12.77 

17 17 19.28 19.28 13.25 13.25 13.61 

18 18 20.48 20.48 14.06 14.06 14.46 

19 19 21.69 21.69 14.86 14.86 15.31 

20 20 22.89 22.89 15.66 15.66 16.17 

 

The calculated values show that they are not worse than the simulated values shown in Table 

4. The values calculated for HFC and HFA protocols are the best, because the paths are only 

half as long as in RFA and RFC due to the separation into two half-rings. In contrast to SFC all 

sources act as initiators whereas there is only one initiator in SFC. Yet the maximum clock 

deviation of SFC is not much worse than in HFC and HFA. 

 Table 9 shows the calculation of 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 according to equations (53) for RFA, (64) for 

RFC, (75) for HFA, (87) for HFC, and (100) for SFC. In contrast to Table 7 better oscillator 

drifts have been chosen. Here the drift varies in the range [-0.00001, 0.00001]. This means the 

calculation uses the worst-case drift of 0.00001. All of the n bridges in the network are initiators 

(m) – except in SFC – and also sources (s), n = m = s. 
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Table 9: 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 for all protocols, where all of the bridges are initiators and sources (except SFC). The drift ρ  is selected from 

 [-0.00001, 0.00001]. All values of 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 given in “time units”. 

  𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 

m n RFA RFC HFA HFC SFC 

4 4 16.60 16.60 13.00 13.00 32.63 

5 5 22.00 22.00 16.60 16.60 49.05 

6 6 27.41 27.41 20.20 20.20 68.67 

7 7 32.81 32.81 23.80 23.80 91.51 

8 8 38.21 38.21 27.41 27.41 117.57 

9 9 43.61 43.61 31.01 31.01 146.83 

10 10 49.01 49.01 34.61 34.61 179.31 

11 11 54.41 54.41 38.21 38.21 215.01 

12 12 59.81 59.81 41.81 41.81 253.92 

13 13 65.21 65.21 45.41 45.41 296.06 

14 14 70.61 70.61 49.01 49.01 341.41 

15 15 76.01 76.01 52.61 52.61 389.99 

16 16 81.42 81.42 56.21 56.21 441.79 

17 17 86.82 86.82 59.81 59.81 496.82 

18 18 92.22 92.22 63.41 63.41 555.07 

19 19 97.62 97.62 67.01 67.01 616.56 

20 20 103.02 103.02 70.61 70.61 681.27 

 

Although the drifts are better than those in Table 7 the results to not differ much. This result 

supports the fact that the inaccuracy  of the delay measurement exercises a much bigger 

influence than the drift – provided the drift is not overly bad. 

The following table (Table 10) shows the results of the calculation of the maximum 

deviation β between clocks according to equations according to equations (51) for RFA, (62) 

for RFC, (73) for HFA, (84) for HFC and (99) for SFC , where the drifts of the clocks vary in 

the relative small range of [-0.00001, 0.00001]. This means the calculation uses the worst-case 

drift of 0.00001. All of the bridges in the network (n) are initiators (m) and also sources (s), n 

= m = s, except in SFC where m = 1. 
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Table 10: β for all protocols, where, all of the bridges are initiators and sources  

(except SFC). The drift ρ is selected from [-0.00001, 0.00001]. All values of β given in “time units”. 

   

m n RFA RFC HFA HFC SFC 

4 4 3.60 3.60 2.80 2.80 2.80 

5 5 4.80 4.80 3.60 3.60 3.60 

6 6 6.00 6.00 4.40 4.40 4.41 

7 7 7.20 7.20 5.20 5.20 5.21 

8 8 8.40 8.40 6.00 6.00 6.01 

9 9 9.60 9.60 6.80 6.80 6.81 

10 10 10.80 10.80 7.60 7.60 7.61 

11 11 12.00 12.00 8.40 8.40 8.42 

12 12 13.21 13.21 9.20 9.20 9.22 

13 13 14.41 14.41 10.00 10.00 10.02 

14 14 15.61 15.61 10.80 10.80 10.83 

15 15 16.81 16.81 11.60 11.60 11.63 

16 16 18.01 18.01 12.40 12.40 12.44 

17 17 19.21 19.21 13.21 13.21 13.24 

18 18 20.41 20.41 14.01 14.01 14.04 

19 19 21.61 21.61 14.81 14.81 14.85 

20 20 22.81 22.81 15.61 15.61 15.66 

 

Comparing the results from this table in the line where n = m = s = 6 (marked bold) with 

the results from Table 4 leads to the (expected) conclusion that the values gained by simulations 

are all lower than the upper bound calculated by the worst-case formulae. Thus the simulated 

results did not violate the calculated worst-case values. 

The following table (Table 11) shows the calculated maximum number of messages 

transferred by the protocols (except SFC) according to equations (57) for RFA, (68) for RFC, 

(79) for HFA, and (91) for RFC (the results are distinguished because in SFC there is only one 

initiator). The results have been calculated for the fault-free case and all fault-cases. The worst-

case value of all fault cases is entered in the right half of the table. All of the initiators (m) in 

the network are also sources (s), m = s.  
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Table 11: Maximum number of messages transferred for all protocols except SFC,  

where m=s, in the fault-free case and in the worst faulty case. 

  

number of messages for,  

n bridges and m initiators  (m=s) 

(fault-free case) 

max. number of messages for,  

n bridges and m initiators (m=s) 

(worst fault-case)  

m n RFA RFC HFA HFC RFA RFC HFA HFC 

4 4 36 24 40 32 48 32 52 44 

4 5 56 32 55 40 72 44 71 56 

4 6 80 40 72 48 100 56 92 68 

4 7 108 48 91 56 132 68 115 80 

4 8 140 56 112 64 168 80 140 92 

4 9 176 64 135 72 208 92 167 104 

4 10 216 72 160 80 252 104 196 116 

4 11 260 80 187 88 300 116 227 128 

4 12 308 88 216 96 352 128 260 140 

4 13 360 96 247 104 408 140 295 152 

4 14 416 104 280 112 468 152 332 164 

4 15 476 112 315 120 532 164 371 176 

4 16 540 120 352 128 600 176 412 188 

4 17 608 128 391 136 672 188 455 200 

4 18 680 136 432 144 748 200 500 212 

4 19 756 144 475 152 828 212 547 224 

4 20 836 152 520 160 912 224 596 236 

          

4 4 36 24 40 32 48 32 52 44 

5 5 70 40 69 50 90 55 89 70 

6 6 120 60 108 72 150 84 138 102 

7 7 189 84 160 98 231 119 201 140 

8 8 280 112 224 128 336 160 280 184 

9 9 396 144 304 162 468 207 376 234 

10 10 540 180 400 200 630 260 490 290 

11 11 715 220 515 242 825 319 623 352 

12 12 924 264 648 288 1056 384 780 420 

13 13 1170 312 803 338 1326 455 959 494 

14 14 1456 364 980 392 1638 532 1162 574 

15 15 1785 420 1182 450 1995 615 1391 660 

16 16 2160 480 1408 512 2400 704 1648 752 

17 17 2584 544 1662 578 2856 799 1934 850 

18 18 3060 612 1944 648 3366 900 2250 954 

19 19 3591 684 2257 722 3933 1007 2598 1064 

20 20 4180 760 2600 800 4560 1120 2980 1180 

 
 

Comparing the result of this table, in the line where m = n = s = 6 (marked bold) with the 

result of Table 6 that simulative results fit to the calculated values are concluded. The simulated 

results never exceed the calculated worst-case values. 
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Table 12 shows the maximum number of messages transferred for SFC – calculated 

according to the equation (112) where m=1, and all of other bridges in the network are also 

sources (s), n = s, both in the fault-free case and the worst fault-case. 

Table 12: The maximum number of messages for SFC,  

where m = 1 and n = s for all protocols the fault-free case and the worst fault-case.  

                SFC 

m n 

number of messages for, 

 n bridges and 1 initiator (fault-free case) 

(n=s) 

max. number of messages for,  

n bridges and 1 initiator (worst fault-case) (n=s) 

1 4 8 11 

1 5 10 14 

1 6 12 17 

1 7 14 20 

1 8 16 23 

1 9 18 26 

1 10 20 29 

1 11 22 32 

1 12 24 35 

1 13 26 38 

1 14 28 41 

1 15 30 44 

1 16 32 47 

1 17 34 50 

1 18 36 53 

1 19 38 56 

1 20 40 59 

 

Comparing the result of this table in the line where n = s = 6 (marked bold) with the result of 

Table 6 shows that simulative results fit the calculated values. Again, the simulated results never 

exceed the calculated worst-case values. 

 

The following table shows the maximum value  of the clock deviation observed from 

simulation. Here 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 is chosen differently for each protocol so that the synchronization 

interval 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 is approximately equal for all protocols. The common value is 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 

= 68.67 time units. 
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Table 13: β for all protocols, where n = m = s (except SFC). The drift ρ is selected from [-0.00001, 0.00001], and 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐  is 68.67 

for all protocols. All values of β given in “time units”. 

 Fault-Free 

Fail-

Omission 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement and 

Fail-Omission 

Data 

Corruption 

Data Corruption 

and Wrong Delay 

Measurement 

RFA 0.216 0.2256 0.2349 0.2581 0.2277 0.2549 

RFC 0.2 0.2387 0.2261 0.2716 0.2291 0.2451 

HFA 0.2083 0.2336 0.2362 0.2533 0.2521 0.2806 

HFC 0.1971 0.2357 0.251 0.273 0.2559 0.2898 

SFC 0.4188 0.3978 0.4168 0.3995 0.4076 0.3886 

 

As expected the results show that   is almost the same in the fault-free case and the faulty-

cases. This holds for RFA, RFC, HFA and HFC protocols, because the maximum number of 

bridges is equal for time-messages (sent always) and replacement-messages (sent in the 

presence of faults only).  

The following table has been derived from simulation in the same way as the previous table. 

However, the synchronization interval is enlarged by a factor of 10. The results reflect the 

maximum observed value of the clock deviation  where 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 is calculated differently for each 

protocol so that the 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 for all protocols becomes equally 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐=686,7. 

Table 14: β for all protocols, where n = m = s (except SFC). The drift ρ is selected from [-0.00001, 0.00001], and 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐  is 686.7 

for all protocols (10 times greater than in Table 10). All values of β given in “time units”. 

 Fault-Free 

Fail-

Omission 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement and 

Fail-Omission 

Data 

Corruption 

Data Corruption 

and Wrong Delay 

Measurement 

RFA 0.22 0.2312 0.2544 0.262 0.2311 0.2549 

RFC 0.2083 0.2479 0.2311 0.2733 0.2302 0.2566 

HFA 0.2117 0.2454 0.2422 0.2612 0.2609 0.2861 

HFC 0.2009 0.2479 0.262 0.281 0.2567 0.2923 

SFC 0.4255 0.3989 0.4271 0.4105 0.4091 0.3905 

 

The results of Table 13 and Table 14 differ only by a small amount. From this similarity we 

can conclude that the clock drift has a relative small influence on the precision of the 

synchronization. Otherwise the clock drift would have caused worse results in Table 15 because 

the clocks would deviate more during the longer synchronization interval. The major influence 

on the precision is caused by the maximum inaccuracy  of the measurement of the forwarding 

delay.  

Consequently one should put effort in technical means to achieve an accurate measurement. 

One approach could be as follows: The time point of receiving a message is read and stored by 

the hardware, as well as the time point of sending the respective message. The time difference 

between receiving and sending a message (di < 𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤) is also calculated by the hardware and 

immediately added to the sent message. Since the time difference is covered by the digital 

signature, the hardware must also generate the signature “in the last moment” before it is added 

to this message. This real-time challenge can be performed by the hardware, because only a 
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fault-tolerant signature is needed (see section 5.3) instead of a cryptographically strong 

signature.  

The following table addresses bad oscillators with a high drift chosen from the range 

[-0.0001, 0.0001]. The results show the maximum observed value of the clock deviation 

 where 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 is calculated differently for each protocol so that the 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 becomes 

equally 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐 = 68.67 time units for all protocols. 

 
Table 15: β for all protocols, where n = m = s (except SFC). The drift ρ is selected from [-0.0001, 0.0001], and 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐  is 68.67 for 

all protocols. All values of β given in “time units”. 

 Fault-Free 

Fail-

Omission 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement and 

Fail-Omission 

Data 

Corruption 

Data Corruption and 

Wrong Delay 

Measurement 

RFA 1.5249 1.729 1.845 1.745 1.701 1.827 

RFC 1.507 1.65 1.72 1.6917 1.682 1.688 

HFA 1.598 1.634 1.671 1.662 1.673 1.72 

HFC 1.61 1.643 1.688 1.677 1.657 1.726 

SFC 3.014 3.123 3.434 3.234 3.117 3.368 

 

As expected, if the drift of the clocks gets worse, the deviation β gets also worse.  
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13. Implementation 

To verify the protocols, the protocols HFC and SFC on Arduino Due by the advised student 

work [64] are implemented. 

13.1 Clock Correction 

The Arduino Due has a register for its local time since it has booted. The most accurate method 

available from the Arduino API for time measurement is micros(). This method returns the 

number of microseconds since the start of the Arduino. The smallest measurable time interval 

is thus one millionth of a second. Since the Arduino Due with a 84 MHz processor has a clock 

cycle of about 11 nanoseconds, a higher resolution would probably be feasible if the hardware-

related source code with the help of documentation of the processor [65] is modified. No 

function is provided to manipulate the register used by micros() to set the clock-time back or 

forth. Therefore a correction value is needed for time synchronization. This value is added to 

the value of micros(). Since the register of micros() cannot be manipulated, there is the need of 

another register, which saves the correction value. Hence, the local time equals the time of the 

clock register plus the value of the correction register. 

13.2 Node-to-Node Communication 

Figure 59 shows the wiring of two Arduinos for the mutual communication via the Serial3 port. 

The Tx3 pin is connected to the Rx3 pin of the communication partner Arduino. Both Arduinos 

share the chassis ground. 

The ring topology is realized by connecting the neighbor bridges via the Serial1 and Serial2 

ports. Serial1 is used for the neighbor in clockwise direction and Serial2 for the neighbor in 

counterclockwise direction. Bidirectional communication is realized by using both, the TX-Pin 

and the RX-Pin, of Serial1 or Serial2, respectively. 

 

Figure 59: Wiring of two Arduino Due for communication via Serial3 with cables for ground (white) and data (red) 
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 Figure 60 shows this structure a ring three bridges.  

 

Figure 60: Wiring of three Arduino Due for ring communication via Serial1 and Serial2 with cables for ground (white) and data (red) 

13.3 Measuring the Clock Deviation α 

The success of clock synchronization has been quantified by measuring the relative clock 

deviation after the end of a clock synchronization protocol execution. The measurement is 

provided by an Arduino outside the ring. This extra node is called central bridge and all other 

Arduinos are called ring bridges. Each ring bridge is connected via a digital output pin Z to the 

central bridge (Star topology), whereas the central bridge uses an individual digital input pin 

for each ring bridge (e.g., five pins for five ring bridges). Furthermore, the central bridge is also 

connected to the chassis common ground line to which other ring bridges are also connected. 

After completion of the protocol, the ring nodes will send an edge at a fixed time to the central 

bridge. Therefore the central bridge can observe all pins at the same time to wait for the first 

and the last pulse of the ring bridges.  

To measure the time between the first and the last digital signal the central node uses its 

register PIO PDSR. This allows exactly simultaneous reading of a group of pins. Therefore the 

central bridge can observe all pins at the same time when recording the first and the last pulse 

of the ring bridges. 

13.4 Analysis of the Results 

This section presents the major results obtained from the measurements of the implementation 

and analyzes the results. All measurements have been conducted by the central bridge according 

to the procedure described in section 13.2. The analyzed system consisted of five ring bridges. 

Each result is based on at least one hundred samples. 

13.4.1 Parameter Measurement 

At first, some basic protocol parameters have been measured: the forwarding delay from the 

receipt of a message to the completion of the subsequent send operation, as well as the 

inaccuracy of the delay measurement in the forwarding node. In the respective experiment, 
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every second a bridge sends a message to its neighbor. Shortly before the sending bridge sends 

a message, it sends a pulse to the global bridge. Shortly after the receiving bridge received the 

message, it sends also a pulse to the global bridge. Finally the global bridge can calculate the 

time difference between these two pulses, which equals the forwarding delay of one message. 

Figure 61 shows the percentage (y-axis) of each measured time difference between the two 

edges (x-axis) on the total of the individual measurements. The mean of all single measurements 

according to the function mean() from the statistical language R is  

𝜇 = 7.64𝜇s. According to the function sd() the standard deviation is 𝜎 = 2.386𝜇s. Consequently, 

in each message about 8𝜇s (the rounded average of the above mentioned measurement) is added 

to the timestamp as forwarding delay. The inaccuracy is up to 5𝜇s per bridge. In HFC many 

messages are exchanged, which result in an inaccuracy of 7𝜇s per bridge. In contrast SFC has 

the maximal inaccuracy of 5𝜇s per bridge. 
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Figure 61: Distribution of the forwarding delay 

13.4.2 Measurement without Clock Synchronization 

For comparison purposes, the relative deviation between the clocks of the ring bridges has been 

measured without clock synchronization to determine how far the clocks will deviate from each 

other. With this information the necessary waiting duration between two synchronization 

protocol executions is determined. The experiment has been conducted as follows: The ring 

bridges are started unsynchronized and send a digital signal to the central bridge every second. 

The protocol behavior in each second is taken as one sample. At the beginning of one sample 

the differences among the clocks range between 2 𝜇s and 4 𝜇s. Due to the Arduinos’ oscillators’ 

drifts the differences increase up to a range between 20 to 40 𝜇s at the end of a sample interval.  

13.4.3 Measurement with Clock Synchronization Using HFC and SFC 

This section represents the measurement results of the relative deviation between the clocks of 

the ring bridges after execution of the implemented protocols HFC and SFC, respectively. In 

addition to the fault-free case, protocol runs under particular fault injections have been assessed 

as well. The faulty bridge was excluded from measurements. This means clock deviations are 
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only measured between the fault-free nodes. 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 was selected as 10 seconds to investigate the 

effect of the clock drifts. 

13.4.3.1 Fault-Free Case 

The experiments have shown (see Table 16) that HFC performs slightly better with an average 

relative deviation of 4.16 𝜇s compared to SFC with 4.47 𝜇s. Also the standard deviations (2.04 

for HFC and 1.78 for SFC) are similar for both protocols. The measured initial deviation before 

the protocol runs was 59 to 75 𝜇s (β). It should be mentioned that in this experiment β was given 

and α was determined experimentally to assess the effectiveness of a single protocol execution, 

not a series of subsequent protocol executions. 

The biggest effect on the measurements is caused by the synchronization interval 

(𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐) because the synchronization becomes inaccurate due to a larger value of the 

synchronization interval and thus the effect of the oscillator drift, see equation (100). 

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐 is dependent on many factors like the number of bridges and the maximum 

forwarding delay which is larger in SFC because of the longer messages.  

Table 16: Mean 𝜇 , standard deviation 𝜎, minimum and maximum of relative clock deviation in the ring in microseconds, protocol 

execution in the fault-free case 

Protocol 𝝁 𝝈 

HFC 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 10 4.1𝜇s 2.04 𝜇s 

SFC 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 10 4.47𝜇s 1.78𝜇s 

SFC 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 0 3.85𝜇s 1.93𝜇s 

 

The proximity of the results corresponds to the expectations, because the maximum number 

of bridges between the initiator and farthest node to calculate the offset is the same. The 

advantage of SFC over HFC is its lower number of messages. The drawback, however, are the 

longer paths (hence more inaccuracies by inexact delay compensations). 

13.4.3.2 Fail-Omission 

Table 17 shows the relative deviations in the presence of fail-omission of one bridge for both 

protocols and multiple scenarios. The scenarios are numbered for better referencing. In HFC, 

due to the symmetries in the protocol, the position of the faulty bridge does not matter. 

However, it must be distinguished whether fail-omission behavior occurs only in one direction 

or in both directions (clockwise and counterclockwise).  
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Results from the experiment: 

Table 17: Mean 𝜇, standard deviation 𝜎, minimum and maximum of relative deviation in the ring in microseconds after 

the protocol execution in the case of fail-omission 

Nr. Scenario 𝛍 𝛔 Min Max 

1 HFC, faulty forwarder, one direction 4.08 𝜇s 1.76 𝜇s 1𝜇s 11 𝜇s 

2 HFC, faulty forwarder, both directions 4.61 𝜇s 2.02 𝜇s 1𝜇s 13𝜇s 

3 SFC, faulty initiator, one direction 4.10 𝜇s 1.78 𝜇s 1𝜇s 10𝜇s 

4 SFC, faulty initiator, both directions 3.88 𝜇s 1.72 𝜇s 1𝜇s 11𝜇s 

5 SFC, faulty merger, one direction 3.89 𝜇s 1.66 𝜇s 1𝜇s 9𝜇s 

6 SFC, faulty merger, both directions 3.66 𝜇s 1.74 𝜇s 1𝜇s 9𝜇s 

7 SFC, faulty forwarder(source), clockwise direction 4.53 𝜇s 1.93 𝜇s 1𝜇s 10𝜇s 

8 SFC, faulty forwarder(source), counterclockwise direction 3.62 𝜇s 1.64 𝜇s 1𝜇s 11𝜇s 

9 SFC, faulty forwarder(source), both directions 4.29 𝜇s 1.84 𝜇s 1𝜇s 11𝜇s 

 

All results are close to the corresponding fault-free cases. In scenario 2, all parameters are 

slightly worse because the way of the replacement message is one bridge longer than in HFC. 

In scenarios 3 to 6 and 8 to 9 referring to SFC, for certain bridges in the ring the local time is 

communicated after being triggered by a timeout. Consequently, the relative deviation 

decreases in the average. These two aspects - longer paths in HFC and shorter time span - are 

likely to be neutralized in scenario 1, where the results resemble the fault-free case. Since the 

faulty bridge is the neighbor of the initiator and the merger in scenario 7, all other bridges 

behave as in the fault-free case. 

13.4.3.3 Wrong Delay Measurement 

Table 18 shows the relative deviation in the ring at one node with wrong delay measurements 

in different numbered scenarios (The maximum inaccuracy τ has been selected in the range 

from -512 𝜇s to +512 𝜇s).  Similar to the previous section, SFC differentiates in the role of the 

failed bridge. In scenarios 6 and 7 the faulty bridge is between the initiator and the merger. Thus 

it is either neighbor to the initiator or to the merger, but not to both at the same time. Other 

constellations are not possible with five bridges because the maximum number of nodes 

between the initiator and the merger is two. Scenarios 2 and 4 wait 5 seconds between two 

protocol executions, all other scenarios wait 10 seconds. 

Table 18: Mean 𝜇 , standard deviation 𝜎, minimum and maximum of relative deviation in the ring in microseconds, protocol execution 

in the case of wrong delay measurement 

Nr. Scenario 𝝁 𝝈 Min Max 

1 HFC, faulty forwarder, 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 10s 13.37 𝜇s 13.15 𝜇s 1𝜇s 46 𝜇s 

2 HFC, faulty forwarder, 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 5s 8.2 𝜇s 6.55𝜇s 1𝜇s 28𝜇s 

3 SFC, faulty initiator, 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 10s 14.61 𝜇s 13.09 𝜇s 1𝜇s 48𝜇s 

4 SFC, faulty initiator, 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 5s 9.48 𝜇s 6.58 𝜇s 1𝜇s 30𝜇s 

5 SFC, faulty merger, 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 10s 5.09 𝜇s 2.30 𝜇s 1𝜇s 14𝜇s 

6 SFC, faulty neighbor of initiator, 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 10s 5.14 𝜇s 2.38 𝜇s 1𝜇s 16𝜇s 

7 SFC, faulty neighbor of merger, 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 10s 13.4 𝜇s 11.48 𝜇s 1𝜇s 41𝜇s 

 

For scenarios 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7, the failed bridge cannot be localized and tolerated by FTMA. 

Thus the results show a huge difference by which the maximum deviation is about four times 

bigger than in the faulty-free case. Scenario 2 and Scenario 4 demonstrate how this problem 
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can be minimized by decreasing the duration 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝, which expresses “extra” time between two 

protocol executions. Reducing the waiting time to five seconds improves the maximum 

deviation from 46 𝜇s to 28 𝜇s (HFC) and from 48 𝜇s to 30 𝜇s (SFC). This result conforms to 

the expectation because a shorter waiting time means a smaller influence of the drift. If a 

particular bridge is defined as faulty in the experiments according to scenarios 5 and 6, the 

results are only slightly worse than in the fault-free case. The reason for the aggravation in 

comparison to the fault-free case is the inaccuracy of forwarding delay measurement. In the 

fault-free case the forwarding delay measurement includes also an inaccuracy which does not 

exceed the upper bound τ. 
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14. Conclusion 

Provision of a fault-tolerant time base is one of the fundamental functions in distributed real-

time systems. The requirement of an agreed time base is motivated by the need of avoiding 

timing variations among the nodes (or bridges in our case). The global time base is even more 

evident in safety-critical systems, where synchronized clocks are important for many operations 

of various fault-tolerance techniques, where the system-wide coordination of timeouts is a basic 

primitive. 

Depending on the desired precision and the require degree of fault-tolerance a variety of 

synchronization protocols have been designed for both wired and wireless networks. Both 

hardware and software techniques have been designed to synchronize system components.  The 

absolute or relative synchronization with given accuracy or precision, respectively, can be 

achieved either by external or internal time coordination. 

The inaccuracy of clock synchronization can be reduced by controlling the timing of the 

operations involved in the synchronization protocol. Once the timing is known it can be mostly 

compensated. In particular, bounded transmission delays and a fixed number of bridges allow 

for compensation. The difficulty of fault-tolerant clock synchronization simply lies in the fact 

that the temporal behavior of faulty components is widely unknown. For this reason a precise 

fault-model and knowledge about the network topology and the definition of the maximum 

number of faulty components as well as the type of failures and malfunctions are important and 

characterize the solution. Tolerating arbitrary behavior of a faulty component is the most 

complex and costly challenge. For this reason most of the known solutions exclude a fault 

model or address only simple fault types. 

We have focused on the problem of maintaining a time base with respect to any wrong 

behavior of a single faulty component especially for wired ring topologies. These topologies 

are of particular interest in cost-sensitive application areas such as the automotive industry. 

The inherent redundancy of a ring topology is used by all of five proposed protocols 

sending their information via two paths. Sending clockwise and counterclockwise guarantees 

the reception of information via at least one path if any failure occurs. However, in the presence 

of particular malfunctions the correct and the wrong information are not necessarily 

distinguishable, and the wrong information cannot be recognized for the following reason. If 

wrong positive delay information is added to the time information, which is sent on one path, 

this can be compensated when sending information back on the same path by wrong negative 

delay information. This undesired self-compensating error can be dealt with in two alternative 

ways: 

 If the two malfunctions that form self-compensation occur with sufficiently low probability 

the assumption is justified to exclude self-compensation from the fault hypothesis. 

 Otherwise self-compensation may lead to lower precision of clock synchronization. 

However, the undesired effect is not unlimited since indicated negative forwarding delays 

are immediately recognized as wrong. Consequently, the faster messages are forwarded, 
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the smaller is the effect of self-compensation on the precision of clock synchronization. All 

of the five proposed protocols work properly with either of these two cases. 

The new protocols use signatures as many Byzantine agreement and clock synchronization 

protocols do. Using signatures guarantees the detection of data corruption with a probability of 

almost 100 percent. However, the validity of time information cannot be protected this way 

since signatures can only be formed on data, not on the elapse of time.  

Checking the validity of time information requires a different means. Sending the time 

information from the initiator clockwise along the ring and sending it back counterclockwise 

along the same path finally leads to examination of the correct forwarding by the initiator. It 

checks whether the sum of the delay information is equal to its local time difference from 

sending to receiving (the signatures of the delay information guarantee that a faulty bridge 

cannot undetectably modify the value entered by a fault-free bridge). When detecting a 

deviation the initiator’s time information is sent in the opposite direction (or in both directions 

depending on the checking function of the respective protocol) by a replacement-message.  

We can characterize the techniques used in developing the proposed protocols as follows: 

 In protocols RFA, RFC, HFA, HFC all sources act as initiators, whereas there is only a 

single initiator in SFC. This leads to a tradeoff between the number of required messages 

and the precision of synchronization. The reduction of the number of initiators leads to a 

significantly lower message number in SFC. However, the deviation between clocks 

increases because the time information is received via longer paths in the average. 

 In protocols RFA and HFA each bridge sends an individual answer-message, whereas RFC 

and HFC use collective answer-messages. The latter approach leads to a lower overhead, 

because only one bridge sends an answer-message. However, the detection of the faulty 

bridge in the case of fail-omission is more complex. With the higher overhead in RFA and 

HFA, we get the benefit that every bridge can detect and localize the faulty bridge 

especially on occurrence of fail-omission. 

 In protocols HFA and HFC the time-message is sent in both directions along a half-ring. 

This reduces the number of bridges to about the half. Consequently, the synchronization is 

more accurate in the fault-free case. However, on fault occurrence the longest paths can be 

equal to the complete ring in the worst case, thus the worst-case behavior is not improved 

by the half-ring approach. 

 Protocol SFC applies significantly more timeouts than the other proposed protocols. The 

timeouts are unavoidable since every bridge has to add its time information to the message 

it forwards. Thus message forwarding must not be aborted by a faulty bridge. If interrupted 

by the faulty bridge, the timeout in the next bridge starts the forwarding from that point. 

The timeout mechanism makes the protocol more complex, and slows it down in the worst-

case leading to a lower precision. On the other side, SFC is the best protocol with respect 

to the overhead expressed by the number of messages. 
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The simulative evaluation of the protocols has shown that the behavior of the protocols is 

especially affected by the inaccuracy of the forwarding delay (τ) and the drift (ρ). When realistic 

drift values like 10-5 are considered, the forwarding delay (τ) hast the strongest effect on the 

maximum deviation. Implementing two of the protocols (HFC and SFC) on a microcontroller 

(Arduino-Due) has validated both the simulative results and the calculations made for protocol 

analysis. 

 The objective of this thesis was to develop fault-tolerant clock synchronization protocols 

for ring topologies regarding tolerance of any failure type such as fail-omission, wrong delay 

measurement and corrupt-content in a single component. The five proposed protocols represent 

different compromises between message overhead and precision of synchronization. In contrast 

to other fault-tolerant protocols using either a fully-meshed network or a special redundant 

topology the new protocols require only two disjoint paths between bridges which leads to a 

low-cost solution. 
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15. Perspective 

The new protocols presented in this thesis have been especially designed for ring topologies. 

These are the less costly redundant topologies that provide two disjoint paths between any pair 

of bridges. For high numbers of bridges the accuracy of clock synchronization necessarily 

becomes worse because the number of bridges along the ring increases. There is a different 

structure with just a small additional topological overhead but a significantly reduced diameter: 

multi-rings, consisting of a couple of rings connected to each other. They are appropriate for 

large automation systems and may give the best combination of performance, availability, and 

cost to distribute the synchronized time network-wide. 

Extensions of protocols like SFC for multi-rings can be easily derived. For this purpose the 

multi-ring is subdivided into a master-ring – preferably in the center of the whole topology – 

and a number of slave rings. One of the proposed clock synchronization protocols is applied 

just in the master-ring. After each synchronization, the correct time is spread to the slave-rings 

by some fault-tolerant protocol that needs to be developed. This protocol has to address the 

same problems as RFA, RFC, HFA, HFC and SFC have to deal with, namely the problem of 

self-compensating error has to be solved. It can be assumed that the fault-tolerant time-

spreading protocols for multi-rings will be very similar to the protocols proposed in this thesis. 

The low number of bridges in slave-rings leads to a lower inaccuracy and better performance 

of the clock synchronization protocol. The precision in the master-ring can be calculated in the 

same way as described in this thesis. A similar calculation can be applied to the propagation of 

clock-time through the slave-rings. Again, the more bridges a slave-ring has, the higher is the 

inaccuracy of the synchronization protocol. The known negative effect of the inaccuracy in the 

measurement of the forwarding delays will also apply for the slave rings. Generally, the 

consideration about fault-tolerance and arbitrary behavior of a single bridge is not much 

different from the way failures have been treated in this thesis. 

The two protocols, HFC and SFC have been implemented on Arduino-Due micro-

controllers. Implementing also the other proposed protocols as well as implementations on 

different target systems – especially Ethernet bridges – can contribute to further insights. 

Different measurements can be carried out related to the precision and overhead of the protocol. 

Moreover, very long-term experimental evaluation can reveal which failures occur in which 

systems with which probability. Consequently the fault-tolerance of the proposed protocols can 

be related to a “practical fault scenario” instead of the defined fault model. 

Some clock synchronization protocols don’t use messages of their own. Instead they either 

piggyback their time information to ordinary application messages, or just control (by a slotted 

time pattern) and observe the points in time when application messages are sent or received, 

respectively, see [58] for example. The latter approach is impossible for the protocols proposed 

in this thesis, because the time messages must transfer time information, delay information and 

digital signatures. However, the former approach can be tried out. This means, that time 

information is forwarded not before an application message has to be sent in the respective ring 

direction, rather than sending a time message immediately. This will reduce the synchronization 
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overhead significantly, but may also cause a higher inaccuracy, which will require an analysis 

by thorough calculations. 

Bridge-connected networks will cover a wide area of application fields, including real-time 

control systems. If the need for fault-tolerance and cost-sensitivity are both relevant, then the 

low topological overhead of ring topologies becomes evident. When implementing fault-

tolerant clock synchronization in a single or in multiple rings, a variety of approaches seem to 

be promising. All of them have to cope with the basic problem that different time information 

in clockwise and counterclockwise cannot be clearly identified as right and wrong. The 

proposed protocols present a solution to deal with self-compensating errors that can also be 

adapted to other protocols.  
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Appendix 
  

A.1 Pseudo-Code for RFA 

 

// initiator 
 

// Every source is an initiator. 

// The synchronization protocol is executed concurrently for each source.  

// When a source is an initiator, all other bridges act as forwarder in the respective protocol. 

// The following pseudo-code shows one of the concurrent executions, where exactly one source 

// is the initiator and all other bridges act as forwarders. 

// Every bridge that is not a source (a so-called pure-forwarder) executes the timeouts 

// TnextSync, Tprotocol and Tadjust, to adjust its clock in the right moment.  

// However, a pure-forwarder does not start a synchronization protocol. 

// Each bridge saves the difference between the clock-time read from a remote bridge and the 

// own local clock into the offset-vector. When Tadjust has triggered, FTMA (see section 3.5.3) 

// is executed on the offset-vector to obtain the value for local clock adjustment. 

// The methods enableSyncMsgReception() and disableSyncMsgRecieption()are global. This means 

// they instantly affect all of the concurrent protocol executions. 

 

 

// The global constants, variables and functions are common to all concurrent protocol executions: 

global int  bridgeCount,      //n bridges in the ring. 

    id;        // Unique number of this bridge. 

global double   offsetValue;      // Clock-time difference to itself, is always zero.  

global double   currentTime() { ... }     // This function returns the local current time. 

global Bridge  rightNeighbour,      // Link to the right neighbor bridge. 

     leftNeighbour;       // Link to the left neighbor bridge. 

global Boolean  timeMsgArrived = false,       // True, if the time message has arrived. 

     answerArrived = false;    // True, if the answer message has arrived. 
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// The following variables are individual for each of the concurrent executions: 

message              receivedMsg;  // Temporary storage for the message just received. 

double                timeMsgSent;  // Store time when time message is sent. 

timer               TnextSync,   // Timeout triggers protocol start (send the time message). 

                Tfp,    // Timeout for answer message to be received, "fp" stands                       

                           // for "forward protocol". 

                Tprotocol,   // Timeout triggers the end of the protocol execution,  

                            // which means all messages received after its expiration   

          // are rejected.  

                  Tadjust;      // Timeout triggers the adjustment of the local clock after 

// the (potentially executed) secondary forward protocol. 

Bridge    reportedBridge;  // Id of bridge which is reported as faulty.                                

boolean[bridgeCount] answerMsgArrived, // Stores if time message of every bridge has arrived. 

  

 

 

/* 

* Create timer for time message event. 

*/  

on <startup> do 

 TnextSync.setPeriodicTrigger();   // Periodic triggers to initiate a synchronization 

// protocol execution by sensing a time message. 

done 

 

 

/* 

* Create and send time message. Start timer for answer message and for clock adjustment. 

*/ 

on event <TnextSync.timeout> do 

 enableSyncMsgReception();  

   timeMsgSent = currentime(); 

message timeMsg = createTimeMsg(timeMsgSent, finalDestination = leftNeighbour); 

 timeMsg.addTransitionDurationToContent(); 

 timeMsg.signAndSendTo(rightNeighbour); 
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 answerMsgArrived[bridgeCount]= {false, … ,false}; 

 reportedBridge = none; 

  

 Tfp.setTimeout();        

 Tadjust.setTimeout();         

done 

  

 

/* 

* Caused by reception of answer message. 

* Drop message if it is corrupted. 

*/ 

on event <answerReceived> do 

 // Check for corruption 

if (receivedMsg.isCorrupted()) 

  dropMsgAndReturn(); 

if (receivedMsg.DelaysExceedRange(timeMsgSent)) { 

reportedBridge = rightNeighbour; 

ansMsgArrived[receivedMsg.getIdOfAnswerCreatingBridge()] = true; 

} 

 else { 

  if (receivedMsg.containsReportedBridge()) 

   reportedBridge = receivedMsg.firstReportedBridge(); 

 } 

done 

 

/* 

* Timeout to conclude the forward protocol. 

* Check which bridge is faulty. If necessary create and send replacement message to the 

* reported bridge in opposite direction. 

* Error cases: 

*  1. No answer arrived. The right neighbor is faulty. Send in opposite direction to the right     

neighbor bridge in the clockwise direction. 

*  2. Not all bridges have answered. Send in opposite direction to the (first) closest non- 

answering bridge in the clockwise direction.  

*  3. Error in content. Send in opposite direction up to the bridge that got reported 
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*   first. 

*/ 

on event <Tfp.timeout> do 

 message replacement = createReplacementMsg(currentTime(), finalDestination = reportedBridge);  

 replacement.addTransitionTimeToContent(); 

 replacement.signAndSendTo(leftNeighbour);  

done 

 

 

/* 

*  Timeout after synchronization protocol execution caused by Tprotocol. 

*  Drop message if it is received. 

*/ 

on event <Tprotocol.timeout> do 

  disableSyncMsgReception(); 

done 

 

 

/* 

*  Timeout for synchronization caused by Tadjust. 

*  Synchronize clock. 

*/ 

on event <Tadjust.timeout> do 

 computeNewLocalTime(offsetValues of all concurrent protocol executions); 

done 

 

// forwarder 

 
// Every bridge acts as forwarder for time messages, which it didn’t start itself. 

// Moreover, it also forwards answer messages and replacement messages. 

// Note that the global attributes bridgeCount, id, rightNeighbour, leftNeighbour, offsetValues 

// and currentTime() are also accessible when acting as forwarder. 

 

message     receivedMsg;  // Temporary storage for the message just received. 

double              timeMsgReceived;   // Store time when time message arrived (for every 
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     // initiator) for delay detection. 

            

 

/* 

* Caused by reception of time message. 

* Drop message if it is corrupted. 

* Save time difference into offsetValues vector. 

* Add transfer duration to message and forward to next bridge. 

*/ 

on event <timeMsgReceived> do 

 // Check for corruption 

 if (receivedMsg.IsCorrupted()) 

  dropMsgAndReturn(); 

 

 message answer =  createAnswerMsg(receivedMsg.getContent(),   

  finalDestination = receivedMsg.getInitiator()); 

 answer.addTransitionTimeToContent(); 

 answer.signAndSendTo(leftNeighbour); 

  

 // Save offset between this bridge and the initiator bridge. 

 offsetValues[receivedMsg.getInitiator()] = currentTime() - receivedMsg.getContentTime(); 

              

  

 // Save time when time message arrived for delay detection. 

 timeMsgReceived = currentTime(); 

  

 if (rightNeighbour != receivedMsg.getInitiator()) { 

  receivedMsg.addTransitionTimeToContent(); 

  receivedMsg.signAndForwardTo(rightNeighbour); 

 } 

 timeMsgArrived = true; 

done 

 

/* 

* Caused by reception of an answer message. 

* Drop message if it is corrupted. 
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*  Check for delay and add error information if delay identified.  

* Add transfer time to message and forward to next bridge. 

*/ 

on event <answerReceived> do 

 // Check for corruption 

 if (receivedMsg.IsCorrupted()) 

  dropMsgAndReturn(); 

   

 // Check whether the answer message is delayed by counting the bridges it has passed. 

 if (receivedMsg.DelaysExceedRange(timeMsgReceived) 

        reportedBridge = receivedMsg. (); 

 if (receivedMsg.containsReportedBridge()) 

      reportedBridge = receivedMsg.firstReportedBridge(); 

 }   

 receivedMsg.addTransitionTimeToContent(); 

 receivedMsg.signAndForwardTo(rightNeighbour); 

  

 done 

 

/* 

* Caused by reception of replacement message. 

* Drop message if it is corrupted. 

* Save time if no time message arrived or time message and answer message both arrived. 

*  Add transfer time to message and forward the replacement message to the next bridge. 

*/ 

on event <replacementReceived> do 

 // Check for corruption 

 if (receivedMsg.corrupted()) 

  dropMsgAndReturn(); 

   

 if (not timeMsgArrived or timeMsgArrived and answerArrived) { 

  timesVector[receivedMsg.getInitiator()] = currentTime()- receivedMsg.getContentTime(); 

 if (receivedMsg.finalDestination != this) 

  receivedMsg.signAndForwardTo(leftNeighbour); 

done 
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A.2 Pseudo-Code for HFC in the Networks with an Even Number of Bridges 

 
// initiator 
 

// Every source is an initiator. 

// The synchronization protocol is executed concurrently for each source.  

// For each initiator all other bridges act as forwarder in the respective protocol. 

// The following pseudo-code shows one of the concurrent executions, where exactly one source 

// is the initiator and all other bridges act as forwarders. 

// Every bridge that is not a source (a so-called pure-forwarder) executes the timeouts 

// TnextSync, Tprotocol and Tadjust, to adjust its clock in the right moment.  

// However, a pure-forwarder does not start a synchronization protocol. 

// Each bridge saves the difference between the clock value read from a remote bridge and the 

// own local clock into the offset-vector. When Tadjust has triggered, FTMA (see section 3.5.3) 

// is executed on the offset-vector to obtain the value for local clock adjustment. 

// The methods enableSyncMsgReception() and disableSyncMsgReception() are global. This means 

// they instantly affect all of the concurrent protocol executions. 

 

 

// The global constants, variables and functions are common to all concurrent protocol executions: 

global int          bridgeCount,          // n bridges in the ring. 

                    id;                     // Unique index of this bridge.  

                    rightNeighbour,         // Link to the right neighbour bridge. 

                    leftNeighbour;      // Link to the left neighbour bridge. 

global double       currentTime() { ... }   // This function returns the local current time. 

double[bridgeCount] offsetValues;           // Time differences to other bridges. 

 

 

 

// The following variables are individual for each of the concurrent executions: 

Message             receivedMsg;            // Temporary storage for the message just received. 

Double              timeMsgSent;            // Store time when time message is sent. 

   Timer               TnextSync,               // Timeout triggers protocol start (send the time                 

                                                // message). 
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                    Tfp,                 // Timeout for answer message to be received, "fp" 

                                         // stands for "forward protocol". 

                    Tprotocol,           // Timeout triggers the end of the protocol execution, 

                                         // which means: all messages received after its 

                                         // expiration are rejected. 

                    Tadjust;             // Timeout triggers the adjustment of the local clock 

                                         // after the (potentially executed) secondary forward  

                                         // protocol. 

 

Bridge              reportedBridge;      // Id of bridge which is reported as faulty. 

                                

Message             firstAnswerMsg,      // Answer-Message with time information, received first. 

                    secondAnswerMsg;     // Answer-Message with time information, received secondly. 

                              

boolean[bridgeCount] answerMsgSigned,       // sets a flag for all bridges that have signed 

                                            // an answer-message. 

 

/* 

* Set timers for events. 

* Periodic triggers for the time message, the arrival of the answer messages and for the synchronization. 

*/  

on <startup> do  

 TnextSync.setPeriodicTrigger(...);   // Remark:   

 Tfp.setPeriodicTrigger(...);         // Initial synchronization is not subject of HFC. 

 Tadjust.setPeriodicTrigger(...);      // TnextSync is set such that a timeout occurs 

// whenever a synchronization protocol has to be 

// started (see Figure 4). 

     Tprotocol.setPeriodicTrigger(...); // After Tprotocol no message is accepted. 

Done 

 

/* 

* Timeout TnextSync in initiator: Create left and right time message, then send them in both directions. 

Start timer for answer message and for clock adjustment. 

*/ 

on <TnextSync.timeout> do 

 if (bridgeCount % 2 == 0) {    // Even number of bridges. 
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message timeLeft = createTimeMsg(timeMsgSent, finalDestination = HalfRingBridge); 

  message timeRight = createTimeMsg(timeMsgSent, finalDestination = HalfRingBridge); 

 } else { // Odd number of bridges, 

message timeLeft = createTimeMsg(timeMsgSent, finalDestination = LeftHalfRingBridge); 

  message timeRight = createTimeMsg(timeMsgSent, finalDestination = RightHalfRingBridge); 

 } 

 timeRight.sign(); 

 timeLeft.sign(); 

 timeRight.sendMsg(nextBridge = rightNeighbour); 

 timeLeft.sendMsg(nextBridge = leftNeighbour); 

 

enableSyncMsgReception();  

     timeMsgSent = currentime(); 

   

 answerMsgArrived[bridgeCount]= {false, … ,false}; 

 reportedBridge = none; 

  

 Tfp.setTimeout();        

 Tadjust.setTimeout();         

done 

 

 

/* 

* Caused by reception of an answer message. Two cases are distinguished: 

* 1. Left answer message arrived: Save offsets to offset vector, check for errors. If an error 

*    is found create a replacement message. 

* 2. Right answer message arrived: Save offsets to offset vector, check for errors. If an error 

*    is found create a replacement message. 

*/ 

on <answerReceived> do 

 

// Check for corruption: 

If (receivedMsg.isCorrupted()) { 

dropMsgAndReturn();  

} 
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if (receivedMsg.sender == leftNeighbor && leftAnswerMsg == null) 

 leftAnswerMsg = receivedMsg; 

else if (receivedMsg.sender == rightNeighbor && rightAnswerMsg == null) 

 rightAnswerMsg = receivedMsg; 

else 

 return; 

  

// check for wrong delay measurement: 

if (receivedMsg.containsReportedBridge()) { 

  reportedBridge = receivedMsg.firstReportedBridge(); 

// If the faulty bridge is the half-ring-bridge: 

if ((reportedBridge.isInLeftHalfRing) && (reportedBridge.isInRightHalfRing)) { 

   message replacementLeft = createReplacementMsg(currentTime(), destination = 

        computeDestinationFromFaults()); 

   message replacementRight = createReplacementMsg(currentTime(), destination = 

        computeDestinationFromFaults()); 

   replacementLeft.sign(); 

   replacementRight.sign(); 

   replacementLeft.sendMsg(nextBridge = leftNeighbour)); 

   replacementRight.sendMsg(nextBridge = rightNeighbour); 

  } 

else if (reportedBridge.isInRightHalfRing()) { 

   message replacementLeft = createReplacementMsg(currentTime(), destination = 

        computeDestinationFromFaults()); 

   message replacementRight = createReplacementMsg(currentTime(), destination = 

        reportedBridge); 

   replacementLeft.sign(); 

   replacementRight.sign(); 

   replacementLeft.sendMsg(nextBridge = leftNeighbour)); 

   replacementRight.sendMsg(nextBridge = rightNeighbour)); 

  } 

else if (reportedBridge.isInLeftHalfRing) { 

   message replacementLeft = createReplacementMsg(currentTime(), destination = 

        reportedBridge); 

   message replacementRight = createReplacementMsg(currentTime(), destination = 

        computeDestinationFromFaults()); 
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   replacementLeft.sign(); 

   replacementRight.sign(); 

   replacementLeft.sendMsg(nextBridge = leftNeighbour)); 

   replacementRight.sendMsg(nextBridge = rightNeighbour)); 

 

  } 

    

} else { 

 if (leftAnswerMsg.DelaysExceedRange(timeMsgSent)) { 

   message replacementRight = createReplacementMsg(currentTime(), destination =  

        computeDestinationFromFaults()); 

   replacementRight.sign(); 

   replacementRight.sendMsg(nextBridge = rightNeighbour)); 

  }  

else if (rightAnswerMsg.DelaysExceedRange(timeMsgSent)) { 

   message replacementRight = createReplacementMsg(currentTime(), destination = 

        computeDestinationFromFaults()); 

   replacementLeft.sign(); 

   replacementLeft.sendMsg(nextBridge = leftNeighbour)); 

  } 

 

}  

done 

 

/* 

* Timeout Tfp to conclude the forward protocol. 

* Error cases: 

* 1. No answer arrived. The half-ring-bridge is faulty. No replacement-message is needed. 

* 2. Left answer-message is missing. Send the replacement-message counterclockwise to the 

*    right neighbor bridge of the initiator.  

* 3. right answer-message is missing. Send the replacement-message clockwise to the left 

*    neighbor bridge of the initiator. 

*/ 

 

on <Tfp.timeout> do  

if (leftAnswerMsg == null && rightAnswerMsg != null) { 
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 // Create replacement message: 

 message replacementMsg = createReplacementMsg(currentTime(), destination =        

           leftNeighborBridgeOfInitiator()); 

 replacementMsg.sign(); 

} else if (rightAnswerMsg == null && rightAnswerMsg != null) { 

 // Create replacement message: 

 message replacementMsg = createReplacementMsg(currentTime(), destination =  

           rightNeighborBridgeOfInitiator()); 

 replacementMsg.sign(); 

     

} 

done  

 

 

/* 

* Timeout for local clock adjustment caused by Tadjust. Furthermore, clear variables. 

*/ 

on <Tadjust.timeout> do  

 // Compute new currentTime from offsets and clear variables for next run. 

 computeNewCurrentTimeAndAdjustLocalClockAccordingly(offsetValues);  

 offsetValues = {0,…,0};  

 leftAnswerMsg = null; 

 rightAnswerMsg = null; 

done 

 

/* 

*  Timeout after synchronization protocol execution caused by Tprotocol. 

*  Drop message if it is received. 

*/ 

on <Tprotocol.timeout> do 

 disableSyncMsgReception(); 

done 
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// Forwarder 

 

// Every bridge acts as forwarder for time messages, which it didn’t start itself. 

// Moreover, it also forwards answer messages and replacement messages. 

// Note that the global attributes bridgeCount, id, rightNeighbour, leftNeighbour, offsetValues 

// and currentTime() are also accessible when acting as forwarder. 

 

message    receivedMsg;   // Temporary storage for the message just received. 

double             timeMsgReceived;      // Store time when time message arrived (for every 

     // initiator) for delay detection. 

           

/* 

* Event caused by reception of time message. 

* Drop message if it is corrupted. 

* Add own time information to message and forward it to the next bridge. 

*/ 

on <timeReceived> do  

 // Check for corruption: 

 if (receivedMsg.isCorrupted()) 

  dropMsgAndReturn(); 

 // If time message already arrived, discard duplicate message: 

 if (TimeMsg != null) 

  return; 

 // Add time information to the message and forward it to the next bridge. 

 TimeMsg = receivedMsg; 

 // Save offset to bridges and forward message to next bridge: 

 saveOffset (offsetValue, receivedMsg); 

  receivedMsg.addToContent(forwardingDelay); 

 receivedMsg.sign(); 

 if (receivedMsg.getSender() == leftNeighbour) 

  receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = rightNeighbour); 

 else if (receivedMsg.getSender() == rightNeighbour) 

  receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = leftNeighbour); 

done 
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/* 

* Caused by reception of answer message. 

* Check if error in message. If not, check if wrong delay measurement has occurred.  

* If wrong delay measurement detected, then set error-flag (sender is reporter bridge) to 

* message content. 

* Add own time information to the message and forward it to the next bridge. 

*/ 

on <AnswerReceived> do   

 // Check for corruption: 

 if (receivedMsg.isCorrupted()) 

  dropMsgAndReturn(); 

 // If answer message already arrived, discard duplicate message. 

 else if (AnswerMsg != null)  // Answer message has been received before. 

  return; 

 // Check for wrong delay measurment. If wrong delay measurement detected, then add an error-flag. 

if (receivedMsg.containsReportedBridge()) 

   reportedBridge = receivedMsg.firstReportedBridge(); 

           receivedMsg.addReportedBridge(); // all bridges that detect the error add the respective 

//predecessor bridge as reported-bridge to the answer-message. 

   

 }   

 else if (receivedMsg.DelaysExceedRange(receivedMsg) { 

   reportedBridge = receivedMsg.getSender(); 

   receivedMsg.addDelayError(); 

  } 

  receivedMsg.addToContent(forwardingDelay);  

 if (receivedMsg.getSender == leftNeighbour) 

  receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = rightNeighbour);  

 else if (receivedMsg.getSender == rightNeighbour) 

  receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = leftNeighbour); 

done 

 

/* 

* Caused by reception of replacement message. 

* Drop message if it is corrupted. 
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* Save time if no time message arrived or time message and answer message both arrived. 

*  Add transfer time to message and forward the replacement message to the next bridge. 

*/ 

on event <replacementReceived> do 

 // Check for corruption: 

 if (receivedMsg.isCorrupted()) 

  dropMsgAndReturn(); 

 if (timeMsgArrived() && not answerArrived()) { 

  saveOffset(offsetValue, timeMsg); 

 if ( not timeMsgArrived () && answerArrived()) { 

  saveOffset(offsetValue, receivedMsg);  

// Forward message to the next bridge if it is not beyond the destination. 

 if (thisBridge.isNotBeyond(receivedMsg.destination) && receivedMsg.getSender == rightNeighbour) 

receivedMsg.addToContent(forwardingDelay); 

  receivedMsg.sign(); 

  receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = leftNeighbour); 

     if (thisBridge.isNotBeyond(receivedMsg.destination) && receivedMsg.getSender == leftNeighbour) 

receivedMsg.addToContent(forwardingDelay); 

  receivedMsg.sign(); 

  receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = rightNeighbour); 

   

done 

 

// Half-Ring-Bridge 

 
message    receivedMsg, 

leftTimeMsg, 

rightTimeMsg;   // Temporary storage for the message just received. 

double             timeMsgReceived;      // Store time when time message arrived (for one 

      // initiator) for delay detection. 

/* 

* Event caused by reception of time message. 

* Drop message if it is corrupted. 

* Add own time information to message as an answer-message and sends the rightTimeMsg into 

* right-half-ring and leftTimeMsg into left-half-ring. 

*/ 
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on <timeReceived> do  

 // Check for corruption: 

 if (receivedMsg.isCorrupted()) 

  dropMsgAndReturn(); 

 saveOffset(offsetValue, receivedMsg);// Note that the half-ring-bridge obtains two time-messages, one 

via the left- and one via the right-half-ring. The later time-message over-writes the values of the previous 

time-message. 

  

 message leftAnswer =  createAnswerMsg(leftTimeMsg.getContent(),   

                                 finalDestination = leftTimeMsg.getInitiator()); 

 message rightAnswer = createAnswerMsg(rightTimeMsg.getContent(),   

                                finalDestination = leftRightMsg.getInitiator()); 

 

 leftAnswer.addToContent(forwardingDelay); 

 leftAnswer.signAndSendTo(leftNeighbour); 

 rightAnswer.addToContent(forwardingDelay);  

 rightAnswer.signAndSendTo(rightNeighbour); 

done            

 

 

/* 

* Caused by reception of replacement message. 

* Drop message if it is corrupted. 

* Save time if no time message arrived or time message. 

*  Add transfer time to message and forward the replacement message to the next bridge. 

*/ 

on event <replacementReceived> do 

 // Check for corruption: 

 if (receivedMsg.corrupted()) 

  dropMsgAndReturn(); 

 if (timeMsgArrived (){ 

  saveOffset(offsetValues, timeMsg);  

 if ( not timeMsgArrived ()) {  

  saveOffsets(offsetValues, receivedMsg); 

 if (thisBridge.isNotBeyond(receivedMsg.destination) && receivedMsg.getSender == rightNeighbour) 

receivedMsg.addToContent(forwardingDelay); 
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  receivedMsg.sign(); 

  receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = leftNeighbour); 

     if (thisBridge.isNotBeyond(receivedMsg.destination) && receivedMsg.getSender == leftNeighbour) 

receivedMsg.addToContent(forwardingDelay); 

  receivedMsg.sign(); 

  receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = rightNeighbour); 

done 

 

/* 

* Timeout for local clock adjustment caused by Tadjust. Furthermore, clear variables. 

*/ 

on < Tadjust.timeout > do  

 // Compute new currentTime from offsets and clear variables for next run. 

 computeNewCurrentTimeAndAdjustLocalClockAccordingly(offsetValues);  

 offsetValues = {0,…,0};  

 leftAnswerMsg = null; 

 rightAnswerMsg = null; 

done 
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A.3 Pseudo-Code for SFC 

// There is only one initiator, one merger, and all other brides are forwarders. All bridges that add 

//their clock time to the message are sources. The initiator is always a source. 3f+1 bridges are //needed 

to be a source and all other bridges could be forwarder or pure-forwarder. 

// In SFC there is only one protocol execution per synchronization rather than concurrent execution of  

//sub-protocols. 

// The following pseudo-code shows one protocol execution. 

// Each bridge saves the difference between the clock value read from a remote bridge and the 

// own local clock into its offset-vector. When Tadjust has triggered, FTMA (see section 3.5.3) 

// is executed on the offset-vector to obtain the value for local clock adjustment. 

 

 

// The following constants, variables and functions exist in all types of bridges: 

// initiator, merger and forwarders: 

int     bridgeCount,   // number n of bridges in the ring. 

     id;     // Unique number of this bridge. 

double[bridgeCount] offsetValues;      // Time differences to other bridges. 

double      currentTime() { ... }  // This function returns the local current time. 

Bridge     rightNeighbour,   // Link to the right neighbour bridge. 

     leftNeighbour;    // Link to the left neighbour bridge. 

Boolean     timeMsgArrived = false, // True, if the time message has arrived. 

     answerArrived = false; // True, if the answer message has arrived. 

 

 

 

//initiator  

 

 

message     receivedMsg,   // Temporary storage for the message just received. 

firstAnswerMsg // Answer-Message with time information, received  

                           // first. 

secondAnswerMsg;  // Answer-Message with time information, received // 

// secondly. 

double    timeMsgSent;   // Store time when time message is sent. 

timer     TnextSync,    // Timeout triggers protocol start (send the time  
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                                                   // message). 

     Tfp,     // Timeout for answer message to be received, "fp"                      

                                                   // stands 

// for "forward protocol". 

Tprotocol,    // Timeout triggers the end of the protocol execution,  

                           // which        

// means all messages received after its expiration    

// are rejected.  

     Tadjust;    // Timeout triggers the adjustment of the local clock. 

Bridge    reportedBridge;   // Id of bridge which is reported as faulty. 

                                

boolean[bridgeCount]   answerMsgSigned;   // sets a flag for all bridges that have signed 

                    // an answer-message. 

 

/* 

* Set timers for events. 

* Periodic triggers for the time message, the arrival of the answer messages and for the synchronization. 

*/  

on <startup> do  

 TnextSync.setPeriodicTrigger(...);   // Remark:   

 Tfp.setPeriodicTrigger(...);    // Initial synchronization is not subject of SFC. 

 Tadjust.setPeriodicTrigger(...);    // TnextSync is set such that a timeout occurs 

// whenever a synchronization protocol has to be 

// started (see Figure 4,or 11 or 14) 

   Tprotocol.setPeriodicTrigger(...);   // After Tprotocol no message is accepted. 

 

done 

 

/* 

* Timeout TnextSync in initiator. Create Time message and send it in both directions. 

*/ 

on <sendTimeMsgEvent> do  

 // Create left and right time message, then send them in both directions. 

 message timeLeft = createTimeMsg(timeMsgSent, finalDestination = merger); 

 message timeRight = createTimeMsg(timeMsgSent, finalDestination = merger); 
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 timeRight.sign(); 

 timeLeft.sign(); 

 timeRight.sendMsg(nextBridge = rightNeighbour); 

 timeLeft.sendMsg(nextBridge = leftNeighbour); 

done 

 

/* 

* Caused by reception of answer message. Two cases are distinguished: 

* 1. First answer message arrived: Save offsets to offset vector. 

* 2. Second Answer message arrived: Save offsets to offset vector, check for errors. If an error 

*    is found create a replacement message. 

*/ 

on <answerReceived> do  

   if (firstAnswerMsg()){ 

  firstAnswerMsg = receivedMsg; 

  saveAllOffsets(offsetValues, firstAnswerMsg); 

  } 

 // Second Answer message has arrived. Save message and check both messages for faults. 

 else {            

  secondAnswerMsg = receivedMsg;     

  saveAllOffsets(offsetValues, secondAnswerMsg); 

 

/** 

* Check both messages for errors. 

* 1. Both answer messages are not from the Merger. Then combine correct times (see 11.1.1) and send 

*    replacement message to the neighbours of the merger in both directions (clockwise to the 

*    right neighbour of the merger, and counterclockwise to the left neighbour of the merger). 

* 2. Exactly one answer message is not from the Merger. Then combine correct times (see 11.1.1) and send 

*    replacement message to missing bridges (see section 11.1). 

*    2.1 If time information from the bridges in right half-ring is missing: 

*        Send replacement message clockwise to the bridge which time information was received 

*        last. Send replacement message counterclockwise to the first bridge which time    

*        information is missing. 

*    2.2 If time information from the left half-ring is missing: 

*        Send replacement message clockwise to the first bridge which time information is missing.  

*        Send replacement message counterclockwise to the bridge which time information was  
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*        received last. 

* 3. Both messages are from the Merger (possible fault: delay or data corruption. 

*  Check both messages for error-flags (reported-bridges):   

*    3.1 Both answer-messages contain error-flags(Merger is faulty). Combine correct times (see section  *

   11.1.1) and send to neighbors of Merger: 

*        Send replacement message clockwise to the right neighbour of the merger. 

*        Send replacement message counterclockwise to the left neighbour of the merger. 

*    3.2 Exactly one answer-message contains an error-flag. Combine correct times (see section 11.1.1)   *

       and send it to the reporter and the reported bridge: 

*        If time information of the right half-ring is missing: 

*        Send replacement message clockwise to the bridge which first reported the error. 

*        Send replacement message counterclockwise to the first bridge which got reported. 

*        If time information of the left half-ring is missing: 

*        Send replacement message clockwise to the first bridge which got reported. 

*        Send replacement message counterclockwise to the bridge which reported the first error. 

**/ 

  

// Check for failures 

 

if(receivedMsg.isFirstAnswer() and receivedMsg.isCorrupted()){ 

dropMsg(); 

} 

 

if(receivedMsg.isSecondAnswer() and receivedMsg.isCorrupted()){ 

dropMsg(); 

} 

 

if (receivedMsg.DelaysExceedRange(timeMsgSent) or receivedMsg.containsReportedBridge()) { 

setToTrue(answerMsgSigned, receivedMsg.signingBridges()); 

reportedBridge = computeDestinationBridges(answerMsgSigned); 

} 

if (faultDetected()) {       

saveOffsets(offsetValues, takeFaultfreeBridgeTimes()); 

 // create replacement message and send correct times (see section 11.1.1) to necessary bridges. 

Content newContent = takeFaultfreeBridgeTimes(firstAnswerMsg.getContent(), 

secondAnswerMsg.getContent()); 
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 message replacementLeft = createReplacementMsg(newContent, currentTime(), 

      destination = computeDestinationFromFaults()); 

 message replacementRight = createReplacementMsg(newContent, currentTime(), 

      destination = computeDestinationFromFaults()); 

 replacementLeft.sign(); 

 replacementRight.sign();  

 replacementLeft.sendMsg(nextBridge = leftNeighbour)); 

 replacementRight.sendMsg(nextBridge = rightNeighbour);  

} 

done 

 

/* 

* Timeout Tfp, if just one answer message has been received (because of fail silence, data corruption, or 

delay). 

* Create replacement message according to the checking function see section 11.1. 

*/ 

on < Tfp.timeout > do   

 if (firstAnswerMsg != null && secondAnswerMsg != null) 

  return; 

 // Create replacement message and send it in direction of answer message that arrived first. 

 message replacementMsg = createReplacementMsg(currentTime(),      

 destination = searchDestinationDependingOnMissingMsg()); 

 replacementMsg.sign(); 

 replacementMsg.sendMsg(nextBridge = firstAnswerMsg.getSender()); 

done 

 

/* 

* Timeout for local clock adjustment caused by Tadjust. Furthermore, clear variables. 

*/ 

on < Tadjust.timeout > do  

 // Compute new currentTime from offsets and clear variables for next run. 

 computeNewCurrentTimeAndAdjustLocalClockAccordingly(offsetValues);  

 offsetValues = {0,…,0};  

 firstAnswerMsg = null; 

 secondAnswerMsg = null; 

done 
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//Forwarder 

 

message    receivedMsg,  // Temporary storage for the message just received. 

     TimeMsg,   // Message with time information, received first. 

     AnswerMsg;   // Message with time information, received secondly. 

double    deltaTime,   // Duration after which the bridge expects a time message. 

     deltaAnswer;  //Duration after which the bridge expects a answer message. 

timer     TtimeMsg,   // Timeout for time message to be received. 

     TanswerMsg,  // Timeout for answer message to be received. 

     Tadjust;   // Timeout to trigger the adjustment of the local clock.  

double       timeMsgSent;  // Store time when time message is sent. 

double       answerMsgSent;  // Store time when answer message is sent. 

 

/* 

* Create timers for events. 

* Periodic triggers for arrival of time message, arrival of answer message and for the adjustment 

* of the local clock 

*/    

on <startup> do 

 TtimeMsg.setPeriodicTrigger();  

 TanswerMsg.setPeriodicTrigger();   

 Tadjust.setPeriodicTrigger();    

done 

/* 

* Event caused by reception of time message. 

* Drop message if it is corrupted. 

* Add own time information to message and forward it to the next bridge. 

*/ 

on <timeReceived> do  

 // Check for corruption 

 if (receivedMsg.isCorrupted()) 

  dropMsgAndReturn(); 

 // If time message already arrived, discard duplicate message. 

 if (TimeMsg != null) 
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  return; 

 // Add time information to the message and forward it to the next bridge. 

 TimeMsg = receivedMsg; 

if (thisBridge.isSource ()){  

receivedMsg.addToContent(currentTime()); 

else 

receivedMsg.addToContent(); 

 receivedMsg.sign(); 

 if (receivedMsg.getSender() == leftNeighbour) 

  receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = rightNeighbour); 

 else if (receivedMsg.getSender() == rightNeighbour) 

  receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = leftNeighbour); 

done 

 

/* 

* Caused by reception of answer message. 

* Check if already error in message. If not, check if delay has occurred.  

* If delay detected, then set error-flag (sender is reporter bridge) to message content. 

* Save offsets into offset vector, add own time information to the message and forward it to the 

* next bridge. 

*/ 

on <AnswerReceived> do   

 // Check for corruption 

 if (receivedMsg.isCorrupted()) 

  dropMsgAndReturn(); 

 // If answer message already arrived, discard duplicate message. 

 if (AnswerMsg != null) 

  return; 

 // Check for delay. If delayed detected, then add an error-flag. 

 if (receivedMsg.DelaysExceedRange(timeMsgSent)) 

  receivedMsg.addDelayError(); 

 // Save offset to bridges and forward message to next bridge. 

 saveOffsets(offsetValues, receivedMsg); 

 receivedMsg.addToContent(currentTime());  

 receivedMsg.sign(); 

 if (receivedMsg.getSender == leftNeighbour) 
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  receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = rightNeighbour);  

 else if (receivedMsg.getSender == rightNeighbour) 

  receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = leftNeighbour); 

done 

 

/* 

* Caused by reception of replacement message. 

* Save the offsets to replacement times into offset vector. 

* If replacement message is corrupted or delayed, then drop the message. 

*/ 

on <replacementMsgReceived> do   

 // Drop if corrupted or delayed 

 if (receivedMsg.isCorrupted() Or receivedMsg.DelaysExceedRange(answerMsgSent)) 

  dropMsgAndReturn(); 

 saveOffsets(offsetValues, receivedMsg)    

 // Forward message to the next bridge if it is not beyond the destination. 

 if (thisBridge.isNotBeyond(receivedMsg.destination)) { 

  receivedMsg.addToContent(timeMsgSent); 

  receivedMsg.sign(); 

  if (receivedMsg.getSender == leftNeighbour) 

   receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = rightNeighbour); 

  else if (receivedMsg.getSender == rightNeighbour) 

   receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = leftNeighbour); 

 } 

done 

 

/* 

* Timeout if time message is not received, caused by TtimeMsg (because of fail silence or delay). 

* If the preceding bridge has failed, this timeout will trigger and a new time message will be 

* created. In the case when the Initiator fails its neighbor bridge will send the missing time 

* message. 

*/ 

on <TtimeMsg.timeout> do   

 if (TimeMsg != null) 

  return; 

 // Create timeMsg and send it in the direction towards merger. 
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 message TimeMsg = createTimeMsg(timeMsgSent, destination = merger); 

 TimeMsg.sign(); 

 TimeMsg.sendMsg(nextBridge = nextBridgeToMerger()); 

done 

 

/* 

* Timeout if answer message is not received, caused by TanswerMsg (because of fail silence or delay). 

* If the preceding bridge has failed, this timeout will trigger and a new answer message will be 

* created and send in the direction towards the Initiator. Accordingly, if the merger fails the 

* neighboring bridges will create an answer message and send it towards the Initiator. 

*/ 

on <TanswerMsg.timeout> do   

 if (AnswerMsg != null) 

  return; 

 // Create answerMsg and send it towards the initiator. 

 message AnswerMsg = createAnswerMsg(currentenTime(),destination = initiator); 

 AnswerMsg.sign(); 

 AnswerMsg.sendMsg(nextBridge = nextBridgeToInitiator()); 

done 

 

/* 

* Timeout for clock adjustment, caused by Tadjust. 

* Moreover, clear variables. 

*/ 

on <Tadjust.timeout> do  

 // Compute new currentTime from offsets and clear variables for next run. 

 computeNewCurrentTimeAndAdjustLocalClockAccordingly(offsetValues);  

 offsetValues = {0,…,0};  

 TimeMsg = null; 

 AnswerMsg = null; 

done 
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// Merger 

 

message         receivedMsg,  // Temporary storage for the message just received. 

      firstTimeMsg,  // Message with time information, received first. 

      secondTimeMsg;   // Message with time information, received secondly. 

double     deltaTime,   // Duration after the bridge expects a time message. 

timer      TtimeMsg,   // Timeout for time message to be received. 

      Tadjust;   // Triggers adjustment of local clock.   

double     answerMsgSent;  // Store time when answer message is sent. 

 

 

/* 

* Create timers for events. 

* Periodic triggers for arrival of time message and for clock adjustment. 

*/     

on <startup> do 

 TtimeMsg.setPeriodicTrigger();   

 Tadjust.setPeriodicTrigger();     

done 

 

/* 

* Caused by reception of time message. 

* 1. If first time message arrived, then save offests into offset vector and wait for second 

*    time message. 

* 2. If second time message arrived, then save offests into offset vector, create Answer message 

*    and send it in both directions. 

*/ 

on <TimeReceived> do      

 if (firstTimeMsg()) { 

  // Save first time message and the offsets 

  firstTimeMsg = receivedMsg;      

  saveOffsets(offsetValues, firstTimeMsg);   

 } 

 else { 

  // Second time message arrived. Save offsets and create answer messages. 

  secondTimeMsg = receivedMsg;     
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  saveOffsets(clockValues, secondTimeMsg);   

   

  Content newContent = joinFirstAndSecondMsg(firstTimeMsg.getContent(),          

        secondTimeMsg.getContent()); 

  if (thisBridge.isSource()){ 

message answerLeft = createAnswerMsg(newContent, currentTime(),  

            localDuration, destination = Initiator); 

   message answerRight = createAnswerMsg(newContent, currentTime(),  

            localDuration , destination = Initiator); 

} 

else{ 

   message answerLeft = createAnswerMsg(newContent,  

            localDuration, destination = Initiator); 

   message answerRight = createAnswerMsg(newContent,  

            localDuration , destination = Initiator); 

} 

  answerLeft.sign(); 

  answerRight.sign(); 

  answerLeft.sendMsg(nextBridge = leftNeighbour); 

  answerRight.sendMsg(nextBridge = rightNeighbour); 

 } 

done 

 

/* 

* Event caused by reception of time message. 

* Save offsets taken from the replacement message into offset vector. 

* If the replacement message is corrupted or delayed, then drop message. 

*/ 

on <replacementMsgReceivedEvent> do 

 // Drop if corrupted or delayed. 

 if (receivedMsg.isCorrupted() Or receivedMsg.DelaysExceedRange(answerMsgSent))) 

  dropMsgAndReturn();  

   

 saveOffsets(offsetValues, receivedMsg);    

 // Forward message to the next bridge if it is not beyond the destination. 

 if (thisBridge.isNotBeyond(receivedMsg.destination)) {   
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  receivedMsg.addToContent(answerMsgSent); 

  receivedMsg.sign(); 

  if (receivedMsg.getSender == leftNeighbour) 

   receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = rightNeighbour); 

  else if (receivedMsg.getSender == rightNeighbour) 

   receivedMsg.forward(nextBridge = leftNeighbour); 

 } 

done 

 

/* 

* Timeout if one time message did not arrive, caused by TtimeMsg (because of fail silence or delay). 

* Create answer message and send it into both directions to the initiator. 

*/ 

on <TtimeMsg.timeout> do  

 if (firstTimeMsg != null && secondTimeMsg != null) 

  return; 

 // Add storagetime to received message and send it back in both directions to the initiator. 

 Content newContent = firstTimeMsg.getContent(); 

 message answerLeft = createAnswerMsg(newContent, answerMsgSent, destination = Initiator); 

 message answerRight = createAnswerMsg(newContent, answerMsgSent, destination = Initiator); 

 answerLeft.sign(); 

 answerRight.sign(); 

 answerLeft.sendMsg(nextBridge = leftNeighbour); 

 answerRight.sendMsg(nextBridge = rightNeighbour); 

done 

/* 

* Timeout for clock adjustment caused by Tadjust. 

* Adjust local clock, clear variables. 

*/ 

on <Tadjust.timeout> do  

 // Compute new currentTime from offsets and clear variables for next run. 

 computeNewCurrentTimeAndAdjustLocalClockAccordingly(offsetValues);  

 offsetValues = {0,…,0}; 

 firstTimeMsg = null; 

 secondTimeMsg = null; 

done 
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Abbrevations 

CRC     Cyclic Redundancy Check 

DFTM     Differential Fault-Tolerant Midpoint Algorithm 

EG     Egocentric Average Function  

FP      Forward Protocol 

FTA     Fault-Tolerant Average Algorithm 

FTMA     Fault-Tolerant Midpoint Algorithm 

GPS     Global Positioning System 

HFA     Half Ring Forward and Answer Protocol 

HFC      Half Ring Forward and Collected Answer Protocol 

HSR     High Availability Seamless Redundancy 

NTP     Network Time Protocol 

PRP     Parallel Redundancy Protocol  

PTP     Precise Time Protocol 

RFA     Half Ring Forward and Answer Protocol 

RFC     Ring Forward and Collected Answer Protocol 

RSTP     Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol 

SFC       Single Initiator Forward and Collected Answer Protocol 

SP      Secondary Forward Protocol 

TTP    Time Triggered Protocol   
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